Shopping for exceptional flooring value?
Today's best buy is Azrock vinyl asbestos tile.

It takes imagination to sell merchandise . . . and imaginative floor design helps create a climate in which people enjoy shopping and buying. In the new J. C. Penney store in Omaha, customers walk in comfort on floors of Azrock's elegant Premiere Series in vinyl asbestos tile. Premiere meets the most exacting requirements in color and design . . . gives a lift to any floor area while it delivers solid savings in easy maintenance and long life. Good idea: before making the final decision on floor materials for your stores, investigate all types for initial cost, low upkeep, life expectancy . . . we believe you'll choose Azrock vinyl asbestos tile. Available in 12" x 12" modular size.
Eastern introduces two new double-web beam cross tees, 4' and 5' in length. Routed at the center and at 6" and 12" on each side of center, they offer far greater latitude in fixture placement . . . importantly increase design possibilities in ceiling grids of standard modular construction. These beam cross tees carry heaviest lights with minimal deflection, satisfy every service need with support to spare.* As with all Tab-Lock tees, simply insert and bend the tab. The lock is permanently in tension; and for extra rigidity, bulbs, as well as flanges, make contact. See Sweets (1968) 14c/Ea, or write for specs.

*Evaluated in accordance with A.M.A. and S.C.M.A. specifications.

ACOUSTICAL SUSPENSION SYSTEMS
Architectural Metal Products Division, 1601 Wicomico St., Baltimore, Md. 21230
By the makers of Eastern Demountable Wall Systems, Drapery Hardware, Venetian Blinds
EDITORIAL
P/A's Editor discusses some of the ethical and professional problems raised by the recent acquisition of Charles Luckman Associates by the Ogden Corporation.

COMMENTARY AND ANALYSIS
98 COLLEGIATE LIVING ROOM: When a commuter college decided to increase student involvement in campus life, it began by building new dorms, a library, and a student center. WARNER BURNS TOAN LUNDE, ARCHITECTS.

FIREHOUSE SHOWCASES:
106 FIRE STATION No. 59, Houston, Texas. Exposed steel frame structure with large expanses of glass make this crisply detailed firehouse a showcase for fire-engines. TODD-TACKETT-LACY, ARCHITECTS.

110 FIRE STATION No. 58, Houston, Texas. Exposed alarm mechanisms and painted steel structure give this firehouse, sited in a pine grove, the look of a shiny machine. CLOVIS HEIMSATH ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS.

114 STAINED GLASS: ART OR BUSINESS?: Are the studios that dominate the growing stained-glass industry capable of designing for modern architecture, or are the independent artists, free from the hidebound tradition of turning out period pieces, the only designers capable of filling contemporary needs?

116 PITTSBURGH: A STUDY IN URBAN IDENTITY: A look at Pittsburgh's past, and the assets that might be turned to advantage in continuing the city's "Renaissance."

128 PATIENTS COME FIRST AT PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC: Small, interconnected units spread across a lakeside site in a residential neighborhood provide an informal and comfortable atmosphere for psychiatric patients. HAMME, GREEN & ABRAHAMSON, ARCHITECTS.

134 ACTIVE BUILDING ON ACTIVE CORNER: A three-story commercial structure on a busy corner in downtown Berkeley, Calif., makes a strong statement in a diversified atmosphere.

SELECTED DETAILS
148 ELEVATOR INDICATOR LIGHTS. Chlormetals, Inc., building, New York, New York, PLANNED OFFICE INTERIORS, DESIGNERS.

149 PRECAST CONCRETE PANEL. Lincoln Cuyahoga Building, Cleveland, Ohio. SHAFFER, FLYNN, ARCHITECTS.

PRACTICE OF ARCHITECTURE
132 INTERPERSONAL ASPECTS OF THE ARCHITECT-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP: An analysis of the behavioral aspects of the architect-client relationship and ways of making it more productive.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

POST-MORTEM ON HABITAT: The structural consultant for Montreal's controversial Habitat 67 explains why the project never quite fulfilled — and in some respects never could have — the designer's expectations.

P/A NEWS REPORT


P/A OBSERVER

"I REMOVED MY HAT": An 18th-Century stable compound has been handsomely renovated for the use of the Kilkenny Design Workshops, established to provoke a renaissance in Irish design.

INSTANT EXTERIORS: By projecting slides, drawings, and patterns of light onto surfaces of industrial buildings and highway structures, two young architects give a new light to "urban beautification."

FLOWER CITY MARKET CENTER: Careful attention to natural topography and provision of 11.5 acres of rooftop parks will make this plan for an international trade complex a positive addition to San Francisco's waterfront.

ARENA STAGE II: NEW APPROACH FOR WEESE: Addition to a vigorously progressive Washington theater smoothly joins triangular and semi-circular forms to a classical series of rectangular shapes.

BASSETT'S ELECTRIC CIRCUS: New substation for a Seattle public utility expresses and emphasizes — rather than covering up — the workings of its high-voltage equipment, creating, in effect, an electrical park.

DOWN UNDER . . .  OR, HOW NOT TO BUILD UNDERGROUND: Malcolm B. Wells describes an underground settlement of opal miners that has gouged a monstrous scar in Australia's desert interior.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CRITIQUE

William J. McGuinness discusses factors to be considered in designing multipurpose auditoriums.

SPECIFICATIONS CLINIC

Harold J. Rosen reviews organizations that write standards affecting construction, and explains their usefulness to architects.

IT'S THE LAW

Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan advise care in the use of standard AIA documents, and cites the slow pace in achieving modifications of existing documents.

BOOK REVIEWS

A cross-section of significant new books.

VIEWS

Our readers' comments on the architectural scene.

COVER

View of Kilkenny Design Workshops court through a second-story ope (p. 150). Photo: J. T. Burns, Jr.
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JOBS AND MEN

DIRECTORY OF PRODUCT ADVERTISERS

READERS' SERVICE CARD

A monthly service to P/A readers who desire additional information on advertised products and those described in the News Report, who wish to order Reinhold books, or who want to enter their own subscription to P/A.
Red cedar shingles and shakes:
to provide a mood of quiet, rugged beauty for schools,
Whether they’re applied to roof, sidewall or interior, red cedar shingles and shakes give the impression of strength, good taste and beauty — from the moment they’re first nailed into place.

Because they stay in place, looking their best for decades to come, they’re excellent for keeping up appearances, too. And if you’re working with expandable projects such as schools or clinics, shingles and shakes offer a special advantage: since new shingles and shakes are always cut to the same specifications, additional buildings can be made to match original plans exactly — three, five, even 20 years later.

But why not discover all the advantages of red cedar Certigrade shingles and Certi-Split handsplit shakes yourself? For more information, see our Sweet’s Catalog listing 21d/Re, call or write:

RED CEDAR SHINGLE & HANDSPLIT SHAKE BUREAU
5510 White Building, Seattle, Washington 98101
(In Canada, 1477 West Pender Street, Vancouver B.C.)
Design Awards Praised and Criticized

Dear Editor: The jury's choice for First Design Award was refreshing (January 1968 P/A). That is the sort of solution we should be seeking for our own slum problems. We have a tendency to ram some disconnected "expert's" solution down the throats of people who never live "as they know how" in those solutions. It seemed to me that the project proposed by the Puerto Rican group was completely in sympathy with those who were going to live there. Hopefully, the top award next year will be given to a similarly approached solution to a stateside slum problem, which could be carried to reality by our immensely powerful but blinded economic institutions.

HOWARD ALAN
Chicago, Ill.

Dear Editor: As usual, I opened up the Design Awards issue immediately upon receipt and thoroughly studied the jury's comments. My first impression was one of pleasure at the technical and professional competence of the winning projects—quite different from my first impression last year.

However, I personally have found last years' award concepts continually inspiring. This years' work, less than a week old, is becoming boring in retrospect and frightening to the spirit of architecture in its technical competence. Production line designers working in teams have produced highly proficient mediocrity. A "Machine for Living" is more mechanical than Le Corbusier ever intended in his modular controlled environments.

The one "house" is not a "laboratory for experimentation," as stated by the jury as the justification of house design, but only a competent restatement of currently acceptable ideas.

In all of the work, with the exception of the California Performing Arts Building, I find it difficult to walk through spaces and feel the architectural spirit.

WINSLOW ELLIOTT WEDEK
Minneapolis, Minn.

Dear Editor: The selection of First Design Award for Jan Wampler's concept of La Puntilla in Old San Juan was a mistake. As a former planner on the Puerto Rico Planning Board, I have seen several proposals for the development of this area. Each one of these has proposed the establishment of a low-cost housing project on this choice if not choicest piece of land in Puerto Rico. The fact that your jury gave first place honors to this project indicates to me that your "paper review" lacks the sensitivity of relating a project to its over-all environment and the needs of the greater community.

Although I would agree that new design concepts for low-cost housing are of primary importance and I would also sympathize with the desire to eradicate slums, the utilization of La Puntilla for this type of project represents a vast misuse of land in a city that can ill afford this type of planning mistake.

La Puntilla could be a transportation center for the huses that presently terminate in Plaza Colon, for the ever-increasing number of autos that have congested Old San Juan for a number of years, for the ferries that traverse the harbor to Catano, for a future rapid transportation terminal, for open space that San Juan greatly needs, for many, many other proposals that could be of benefit to the residents of La Perla, Old San Juan, the island, and to the tourists and the economic growth of the island.

Unfortunately, your award to the La Puntilla low-cost housing project gives much new status to a mistake that must be lived with for many years to come.

JAMES M. HINDEK
San Francisco, Calif.

New Haven Article Reactions

Dear Editor: "Urban Planning and Urban Revolt: A Case Study" (January 1968 P/A) is a sobering piece of journalism, and I appreciate the insights into the roots of urban violence that it offers those of use in public positions. It is a most significant contribution to the national dialogue on the urban crisis.

RALPH YARBOROUGH
U.S. Senator (D., Tex.)
Washington, D.C.

Dear Editor: P/A's annual awards, as ever, interest me. But P/A's "microsection" of New Haven interests me even more. A professional journal has turned a news event into the basis of changing the profession. A brace of editors and writers managed to juggle three perspectives—the establishment, the scholars, the street—without losing sight of the stage (the city) on which the whole act stands. The authors wound up celebrating life and not structure, which is a difficult stance for any journal.

ART SEIDENBAUM
Los Angeles Times
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Editor: I found your article on "Urban Planning and Urban Revolt" a major contribution to understanding what is going on in our cities.

It was a good analysis of the problems, but, more importantly, I was made to feel involved and part of these problems, not just a reader of something someone else had researched and written. I felt I was there personally, and so I was pleased at this constructive approach.

LAWRENCE HALPRIN
San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Editor: I was absolutely fascinated with the article, "Urban Planning and Urban Revolt: A Case Study," which appeared in the January issue of your magazine.

PETER H. DOMINICK
U.S. Senator (R., Colo.)
Washington, D.C.

Dear Editor: I would like to correct a statement made in your story on New Haven. You quote us as saying that the mayor has done nothing to prevent construction of the East Rock Connector. Actually, the mayor was instrumental in shaping the legislation that prevents the state from taking parkland for highway use, unless this is approved by the municipality having jurisdiction over the land. The Save the Parks Committee is extremely grateful to Mayor Lee for the part he played in having this legislation passed.

However, nothing is being done to prevent construction in the future. As long as the number of cars coming into New Haven continues to increase, we consider the issue of the Connector not closed, but postponed. We want to see the park free of cars long after we are not here to feel the pains. We are not only interested in seeing New Haven survive financially today; we want it to remain a place of human habitat for generations to come. We even dare hope that it may become a better place, not just in comparison to Bridgeport, but with its own present self.

PAUL J. MITARACHI
Chairman, Save the Parks Committee
New Haven, Conn.

Dear Editor: Your coverage on "Urban Planning and Urban Revolt" was excellent. I hope the professional planners and the officials in charge of conducting renewal programs will take time to read...
"Fact Finding Sessions" Investigate Behavior of Open Web Steel Joists

This is the engineering-research laboratory at the University of Kansas. In process is a study on the behavior of the compression chords in variously designed open web steel joists under concentrated and uniform loading.

The Steel Joist Institute sponsors "fact finding sessions" like this in a number of university laboratories throughout the country. New ideas in joist materials and design, such as high-strength steels and the various methods of bridging, are checked out thoroughly before governing design criteria are established for steel joist standards. Manufacturers can also have investigations conducted on their J- and H-Series joist designs to determine conformance with SJI standards and specifications.

For complete information on open web steel joists and their practical application, write today for the SJI's Specifications and Load Tables. This complete working handbook is yours without charge.

STEEL JOIST INSTITUTE
Room 715, DuPont Circle Bldg., Washington, D. C. 20036
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and learn from it. I was particularly struck by the discussion sorting out "slum" from "ghetto" on the basis of economic and social conditions rather than housing and new construction. Most of our Western city "ghettos" are made more so from economics and social relationships than from rundown buildings. If planning is a tool to aid in solving any of these problems, it's got to become more concerned with these inner workings of society.

Throughout your study runs the emphasis on communications and people-sensitivity as one of the missing and misused factors in the whole decay-renewal-riot-reappraisal process. I had some personal experience with the so-called Century City riot here last year, which turned me from a mild-mannered citizen with respect for the police into a suspicious cop-hater, so I experienced a good deal of empathy in reading your story's comments about the New Haven people-cop relationship during "The Disturbances." If I happened to be black and ghetto-ized and poor, I think I'd throw a few fire bombs at them myself under such treatment.

Let's have more honest discussions of the P/A variety.

NANCY WILLIAMS
Daniel, Mann, Johnson, & Meadenhall
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Editor: The January article on New Haven forms a critical commentary on the great issues facing our cities. It would be worthy reading for everyone involved with the renewal of municipalities.

DONALD L. HARDISON
San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Editor: Please accept my enthusiastic congratulations for the article "Urban Planning and Urban Revolt" in the January issue. It is not only a first-rate critique of the urban renewal program but a contribution to the social history of architecture and planning as well.

CARL W. CONDIT
Evanston, Ill.

Dear Editor: I would like to compliment you on your New Haven article in the January issue. As vice-chairman of the Citizens Advisory Committee on Urban Renewal for the city of Champaign, Illinois, this type of in-depth coverage of what, to some people, was a surprising situation, is very valuable. All of us are, of course, concerned with keeping such things from happening here or elsewhere. I also called the article to the attention of our director, Professor Rudard A. Jones, AIA, and he requested that I write to you to determine the availability of copies of this case study for use in teaching his graduate-level course in Urban Housing at the University of Illinois Department of Architecture.

HENRY R. SPIES
Editor, Small Homes Council — Building Research Council
Champaign, Ill.

[Reprints of “Urban Planning and Urban Revolt: A Case Study” are still available at 50¢ a copy. — ED.]

Dear Editor: As architects, we have always been keenly interested in the January Design Awards issue of P/A. As blacks, we naturally expected the usual array of white winners. What we did not expect was your unusual — for P/A — article, “Urban Design and Urban Revolt,” which discussed New Haven’s white losers in terms of planning and design for blacks and Puerto Ricans. In the vast game that is being played all over America with urban design, this year’s Design Award winners will become losers too if they do not help provide solutions badly needed in Inner City areas.

In the light of your article on New Haven, we feel that future articles in P/A on urban design must deal with the...
It Took 1,625 Completely New Ideas To Get Architects To Prefer MOLDCAST Lighting Fixtures

(HERE ARE SEVEN OF THEM)

1. The Controlux Cone*, a remarkable development in black specular reflectors, makes magic in Moldcast Cylinder Fixtures. This is the first hidden source fixture which permits the widest flood distribution (up to 108°) or the narrowest spot (33°) with no "hot spot" in the center, no sharp drop-off at the edges.

2. Lamp adjustability gives Moldcast Cylinders a truly unique flexibility. Raise or lower — go from a spot to a flood. Adjust the beam angle up to 20°. The source remains hidden (thanks to Controlux magic). You can alter your illumination effects with absolute precision in the field to meet specific requirements.

3. We've got the thinnest Exit Sign* made by anyone to date (a mere 1/16" sliver of a thing).

4. Our Exit Sign is also the most evenly illuminated (bet a thin dime you can't tell where the lamps are).

5. Our Exit Sign operates on a 50,000 hour lamp, life without extraneous electronic components that increase failure probability.

6. Our Impacta 900 Wall Bracket was designed for people who combine the most refined taste with murderous aggression. Punch it . . . the lovely thing bounces right back. Our secret — We're the first to incorporate almost indestructible Lexan® into a rugged pre-stressed fixture design.

7. Moldcast Site Modules are the first architecturally conceived site lighting line. They aesthetically unify site and structure by extending the rectilinear geometry of modern building design throughout the site.

We concede that Johnny-Come-Lately has to run faster to catch up with the oldsters up ahead. We do it with new ideas by the gross. By completely disguising exceptional ruggedness and durability with unobtrusive classic design. With optical and mechanical innovations worthy of imitation by others . . . later on. With such total product flexibility that we standardize most normally customized product variations (and pass on the savings).

* Patented

Discover a few more of the remaining 1,618 new Moldcast ideas.
Send for the complete Moldcast Product Catalog by writing:

MOLDCAST MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Serving Architecture Through Lighting

164 DELANCY STREET, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07105 • In Canada: Verd-A-Ray Electric Products, Ltd., Montreal 9, Quebec, Canada
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Thank you so much,
Merton, Paisley & Brokau, A.I.A.*

How did you know that a lot of us girls use tampons instead of sanitary napkins? Those of us who do, sure appreciate those nice built-in vending machines that hold both. You can be sure if we ever hear of anyone who needs a good architect, we’ll recommend you.

Sincerely,
Mary Sharp

Almost half the women who work use tampons rather than sanitary napkins. So next building you build, specify Bobrick’s built-in dual vend machines for dispensing both Kotex® Napkins and Kotex Tampons. You may not win an award for it, but you’ll sure win the hearts of a lot of gals. Send for our free catalogue of vending machines available. Or see Sweet’s File No. 25e Bo* or Bobrick’s File 25e Bo*.

Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Commercial Department, Neenah, Wisconsin

*The names may be fictitious, but the gratitude isn’t.
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Specify One Reliable TV Antenna System For All: By RCA

Meeting every challenge of TV broadcasting, an RCA TV Antenna System receives and distributes both regular TV and closed-circuit telecasts. Audio, too, of course. RCA’s systems are designed to be adapted in future expansions with minimal alterations. They’re systems your clients already know for quality, flexible design, and proven reliability. If you design plans for hotels, motels, hospitals, nursing homes, schools, convention halls, and other large operations, have the information on RCA TV Antenna Systems at your fingertips. Simply mail the coupon. No cost or obligation.

RCA SERVICE COMPANY
Dept. C-101
Commercial Products Sales, Bldg. 203-3, Camden, N. J. 08101
Please furnish more information on RCA TV Antenna Systems.

Name_________________________Title_________________________
Company_________________________Phone_________________________
Address_________________________City_________________________
_________________________State_________________________
_________________________Zip_________________________
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The Know-It-Alls from Stevens Gulistan.

These men helped select the right carpet qualities for L'Enfant Plaza. How can they help you?

Nobody likes a know-it-all—until they need one. And Stevens Gulistan has the experts who know everything about carpeting for building projects. For example, they supplied Stevens Gulistan carpeting for the Capital's fabulous new L'Enfant Plaza.

The Know-It-Alls can give you expert advice, too. So you can specify the right carpet for the right area at the right price. They've compiled a free Architect's Sample Case, with 3" x 5" swatches of complete color lines of in-stock commercial qualities, a color pompon board, and handy reference booklet.

Nobody knows more about carpets than Stevens Gulistan. And nobody is more eager to share what they know. Send the coupon for your Sample Case today. Or if you're in a real hurry, call (212) 679-1220.

Stevens Gulistan Carpet, J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.
295 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016
Please send me the whole story on how Stevens Gulistan Carpet can help me with guide lines on general requirements, materials and installation of commercial carpeting. Also send the new free Architect's Sample Case.

Name
Firm
Address
City  State  Zip

3-A

Stevens Gulistan Carpet
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Fenestra Presents
A Dramatically New
PREMIUM
Standard Steel Door
THE EXECUTIVE
A Flush Seamless Door

EVERY FENESTRA EXECUTIVE DOOR PROVIDES MAXIMUM FIRE DOOR PROTECTION
• THESE NEW DOORS HAVE JUST PASSED UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES FIRE DOOR TEST FOR 3 HOUR "A" CLASSIFICATION

FOR COMPLETE EXECUTIVE DOOR INFORMATION WRITE FOR BROCHURE
You’ve got it made when you pick sealant with the Thiokol Seal

Thiokol’s Seal of Security...the only guide you ever need to total weatherproofing protection.

To keep building sealant quality in step with the advancing requirements of today’s structural systems, Thiokol has established new and higher standards of excellence for polysulfide-base compounds. Sealants meeting the standards display the Thiokol Seal of Security on the label. To qualify for the Seal, the candidate material must be compounded with LP® polysulfide polymer. Only Thiokol, a long-time leader in building sealant technology, makes LP®, and has been its sole manufacturer and developer for over twenty-five years.

In a series of demanding lab tests, the sealant must conform to Thiokol specifications. These are a notch above generally accepted industry standards. Only then does the Seal go on. Subsequently, the sealant is subject to follow-up monitoring. Random samples from production runs and job sites are checked regularly to assure continuity of quality. Only then does the Seal stay on. No program in the industry reaches so far to assure total sealant performance...complete protection against weather, wear and age. You’ve got it made, when you make Thiokol’s Seal of Security your guide to sealant selection.
Continued from page 8

need for community control by community residents. And the planning process is precisely where this control can begin—in fact, where it must begin—since it has been amply demonstrated in cities all over America, such as New Haven, that white city planners have not dealt with the problems of powerless ghetto residents.

2MJQ
FUack Advocate Planners
Washington, D.C.

Dear Editor: It seems obvious from the P/A case study of New Haven that the paternalistic redevelopment agency is quite successful, for without its calculated aggravation most of the affected individuals would still be living in their age-old filth. It is exhilarating to hear them say they want something better. The question is whether it is to be given to them outright or should they actually have to work for the so-called better things in life as do most other Americans.

On the other hand, I am amazed at P/A for publishing such a degrading, nonconstructive article against a client who supports architecture and architects. Of all other redevelopment agencies in the country, the City of New Haven has worked with more outstanding architects to produce structures well worth study and a place in the history of architecture. It is interesting to note that the rioters did not destroy any of these buildings, but only their own run-down structures, as if they were aggravated mainly with themselves and their lack of ability to forge ahead faster than they are.

CASWELL COOKE
New Haven, Conn.

Dear Editor: Congratulations for the fine article on New Haven. This is the first time to my knowledge that a national magazine has presented an accurate account of renewal in New Haven. It should be clear to all your readers that New Haven is not a model, but a warning.

Your reporters did an excellent job, except on one point. AIM is not a group of “middle-class intellectuals,” at least not as that term is ordinarily understood. While that may generally be our class background, we are committed to actively working for change with the people of the city. We do all the kinds of dirty work that has to be done to build an organization and a political force, unlike the “middle-class intellectuals,” who are usually above the battle. Finally, we are committed primarily to making this a decent, humane society, rather than to “making it” in our professions.

ROBERT M. COOK
Department of Sociology
Yale University
New Haven, Conn.

Schokbeton Strikes Back

Dear Editor: In the December 1967 P/A views column, a letter from S. M. Brown, Jr., of General Stone and Materials Corp., took issue with me concerning your October “Concrete in Detail” article.

Brown apparently has failed to understand my statement, which he has quoted out of context. He also erroneously implies that I recommended the use of soft aggregates.

I am certain, based upon the many letters received, that most of your readers understood my point, so I will refrain from further comment on Brown’s remarks.

It is the desire of Schokbeton and, I believe, many other precast producers, to manufacture the best quality precast while satisfying the architect’s intended result. We also want to avoid needlessly increasing the cost of our product, for we believe there are sufficient inflationary pressures in the economy.

Incidentally, we think the General Stone and Materials Corporation supplies excellent aggregates—but that wasn’t the subject of our article.

GEORGE J. SANTRY
Chairman, Schokbeton Products Corp.
Greenwich, Conn.

Continued on page 16

Traditional Beauty

Good design is timeless. So is the appeal of genuine hardwood, with a warmth no imitation can capture. This is why a Wood-Mosaic floor is the traditional choice for fine homes, clubs, offices and galleries.

The Monticello pattern shown was created by Jefferson for his home. Today it is one of many Wood-Mosaic floor designs which have stood the test of centuries. These floors take little upkeep and come in many price ranges.

They are perfect for those who believe every fine home should be unique.

Write for complete literature. And look for us in the Yellow Pages.

Wood-Mosaic Corp.
5002 Crittenden Drive, Louisville, Ky. 40221
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LIFETIME EPOXY AND AGGREGATE

Sanspray stone panels combine the benefits of plywood construction with the beauty, durability, and value of stone. A proven product with over 10 years of rigorous laboratory and field testing. Wide selection of aggregate colors and textures to choose from.

SAVE ON MATERIAL & LABOR

Apply a masonry-type finish at about the cost and weight of frame construction. Easy to nail and saw. Install 32 sq. ft. of finished wall in one application. No subcontractors needed.

NO MAINTENANCE OR PAINTING EVER!

Epoxy and stone surface completely weather-proof. Can be applied year-round regardless of weather.

Sansspray SIDING CORPORATION
515 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Phone (212) 759-3131
DFPA QUALIFIED FOR EXTERIOR USE.
FHA ACCEPTED WITHOUT SHEATHING.

☐ Have representative call with samples.
☐ Send me the facts on Sanspray stone panels.
I am considering Sanspray for the following application(s):
☐ Residential  ☐ Commercial
☐ Industrial  ☐ Other:

Name
Firm Name
Address
City  State  Zip
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Sunroc must be doing something right to satisfy so many architects.

Here's advanced and timeless styling in a semi-recessed stainless steel drinking fountain... at the low cost of vitreous china. Here's practicality, too. Specify it now as a fountain; it can be converted to a cooler later. Models from 5 to 12 gph, air-cooled or water-cooled.

Continued from page 14

**Education of an Intellectual**

Dear Editor: The article on Design Innovation in NOVEMBER 1967 P/A is commendable for bringing lively intellects to bear on design matters. As a planner concerned with finding and expressing the community interest through public agency planning, two themes of the article seem pertinent: the search for functionally based images (rather "blue sky" images) in which the community can recognize itself; and the approach which recognizes this search as a public concern, not exclusively and esoterically professional.

I believe Christopher Alexander misreads Lynch in one respect, however. Lynch's primary emphasis is on rendering the city legible by means of imaginal devices, recognizing the artificiality of image-making for its own sake. Thus, legibility, not "imageability," is the goal. Sympathy is due Alexander, whose difficulties in such discussions seem to stem from the broad generalizations he makes (must make as a theoretician) and from his not making some "sensible" correlations at times among different points in his arguments. For instance, granting his statement as true that as one cultural rule changes it affects all others, how then can he really expect to isolate and evaluate any single relation apart from its context, as he suggests we do?

The claim that an entire building cannot be criticized is curious to find in a mind as complex as his. Relatively speaking, a building is less complex than a biological organism or a social situation; it is less changeable, more accessible, hence more readily analyzed.

Perhaps the real purpose of reporting conversations such as this is to help an author sharpen and develop concepts leading to the new book about to be published. If so, your keeping an observing eye on Alexander may help all of us witness the "education of an intellectual" and be wiser for it ourselves.

**The Hugh Command**

Dear Editor: In the article entitled "The Teahouse of the Red Beach" (p. 198, OCTOBER 1967 P/A), you conjecture that Naval Mobile Construction Battalion Fifty-Eight is under the command of General Hugh Hefner. This is to advise that it may be under the command of Commander Hugh Hefner, Civil Engineer Corps, U.S. Navy, but never, never the command of General Hugh Hefner.

**PETER KIRBY**
Commander, Civil Engineer Corps, USNR
San Francisco, Calif.
Architects designing structures for their own use have complete freedom of choice. The makers of Hope's Windows were honored therefore to have Hope's Weatherstripped Steel Windows selected as one of the components in The Architects Collaborative office building.

Our catalogs are filed in Sweet's Architectural File and our sales offices and representatives are located in principal cities.
Bargain blinds are good for business.

With a few thousand windows to treat in a commercial or residential building, even a modest saving per blind can begin to look like a bargain. Hard to resist.

But when your bargain blinds need one single repair within the first five years, they'll not only cost you a lot more than you bargained for...

They'll cost you more than Flexalum.

The Flexalum Twi-Nighter guarantee is for five years...for parts and service. And it includes tapes and cords as well as all mechanisms and moving parts.

Sometimes it's easy to forget that the fixed labor costs for installing a Flexalum blind are no more than the costs for hanging a bargain blind.

But the bargain blind can end up hanging you!

Drop us a line for full specs, guarantee, and special modifications available for unusual aesthetic or functional purposes. Or, see our catalog in Sweets.

---

(1) In a survey conducted by Buildings Magazine, two-thirds of respondents reported their blinds needed repairs within the first three years. (2) Any materials which prove defective under normal use will be replaced free of charge, providing the certificate of coverage is filed within 10 days of the installation.

ALCAN ALUMINUM CORPORATION

Building Products Division

100 Erieview Plaza, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

*Registered Trademark of the Aluminum Company of Canada, Ltd.*
Plan Today For Tomorrow's Change

Will today's new school house still fit in the '70's and '80's? Will the facility fit the program, or must the program and opportunity be limited by today's classrooms?

Many architects are designing in the capability of extensive changes now. As they write their construction specifications, architects call for flexible, rearrangeable interior space. A flexible school with demountable Hauserman Double-Wall need cost no more than a school with a rigid interior.

If designing school facilities for the changing future is one of your challenges, call in your local Hauserman school specialist for information and a cost analysis.

The E. F. Hauserman Co., 5723 Grant Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44105 (Canada: Hauserman Ltd., Toronto, Canada Europe: Strafor-Hauserman, Strasbourg, France)

HAUSERMAN
If a carpet wants to keep up a good front, it better start out with a darn good back.

How well a carpet holds up, often depends on what holds the whole carpet together. In the case of tufted carpeting, the primary back holds the whole carpet together.

Poly Bac is a primary tufting back woven of polypropylene yarn. It keeps tufted carpeting better looking, over a longer period of time than ordinary primary backings.

To begin with, carpeting made with Poly Bac can be shampooed as often as is needed. Since Poly Bac doesn't contain oils or lignins, there's no danger of unsightly stains (browning) coming through to mar the face of the carpet.

In addition, bugs and bacteria will have nothing to do with Poly Bac. And that old problem of mildew causing the backing to rot, is no problem where Poly Bac is concerned. Even in below grade installations.

Finally, carpets tufted on Poly Bac are more stable. (Poly Bac is completely impervious to humidity, the major cause of carpet shrink or buckle.) Restretching is minimized.

So remember, no matter how much (or how little) tufted carpeting may cost, if it wants to keep up a darn good front, it better start out with a darn good back.

Patchogue Plymouth Co.
295 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, New York
Downlighting at budget prices

Is that your problem? Our Lytecaster group may be a happy solution.

Lytecaster downlights in anodized aluminum construction are designed for a variety of applications — both indoors and outdoors. All are characterized by crisp detailing, new finishes, and consistent quality.

Fine shielding or high quality glass diffusers assure excellent brightness control.

And each Lytecaster is engineered for the simplest possible installation and maintenance.

For complete data, see or write for Brochure No. 49A.

The Lytecaster collection is one of the many efforts by Lightolier to better coordinate lighting with architecture.
This new, $4-million clubhouse at Brandywine Raceway, near Wilmington, Delaware, posed an unusual problem. The owners wanted to heat and air-condition the enclosure to accommodate some 2,500 spectators. However, they also wanted to move the windows out of the way so that spectators could have a completely unobstructed view of the track whenever weather conditions were suitable.

Architect Lionel Levy devised an ingenious moveable window system which can be raised entirely out of view by telescoping it into housings above the roof. Engineer Robert Rosenwasser chose a cable-supported roof scheme as the most feasible and economical way to do the job. It permits what normally would have been roof-supporting front columns to serve as mullions and tracks for the window area measuring 196 ft long and 28 ft high. Bethlehem supplied more than 2,600 ft of cable (with end fittings) and 804 tons of structural steel. We also furnished the engineer with cable and connector data, a service we have provided for many of the nation's cable-roof structures. Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016.

A classic cantilever, the cable system takes over the load-bearing job from the window supports, while providing column-free viewing within the large overhang area required. Eight wide-flange girders were spaced at 28 ft intervals. Each is braced by a pair of 145-ft-long, 2¼-in.-diam steel cables which pass over a 24-ft-high steel mast. Tied down with fixed bearing sockets on the track side, cables are anchored to a back row of columns by adjustable connectors.

Enclosures of PLEXIGLAS® permit all-year pool use

Now your client's swimming pool can be a center of activity all year 'round. With transparent enclosures of PLEXIGLAS acrylic sheet, architects are creating environments that permit pool use regardless of the weather, time of day or time of year.

PLEXIGLAS offers these advantages for pool enclosures:

- Transparent tints for the control of solar heat and glare in order to maintain a comfortable pool atmosphere regardless of temperature.
- Large, uninterrupted spans that give a true out-of-doors feeling. They are possible because of the ease with which PLEXIGLAS can be formed into shallow domes that increase rigidity and load-bearing capacity.
- Light weight and breakage resistance that eliminates the need for cumbersome structural members.
- A history of more than 20 years of successful use in outdoor applications—your assurance of years of satisfactory service in pool enclosures.

Write for our brochure "Natural Light Through Domes and Arches of Plexiglas".

® Trademark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off., Canada and principal Western Hemisphere countries. Sold as OROGLAS® in other countries.

On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 365
Looks like a shake, lasts like a shingle. Our new Hallmark shingle really isn't a shingle, and it really isn't a shake either. It's the entirely new concept in roofing that combines the deep sculptured beauty of a wood shake and the lasting durability of the finest asphalt shingle. That's why it's sometimes referred to as the shangle. Hallmark can't give you the problems of wood, because it isn't wood. It won't rot, shrink, split or warp and it's fire safe. It's easier to apply. Adds lasting beauty to modern and traditional homes and garden apartments with mansard type roofs. The elegant Nob Hill Club Apartments, in Atlanta, Georgia, pictured here, uses Hallmark shingles in bronzed brown to add still another dimension to its new concept in luxury living. We'd like to show you how Hallmark shingles, in bronzed brown, pewter grey and golden tan, can add a new dimension to your future homes and apartments. Write: Certain-teed Products Corporation, AA1, Ardmore, Pa. 19003.
GE Silicone Construction Sealant...

against driving rains and high winds.

Another New York skyscraper, this one with 39 stories and 1432 windows, zips through to completion with GE Silicone Construction Sealant.

When you've got a structure that reaches for the sky and faces driving rains, your sealant has got to be good as well as fast. Silicone Construction Sealant is.

It comes ready to use. So there's no time lost, no quality problems due to mixing. It goes on easily. Cures smoothly at any temperature. And never gets stiff or runny.

Once it's on, you can forget about it. And forget about getting somebody to make call-backs. GE Construction Sealant is 100% silicone rubber. It's permanently resilient. Keeps a tenacious grip. Waterproof and weatherproof too.

It won't crack, crumble, harden or soften. And it won't even fail under continuing expansion and contraction cycles.

So specify GE Silicone Construction Sealant when you want something that'll really work for you.

For information and your distributor's name, write: Section Q3282, Silicone Products Department, General Electric Company, Waterford, New York 12188.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 339
One thing we don't mind admitting is that we make good desks. And a typical example is this Executive Desk. It's cathedral grained genuine walnut. Most of which is cut from the same tree. It's a good three feet wide. And it's over six feet long.

For design simplicity, the writing slides and drawer locks are concealed. And you can order the desk impressively plain if you want it that way. Or you can order it with pulls if you don't. But there are more good features to this desk than we can tell you about.

Or at least more good features than we're going to tell you about. Because we prefer you see for yourself that it's an honest expression of contemporary design.

Pictured here, the W974F Executive Desk from the W900 Series. Write for complete Catalog: Myrtle Desk Co., Dept. PA38, High Point, N. C. 27261

- Showrooms - CHICAGO, 1162 Merchandise Mart, phone 527-2540 - HIGH POINT, Taylor St., phone 885-4021 - Representatives: Pier 50, WA 9-8383,
  New York - Wholesale Office Equipment Co.: Los Angeles, AN 8-6104; San Francisco, YU 6-6972; Seattle, MA 2-7143; Denver, TA 5-6174.
The "OVERHEAD DOOR" electric is tougher than a tribe of Apaches

Sterling qualities, these. However, they don't tell the whole story of why more and more architects are specifying The "OVERHEAD DOOR" electric for their custom home and industrial building designs. We know why they are, though. Why?

Quality construction. The "OVERHEAD DOOR" and electric operators are made of the finest materials available, and are built by us in our own factories equipped with specialized production machinery.

Manufacturing experience. Overhead Door Corporation invented the sectional door, and has built over eight million of them. It's not surprising that we know more about the application of doors and electric operators than anybody else.

Professional assistance. Our engineers are always ready to confer with you on any standard or special door requirements. We stand ready to assist you on any industrial, commercial, or residential specifications.
and as dependable as the Sheriff.

Versatility.
The “OVERHEAD DOOR” electric can be designed for almost every conceivable application. Specify The “OVERHEAD DOOR” and get the industry’s widest selection of materials, sizes, and designs.

Nationwide service.
There’s a distributor of The “OVERHEAD DOOR” within minutes of nearly every job site in the country. America’s largest network of factory-trained door specialists is at your service. Just look for your nearest distributor’s name under “OVERHEAD DOOR” in the white pages of your telephone directory.

Maybe you’re a bit past your prime for a fast game of Cowboys and Indians. But you can still prove yourself one of the good guys by always specifying The “OVERHEAD DOOR” and electric operator.

For more information about the men who stand behind The “OVERHEAD DOOR”, please turn the page.
The men standing in back of The “OVERHEAD DOOR”
also stand behind it.

Next to the product we sell, these men are our pride and joy. They’re door men, factory-trained specialists who are eminently qualified to help you select the door or doors best suited for any application; commercial, industrial, or residential. We make doors of wood, steel, aluminum, and fiber glass in any size to fit any opening. Specify The “OVERHEAD DOOR” electric and you put the vast technical knowledge and experience of these men to work for you. Your client will appreciate it. And he’ll remember it. Always specify The “OVERHEAD DOOR”. It’s the door you can stand behind, because we do. For full details call your local distributor. He’s listed under “OVERHEAD DOOR” in the white pages of your phone book. Or, refer to our catalogue in Sweet’s Architectural File. Another open and shut case for The “OVERHEAD DOOR”. For more information about The “OVERHEAD DOOR”, please turn back one page.
NEW ELECTROPAINTING PUTS TOUGH, UNIFORM PROTECTIVE COATING ON LACLEDE JOISTS

One of the most advanced painting methods available is now used to apply a highly durable and uniform protective coating on Laclede Open Web Steel Joists.

The new process, called electropainting, uses the same principle employed in electroplating. The positively-charged joists, immersed in a bath, attract the negatively charged paint particles, which build up on the surface of the joists in a tight, dense coating of uniform thickness. Thickness of coating is directly proportional to the applied voltage, and can be closely controlled throughout the painting process.

The coating applied by this process has many advantages:
1. Coverage is uniform and complete, including sharp edges, corners and hard-to-reach nooks and crannies
2. There are no tears, drips, runs or excess paint
3. Excellent weatherability and abrasion resistance are obtained
4. Painting is consistent in quality from batch to batch
5. Finish coats may be easily applied over the primer
6. The coated joist has excellent finished product appearance

The electropainting process in a red finish is now standard on all shop coated Laclede open web steel joists. Specify Laclede electropainted steel joists for your next construction job.

LACLEDE STEEL COMPANY
St. Louis, Missouri 63101
MONO stays where the action is

... that gives it a long, weathertight life as a construction joint sealant.

Construction joints move. Mono can follow that movement day in, day out for 20 years or more, because the body of the bead stays pliable. This eliminates stress where the Mono meets stone, glass, metal, wood, concrete or plastic.

Since 92% of sealant failures occur because the sealant pulls away from the joint sides, you can see why we build this special quality of stress-relaxation into Mono.

Mono also gives you an extra margin of safety during installation. Even where construction dust or moisture is present, Mono's extreme adhesion seals the joint. No priming required.

But the biggest advantage of Mono isn't in the tube. It's the practical sealant know-how your Tremco man brings you; trust him to know which of the 15 different Tremco sealants will protect you from call-backs in every job condition. If you'd like to meet him, just send us your name.

THE TREMCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio 44104
Toronto 17, Ontario
A change of pace that stretches space.

**Little Mosaic Tiles.** The rediscovery is on!

Timeless tile by Mosaic is the material for today. It’s crisp and clean, yet as flexible as you want to make it. And the 1" x 1" and 2" x 2" sizes create a great effect of spaciousness. Tile no longer walls you in. Mosaic tile can open up whole new areas of unconfined designs.

Mosaic’s built-in color compatibility is another big help. And you’ll find Mosaic tile harmonizes with other materials, landscaping and decorator objects. Then there’s Mosaic economy with its low-cost maintenance and unbeatable durability.

Mosaic Tile. **Today’s tile.** The tile that can give you some big ideas for achieving that big look.

For samples, colors and prices, contact any Mosaic Regional Manager, Branch Manager or Tile Contractor. Look under “Tile-Ceramic-Contractors” in your Yellow Pages. Or consult Sweet’s Catalog, A.I.A. File No. 23-A.
TRAFFIC-PROOF.

7th Avenue Theatre, Seattle, Washington.

EYE-ARRESTING.

Downs Woven "Fantasy Tyme" Pure Wool Pile Carpet.

No need to sacrifice beauty for utility when "Fantasy Tyme" is underfoot. Once again it proves our wilton-weaving expertise and how, by this process, we combine luxurious appearance, intricate coloration and maximum durability. As an added distinction, this carpet bears the wool mark label—the mark of the world’s best... pure wool pile. Available in 8 multi-colors composed into free-flowing stripings, it now serves every situation where public areas must have eye-appeal. We are certain it will serve your own equally well.

WRITE FOR FREE “FANTASY TYME” FOLDER AND NEW FULL-COLOR CONTRACT BROCHURE.

PURE WOOL PILE
The wool mark is your assurance of quality tested carpets made of pure wool pile.

THE MARK OF THE WORLD’S BEST.

HARTER CORPORATION
317 Prairie Avenue
Sturgis, Michigan 49091

Please send me the MSH 900 Series seating brochure.

Name

Firm

Address

City State Zip

On Readers’ Service Card, Circle No. 400
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GOLD MEDAL FOR BREUER

WASHINGTON, D.C. Marcel Breuer will be the thirty-fourth recipient of the AIA's Gold Medal, awarded for "most distinguished service to the profession of architecture or to the Institute." It will be presented at the AIA convention in Portland, Ore., in June.

A student of Walter Gropius at the Weimar Bauhaus (1920-24), Breuer subsequently headed the Bauhaus furniture department, where he developed bent tubular steel furniture. At Gropius' request, Breuer came to the U.S. in 1937 to join the architectural faculty at Harvard. From 1937 to 1941, the two men had an architectural partnership in Cambridge; in 1946, Breuer opened his own office in New York City. Among his architectural designs are the Whitney Museum, UNESCO headquarters in Paris (with Nervi and Zehrfuss), and St. John's Abbey Church, Collegeville, Minn.

Among his most recent projects is the addition to the Fine Arts Commission, and the United States Information Agency. Following recommendation by a 12-man Advisory Panel composed of: William Bernbach, president of Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc.; Peter Blake, editor of Architectural Forum; William N. Berger, chairman of the Architectural Design Department of Pratt Institute; Donlyn Lyndon, head of the Department of Architecture at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; S. Dillon Ripley, secretary of the Smithsonian Institution; David Rockefeller, president of the Chase Manhattan Bank; Frank Stanton, president of the Columbia Broadcasting System; William Walton, chairman of the Fine Arts Commission, and USIA members Howard L. Chernoff, Lloyd Wright, Robert Sivard, and Jack Masey.

EXECUTIVE SPACE PLANNING

Mirror-polished Stainless Steel, Black Steel, Black Inlay and genuine American Black Walnut combine in William Sullivan's Executive Table Desk and Credenza to create two exclusive designs of universal appeal to leaders of industry, architecture and design.

May we help you utilize both horizontal and vertical (free) space? Please write today for an illustrated brochure to Marble Imperial Furniture Company, Bedford, Ohio 44146.
LUCKMAN REJOINS CORPORATE WORLD, TAKING HIS OFFICE WITH HIM

NEW YORK, N.Y. In late January, the Ogden Corporation, a giant conglomerate (1967 sales: $750 million), exchanged Ogden stock for the assets and good will of Charles Luckman Associates. Under the agreement, the Luckman organization will continue to operate just as it has in the past. But Luckman himself will sit on the Ogden board and become president of the Ogden Development Corp.; John B. Cogan, an Ogden senior vice-president, will sit on the CLA board.

What will Ogden gain from the acquisition? For one thing, it acquires an active architectural, engineering, and planning firm that has operated consistently in the black. Some believe that Ogden's recently acquired food servicing interests, which performed poorly in 1967, may be helped by an active real estate, planning, and design arm. If CLA has its way, Ogden will get strongly into the Model Cities program. With a complete architectural office under its roof, Ogden could have an advantage in that still untapped market.

What will CLA gain? CLA employees will obtain the ancillary benefits of a giant corporation. Moreover, taking advantage of Ogden services, CLA will be able to offer more to clients: systems analysis, transportation systems research, and communications.

Perhaps though the real reason behind the acquisition lies in Luckman's concern for the future of his organization and his heirs. Luckman has told associates that he doesn't "want the firm's liquid position to be impaired by estate taxes. My attorneys say I cannot afford to die."

What will Luckman's move mean for the profession? P/A's Editor Jan C. Rowan discusses this question in this month's Editorial.

F. O. PRINCE EXPRESSES HIS INDIGNATION.

BOSTON, MASS. Copley Square may have had a more checkered career than any square not on a Ralston Purina box. It has been the center of almost constant architectural discussion since well before the turn of the century. When the John Hancock Insurance Company announced plans last month to build a 60-story mirrored, sheathed office building next to Trinity Church (see p. 28 January 1968 P/A), at the head of the square across from McKim Meade & White's Public Library, memories of the controversy over other buildings proposed there welled up with the sudden animation of quiz show contestants who have just said the secret word.

We heard from Hugh R. Beaton, an engineer in Wilmington, Del., whose grandfather had worked on construction of the Boston Public Library. Beaton's friend Alexander A. Arthur is nephew of George W. Arthur, one of the owners of an apartment building constructed on Copley Square in 1898. Through Beaton, Arthur loaned P/A a scrapbook of newspaper clippings kept in 1897 by his uncle. The apartment structure was 12 stories high, and, like an 8-story apartment proposed some years earlier for a flat-iron-shaped piece of land directly in front of the church, it raised a spanning controversy. The 8-story apartment never went up. But the 12-story one — an apartment hotel known as the Westminster — did. It had a central elevator rising in a shafted stair and plate glass cage; around it twined a marble staircase. Arthur and most of his co-investors were from Chicago, as were the architects, H.E. Creiger and John Addison, which added to the outrage of some partisan Bostonians. The building, designed "in the style of the Renaissance," was to be "fireproof, the modern Chicago steel construction having been adopted," according to the
Chicago Times Herald of August 15, 1897.

If the comment about steel construction sounds quaint, it is about the only part of the 1897 controversy that is not being restated emphatically in 1968. The Boston Society of Architects came out firmly against the Hancock building last month with a carefully worded statement urging the Boston Board of Appeals to deny the insurance company's petition for a zoning variation. In part, the BSA stated, "The architects have attempted to reduce the apparent bulk of their proposal by cladding it in mirrors. This is a device untried on such a scale in an urban setting and it may produce unforeseen problems of appearance, reflected heat, and glare." Perhaps the BSA envisions the mirrored bulk of the building teaming with the sun, the way a Boy Scout might with a magnifying glass, to set fire to Trinity Church—or vaporize a pedestrian.

But the BSA's main concern is with the structure's proposed bulk—just as in 1897 critics talked of the same thing. On September 23 of that year, the noted critic of modernity in architecture, Ralph Adams Cram wrote to the Boston Transcript: "The man who says this monstrous structure will not blight the entire group of buildings and turn the square into a hideous deformity, lies. If the crime is committed, Trinity Church becomes a ridiculous trifle, the Art Museum a hovel, the library a forlorn protest against modern savagery, and a memorial of decent ideals now dead, the whole square is turned into a scandal."

Actually, the apartment building at 120' would be 20' shorter than the main tower of Trinity Church, but it would loom above the rest of the church and the square.

The arguments used 70 years ago for preserving Copley Square are valid today. "What do I think of it?" asked F.O. Prince, a trustee of the Boston Public Library quoted in the Boston Post on the evening of September 27, 1897. "Why, I think of it in the same way everyone with the slightest amount of artistic sense thinks. After all the city has done, the square is to be ruined.... It is almost a crime to put one of those—what do you call them?—those 'skyscrapers' in such a locality.

"I think people will come to know sometime that the shutting off of air, light, sun and what-not by these high-buildings is not healthful, not to say anything of ruining the skyline and artistic effect as is the chief matter of protest in this particular case." F.O. Prince was an optimist. You can take the building out of the square, but you can't take the squares out of the building.

Next Page...

HARTFORD, CONN. The sculptured, concrete, 26-story tower for the Hartford National Bank is probably typical of the current state of architecture. Given the dictates of the Bauhaus, carefully refined by such practitioners as Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, and by Welton, Becket & Associates, whose project this is, and given the crisp detail made possible by today's machine technology, the building, taken by itself, is a good example of the discipline. The trouble comes word from Pittsburgh of a cooperative local private venture, possibly the most promising experiment so far.

Thirty-two large corporations, almost all of them based in Pittsburgh, joined in late January to form a corporation to do rehab work "on old but structurally sound housing." Capitalized at between $3 and $4 million, the Allegheny Housing Rehabilitation Corporation (AHRCO), as it will be known, will work initially in the Pittsburgh area. It is the first time such a consortium of companies has organized to tackle rehabilitation, and the effects of such a massive assault could be promising. Estimates are that Pittsburgh alone has 40,000 sound but deteriorating houses, Allegheny County 90,000, and, throughout the U.S., the number is put conservatively at 5 million.

First work will probably be on 66 houses in the Kelly Hamilton area, 24 of which are eligible for 50% rent supplements. For the first time in Pittsburgh, the FHA has given these 24 houses the advantage of a below-the-market mortgage interest rate (3%), as well as the rent supplement. Once rehabilitated, the homes will either be sold by AHRCO, or held for long-term investment.

BELLYING UP TO THE CAPITOL

PRIVATE GROUP HOPES TO REHAB 1000 HOMES A YEAR

PITTSBURGH, PA. Whenever groups of experts get together to talk about problems being generated at a rapidly accelerating clip by our growing cities, they inevitably end up thumping one grand solution: participation of private enterprise.

Today, a host of corporations are experimenting with rehabilitation, hoping to find the right combination of prefabrication and on-site assembly techniques that may make possible quick, inexpensive rehab work. Recently, a group of insurance companies pledged a pool of $1 billion for nationwide investment in low-income housing. And now...
is that it cannot be taken by itself. It is the "right" building in the wrong place.

In a way, the Hartford National Bank is as much out of date as it is up to date. The designers ignored one of today's major urban problems: how to juxtapose two buildings of disparate size, shape, and style. No apparent thought was given to how to site the bank next to Charles Bulfinch's Connecticut State House. As a result, they stand awkwardly together on facing lots, the bank looking self-consciously off-balance, like a eunuch with a Pekinese.

It seems strange that, with the obvious attention the Becket designers have given to detail, lighting, furniture, and graphics, that some attention was not given to what the building does to the cityscape.

HISTORIC DISTRICT SITE OF MODERN MUSEUM

TOKYO, JAPAN. When Japan's projected National Museum of Modern Art is completed, visitors will be able to enjoy not only modern Japanese art, but also contrasting views of modern Tokyo and the ancient grounds surrounding the Imperial Palace just across the street. The museum, designed by Yoshio Taniguchi and donated to the country by industrialist Shojiro Ishibashi, will afford a variety of views from exterior ramps and terraces, emphasizing its strategic location between the old and the new.

Since the museum lies within the historic zone of the city, in which a 20m height restriction insures unobstructed views of the Imperial Palace, two of the building's five levels will be below grade, and the entrance level will be set into the slope of the site. Stone retaining walls around a sculpture garden repeat the stone of canal walls adjacent to the site.

Two entrances lead into the exhibit areas, one to temporary exhibits, the other to permanent ones. Patrons will also be able to enter the 300-seat lecture hall just below ground-level without walking through the museum itself.

Open spaces on the second and third floors above grade are broken by split-level mezzanine galleries at one end, which are designed to allow several vantage points for people viewing large works of art. Because of the delicacy of many paintings, lighting will be artificial, except in office and corridor spaces. Sensitive mechanical louvers will control humidity.

Structurally, the building makes use of post-tensioned concrete slabs and concrete pilots that rest on bedrock. Since the structural concrete would stain in rainy weather and crack in earthquakes (Tokyo suffers from a plenitude of both), the museum is to be clad in tile and precast concrete panels with exposed aggregate. The curved shape of the seamed copper roof will permit water to drain off during the rainy season; the shape is carried over into the side walls.

PEACE CENTER DESIGNED FOR UNIVERSITY IN JERUSALEM

JERUSALEM, ISRAEL. The site of The Hebrew University's original campus on Mt. Scopus, which was recently returned to Israel after 18 years of Arab control, is to be the location of the Harry S. Truman Center for the Advancement of Peace. The center, whose aim is to study means of achieving international cooperation and amity, will provide teaching and research staffs. Disciplines represented will include most of the social sciences and those branches of science and technology which treat subjects that have been sources of dissent among nations (e.g., soil and water conservation).

Recently, a model of the proposed center was put on display in former President Truman's office in the Truman Library in Independence, Mo. The design, by architects Aryeh Riskin and Gideon Aneckstein, was chosen from among 87 entries in an Israeli national competition.

The center will contain space for exhibitions, seminars, a sizeable auditorium, and a library, and will be equipped with modern audiovisual aids. Facilities will also include provision for simultaneous translation.

Since the center, set atop Mt. Scopus, will be visible from all parts of the city below, its designers have attempted to integrate it visually with the older buildings that surround the mount, partly through the use of Jerusalem stone cladding.

Functionally, the building's 3200 sq ft will be divided into three areas: A public area to contain a spacious entrance hall that can double as an exhibition gallery, a foyer leading to the auditorium, and a patio at one side of the structure. An auditorium seating over 300 people is to be equipped with modern audiovisual devices, including facilities for simultaneous translation. Other facilities to be housed in this area are a 75,000-volume library that will accommodate 30 people and two seminar rooms for groups of 50 people each.

An administrative area on the first floor above the entrance hall will be linked to the hall by a wide staircase that will contain offices and services. In the research area, students and scholars will find lounges and studies, as well as a small conference room.

Construction is slated to begin this spring with no date set for completion.

March 1968

P/A News Report
WASHINGTON, D.C. The Bureau of the Census is, for the first time, taking a close look at architectural and engineering firms. Most firms to be canvassed have already received census forms, which were mailed in February. Completed forms are to be returned to Washington by April 30.

Hopefully, what will emerge from this economic census is a composite record of the architectural and engineering professions as they shaped up in 1967. To attain such a profile, the Census Bureau sent questionnaires to all the larger architectural, and engineering, firms and to what the Government calls a "scientifically selected sample" of smaller firms. Information about one-man firms will be gleaned from Government records.

A separate Census report (part of the 1967 Census of Business) will be published toward the end of 1968 or in early 1969. It will contain detailed information on types of legal organization of U.S. firms, major sources of fees and receipts, classes of clients, types of projects, payrolls and employment.

PARIS, FRANCE. Notre Dame, the Cathedral of Paris, is one of the last on this city's list of historic monuments to have the centuries' accumulation of dirt and grime washed from its facade. Since Andre Malraux, France's Minister of Cultural Affairs, began his clean-up campaign in 1960, the church of La Madeleine, the Arc de Triomphe, the Panthéon and other famous structures have gone under the hose, but Notre Dame remained untouched because of fears that its ancient stones would not withstand the pressure of scrubbing nor the disintegrating effects of water. Another fear was that the cleaning would expose an unsightly layering of different kinds of stone used in constructing and restoring the cathedral through the centuries.

However, Bernard Vitry, chief architect of historic monuments in France, feels that no variation in color will be visible. An experiment conducted in 1965 under Vitry's supervision obviated concern for the preservation of the cathedral's old stones, when workers found that dirt was easily removable from the even more delicate facade of the older cathedral at Rheims, and that the cleaning process did no harm. To those who fear that removal of the protective layer of grime will open pores in the stone to more damaging effects of modern air pollutants, Vitry replies, "Dirt protects stone just as much as it would a human face that has never been washed. Stone must be able to breathe." Cleaning stone, he says, does not make it more vulnerable to microbes or to deterioration of any kind.

In the case of Notre Dame, no hoses will be used: Even a 4 lb to 5 lb pressure is too strong for the stones' surface. Early this spring, a team of four or five men will begin cleaning the cathedral with nylon scrubbing brushes and pure water and will work until cold weather sets in, for low temperatures would cause water to freeze and crack stone. Although the entire cathedral does not need to be washed — the upper parts, where air is purer, are not covered with soot — the job will take two or three years to complete.

In the January "Personalities" column, Myller, Snibbe, Tafel were incorrectly listed as the architects in charge of the development for Brooklyn College; architects are Evans & Delahanty. Myller, Snibbe, Tafel have been assigned as architect-planners to York College, a new campus to be established in New York City.

HELSINKI, FINLAND. Architects Ström and Tuomisto of Helsinki have designed a new, neat-looking terminal building for Helsinki Airport. Currently undergoing expansion, the airport will eventually accommodate an estimated 1,500,000 passengers yearly.

The airport, located approximately 10.5 miles from the city, serves both domestic and international air traffic. Plans for expansion include construction of a completely new access road and parking.

NEW FLIGHT TERMINAL FOR FINNISH AIRPORT

CONTEMPORARY ARMENIAN CHURCH

FACE-WASHING FOR PARIS LADY
just a con man. The venerable old bridge is for sale, or at least part of it is, about 10,000 tons' worth (of a total 130,000 tons), its superstructure and granite facing. The whole thing is slated for destruction in November to make way for a modern span with a six-lane highway (see p. 39, December 1965 P/A). If you buy it, you will have to buy all those 10,000 tons. "It is not worthy of such a great historic monument to be broken up and sold little by little," said London City Engineer Harold King, who has turned down a host of requests for pieces of it. The present bridge, opened by King William IV in 1831, is supported on four piers, has five arches, and is 152' long.

At first, London officials thought they could incorporate the existing London Bridge into a wider bridge. But, although the present span is perfectly sound, investigators found that the timber foundations have settled slightly into the Thames after carrying that weight for almost a century and a half. Today, they estimate it is sinking about 1" every 8 years. Any major disturbance of these timbers, they fear, would "create a structural hazard beyond the bounds of prudence."

The bridge's stonework will be dismantled and stored for any purchaser for up to six months. Offers to buy may be sent to the Town Clerk, Corporation of London, c/o The Hallkeeper, Guildhall House, Gresham Street, London, E.C.2, England before noon, March 29, 1968.

PHILADELPHIA TO PROPOSE MEGASTRUCTURE FOR '76 CELEBRATION

PHILADELPHIA, PA. In making a bid to become the site of a '76 Bicentennial, celebrating the two-hundredth anniversary of our nation's independence (if we are still independent by then), Philadelphia has decided to make their proposal a triple treat. If the city's Committee for an International Exposition in Philadelphia in 1976 has its way, the exposition, whose theme is "The Permanent Revolution," will be a national bicentennial, it will also be an official world's fair with the blessing of the Bureau of International Expositions in Paris; and it will be a megastructure convertible afterwards to a city within a city complete with transportation — "moving platforms and minirails" — schools, homes, and shops.

Philadelphia currently has consulting firms, Economic Research Associates, and Meidian Engineering working on their proposal, which will have to compete with entries from Boston and perhaps with historic sites in Virginia for the right to be the site of the national bicentennial.

Initial plans call for a megastructure over 4.2 miles of the Pennsylvania railroad, starting from the 30th Street Station railroad yards. Cost is estimated initially to be $1,200,000,000. But Philadelphia feels this sum would be ultimately returned to the city through taxation.

EAVIDSTROPPINGS

"We have simply lost control of the growth of our cities. If I asked you to build a motor for a car that would run 150 mph this year, 165 the next, 180 the year after, you would say I am crazy. Yet this is just what we expect our cities to do — to handle more shoppers, more cars, more people." C. A. Dociadis quoted in Business Week.

"To deal with the necessary physical expansion, universities should plan. But most of
them simply lack the funds to finance intelligent, long-range studies, not only of themselves but their whole environment. The Department of Housing and Urban Development offers planning grants to cities. Why not extend planning aid to educational institutions which have become by their increasing size and concentration of talent so important to the future of cities?” Architect Frank P. Hosken writing in The New York Times.

"Yesterday the smog was so thick I couldn’t smell the exhaust fumes from the buses,” Dean Martin.

"Private enterprise will have to be a full partner in city rebuilding because it alone has the greatest competence to do much of what we are trying to do. We are talking about new housing, and rehabilitated housing, and new community facilities, on a scale never attempted before. Private enterprise will build those structures, and provide them with all the products and services from sinks and bathrooms, to basketballs for gymnasiums, to microscopes for medical clinics. The proper perspective is not to wonder whether, if business or government fails to act, the other will have to do the job. The situation is that, unless we are all involved, none of us is going to get very far along.” Robert C. Weaver, speaking at the groundbreaking of the United States Steel Corp. headquarters.

"I’ll Build a Stairway to the Stars” is the song played on the Merv Griffin TV show whenever Philip Johnson makes his entrance.

CALIFORNIA CIVIC CENTER

FAIRFIELD, CALIF. Jurors for the Fairfield Civic Center Design Competition recently awarded the first prize to San Francisco architect Robert Wayne Hawley, particularly commending his arrangement of buildings and circulation patterns on the 33-acre site.

Architect Hawley’s solution consists of a four-story city hall, a one-story police building, and a pyramidal-shaped community assembly hall, all placed at one end of a man-made lake. In fulfilling the competition’s program requirement of a master plan for future development, Hawley’s design calls for a large landscaped park dominated by the lake, with provision for future construction of a community theater facing the city hall across the lake. Other buildings could be grouped near the theater. A narrow band of slightly (4’) depressed parking space hugs the perimeter of the entire site, so that parked cars will not be visible to passers-by outside the civic center site.

Jury chairman Gerald McCue (other members were William Corlett, Worly Wong, and Eugene Lightfoot), reporting on the selection of a winner, noted that the first increment of Hawley’s plan “provides a group of three buildings that combine to form an inviting focal point from which the rest of the development may grow. The placement of the buildings takes good advantage of the outside spaces of the buildings and permits pedestrian circulation to form in natural patterns providing access from several directions.” McCue remarked further, “The exterior design is subtly distinguished; the concrete and brick forms provide variety and contrast but with a continuity of idea that makes each of the buildings a visual part of the other.”

Construction budget for the project is $2,225,000, with an additional $200,000 for landscaping and parking.

A-E EXPANSION ON SEATTLE CAMPUS

SEATTLE, WASH. By fall of 1968, architectural and engineering students at the University of Washington in Seattle will begin moving into new buildings designed to accommodate expanding enrollments in the design professions.

A two-building complex (I) for the College of Engineering will include a professional library connected by a tunnel to the classroom-administration building, whose unusual double-wing shape is determined by the arrangement of classroom seating. Since traffic near the 24 classrooms will be heavier and noisier than it will in administration areas, architects, Fred Bassetti & Company, with University Architect Frederick M. Mann, have separated the two functions on different levels. Classrooms will occupy the two lower stories; offices will be on the top floor. To fit the area needed for spacious interconnected offices into one floor, the architects have projected the top story beyond those beneath.

The library’s chamfered corners are intended to minimize the building’s apparent bulk, and glass walls on the ground floor, where catalogs and reference materials are housed, give it an inviting, rather than forbidding, appearance. Skylights will let natural light into the main corridor of the top floor of library stacks. Major materials for both buildings, slate and brick (with concrete window hoods and sunshades), harmonize with most of the existing structures in the area. Total area of the complex will be 93,920 sq ft; estimated cost is $3,500,000.

Architecture and Urban
Why cover the corner when you're going to paint it?

Every exposed corner of every Weis toilet compartment—partition, door and stile is capped with a stainless steel corner reinforcement. Eliminates destructive welding, brazing and grinding which removes protective zinc coating.

Another Weis idea for greater protection—longer life!
Planning Departments will be accommodated in a single structure (2), but the new building is scheduled for construction in two phases. First phase construction will provide 66,000 sq ft for design studios, library, administrative and departmental offices, shop and laboratory facilities, classrooms, and faculty offices. Later construction will include more space for each of these functions. Sharing the building with the architecture and urban planning departments will be landscape architects and students of building technology and administration.

Architects Gene Zema and Daniel Streissguth have created a plan that distributes functional rooms around an interior court four stories high and 50' x 120' in area. The court will be covered by skylights. Structure is a cast-in-place reinforced concrete frame with concrete shear walls and large window areas. Cost of the first phase is estimated at $3 million.

NEW CAMPUS FACILITIES FOR QUEENSBOROUGH COLLEGE

NEW YORK, N.Y. The associated firms of Holden, Yang, Raemsch & Corser and Frederick P. Wiedersum Associates have received approval for their design of a student lounge and cafeteria (1) for Queensborough Community College, part of New York's City College.

Holden, Yang, Raemsch & Corser master planned Queensborough's new 34-acre campus so that certain areas would offer open, informal setting and others, such as the academic campus (2), a feeling of containment and concentration. Among the academic buildings, the library and science buildings (left and center, respectively) are nearing completion. The humanities building (right) will be built at the same time as the recently approved student lounge and cafeteria. Included in the master plan is a renovated clubhouse that has survived the site's transformation from golf course to college campus. The clubhouse will be connected to the student lounge and cafeteria, which will offer two lounge levels and a mezzanine. Cafeteria and lounge will have brick exterior walls and terra cotta with batten seams. Construction will start this spring. Facilities are expected to be ready for an estimated student body of 4000 by fall of 1969.

CALENDAR

March 27-28 are the dates set for a conference on factory-manufactured modules in building construction. The conference, titled "The Case for Instant Space," will be held under the auspices of the Building Research Institute at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago. For registration forms and further information, write to BRI, Suite 502, Embassy Bldg., 1424 16 St., N.W., Washington, D.C. . . . The Pennsylvania Society of Architects will conduct a seminar on "Costs of Architectural Services" at the Hershey Motor Lodge, Hershey, Pa., March 30. Landscape architects and consulting engineers, as well as architects from neighboring states, are invited to attend. More information will be supplied by J. Harlan Lucas, Chairman, 1968 PSA Seminar, 321 N. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17108 . . . "Cities in Context," an international conference to be held at the Center for Continuing Education of the University of Notre Dame, will take place March 31-April 3. Speakers listed on the preliminary program include Edward T. Hall, anthropologist, Charles Haar, Assistant Secretary for Metropolitan Development, HUD, and William Slayton, Executive Vice-President of Urban America, Inc. Registration forms may be obtained from: Cities in Context, Center for Continuing Education, 7303 Box W, The University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556 . . . The Pennsylvania State University College of Engineering will conduct 14 Engineering Seminars between April and September this year. For a description of the programs, write to: Continuing Education Conference Center, J. Orvis Keller Bldg., Pennsylvania State U., University Park, Pa. 16802 . . .

The American Society for Testing and Materials has initiated Training Programs on Standardization Principles. The first seminar will be presented April 16-17 at ASTM headquarters, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103. Write to that address for further details . . . April 22-24 at the Washington, D.C., Shoreham Hotel, the National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers will hold its 30th Annual Convention and First Annual Trade Show. Inquiries should be addressed to: NAAMM, Suite 1501, 228 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill. . . . 1968 Design Engineering Show and Conference of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, April 22-25, will present design ideas ranging in application from the consumer to outer space. The exposition will be held at Chicago's International Amphitheatre; the conference will run concurrently at the Palmer House. Registration cards and information on the conference are available from Clapp and Poliak, Inc., 245 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.

OBITUARY

Joseph Hudnut, who, as dean of the Harvard Graduate School of Design from 1935-53, was responsible for bringing the ideals of the Bauhaus to the United States, died on January 15 at the age of 81. Hudnut, born in Big Rapids, Mich., studied architecture at Harvard University, the University of Michigan, and Columbia University. From 1923-26, he practiced architecture and directed the McIntire School of Fine Arts March 1968
New Field House, University of California at Santa Cruz. Copper encloses the terminal chords of the two-way steel truss that spans the large main area of the building. Repetition of copper above an open stairway unites the design. The unusually prominent drip crested at the eave gives strong definition to the roof.

The workability and rich color of sheet copper were used to good advantage by architects Callister, Payne and Rosse in the design of this college athletic building. Copper combined perfectly with the buff of the concrete and deep color of the redwood. A few years of weathering should make them harmonize even more beautifully. The ease of joining and forming sheet copper simplified the installation. And the enduring copper roofing, flashing and fascia should require no maintenance for many, many years.

Details of the roof eaves and upper roof fascia are shown above. For a new 96 page handbook of sheet copper fundamentals, design details and specifications, write for "Contemporary Copper"

Copper Development Association Inc., 405 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
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at the University of Virginia. In 1926, he joined the faculty of Columbia University as professor of architectural history, becoming acting dean in 1933; in 1934, he was named dean. While at Columbia, he eliminated group competitions from the curriculum and introduced a tutoring program under which each student worked with a master.

But it was his work at Harvard, begun in 1935, that gained him the greatest recognition and exerted the most far-reaching influence. There, he brought about the integration of the Schools of Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Regional Planning into the Graduate School of Design. Drawing on the philosophy of the Bauhaus, he required students to work on actual construction as a supplement to their design training. "The students," as he once put it, "should have some direct experience with wood, stone, glass, and the metals used in building. This experience should comprise not merely observation of qualities and uses of these materials, but also actual handling of tools which are used to give technical form."

Hudnut's most spectacular contribution to architecture and architectural education in America was that it was he who was responsible for bringing to Harvard two of the Bauhaus' foremost leaders, Walter Gropius, who came to the U.S. in 1937, and Marcel Breuer. Their presence in America is generally recognized as having been of prime importance in the acceptance of "modern architecture" and the International Style.

THE VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE

PHILADELPHIA, PA. Philadelphia's 1% for art law has produced at least one distinctive piece of art for the city. Designed by sculptor Harry Bertoia, this 4-ton, free-form piece forms a focal point for the entrance plaza of the Philadelphia Civic Center (designed by Edward Durell Stone in association with Davis, Poole & Sloan). It was welded together using 11,000' of copper tubing and bronze welding rods. It stands in the center of a 35' glass mosaic bowl and is sprayed by water from more than 100 nozzles. "I strove for the essential," says Bertoia, who adds, "I can't put into words what I put into metal."

For Bertoia, the essential he strove for was "to echo the sound of the forest, motion of water through time, the visera of mother earth, and the unfolding blossom, and shadow of night." Wind controls mounted on the twin flagpoles that flank the Center's plaza entrance, will regulate the height of the fountain spray. Cost of the sculpture and its basin was $66,000, including transportation from Bertoia's studio in Barto, Pa. Its construction took Bertoia and two assistants seven months.

PERSONALITIES

The College of Architects of Peru has named five American architects to honorary membership. They are: Robert L. Durham, AIA president, Marcel Breuer, Philip Johnson, Louis I. Kahn, and Paul M. Rudolph . . . Marcel Breuer has also received an appointment as Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation Professor of Architecture at the University of Virginia. He will reside at the university for three months to teach a fourth-year design course during the spring term . . . The AIA announced recently that it has elected five persons as honorary members in recognition of their distinguished service to the architectural profession on allied fields. Those elected are: John W. Gardner, Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; James H. Scheuer, member of the House of Representatives; J. Irwin Miller, chairman of the Board of Cummings Engine Co.; Mabel S. Day, secretary to the Executive Director of the AIA, and Maurice Favanoux, Managing Editor of Liturgical Arts . . . Newly appointed chairman of the National Housing Committee of the AIA is Jack C. Cohen, of Cohen, Haft & Associates, Silver Springs, Md. Cohen has . . .
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the beautiful world of reinforced concrete is taking shape

You're looking at one of the most unusual building shapes ever formed in concrete. A sculpture. Beautiful, yet practical, too. It's the Key Savings and Loan Association Building, Englewood, Colorado. Its gently curving concrete shell provides a protective mantle for 10,000 feet of floor space—including private offices, conference rooms, outdoor teller windows, and graceful 44' x 44' lobby. Admits diaphanous lighting through window areas dramatically cut in the outer convexity as though some colossus had carved them with a knife.

Which is about what happened: The architect, Charles Deaton, first modeled this building concept in clay and indeed did sculpt the outer window areas with a knife.

It was then cast full scale in concrete reinforced by a maze of high-strength steel bars (photo at left). These high-strength steel bars are what make such imaginative construction possible. They allow concrete to assume dramatic shape and meaning: slim soaring towers that climb to breathtaking heights; light-boned bridges that leap across rugged chasms; strong sinewed roads that bear the stresses of modern traffic. Textures, forms, strengths no architect would have dared dream a few short years ago.

But, find out for yourself. Ask your consulting engineer about new Grade 60 steel, the new structural material that offers 50% greater yield strength. The reinforcing steel that can help your new ideas take shape and form with beauty, economy, and speed.

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE
228 North La Salle Street • Chicago, Illinois 60601
already begun meeting with Federal officials preparatory to formulating an official AIA position on housing. . . . Scarab, the national professional service organization of the environmental disciplines, recently re-elected Frederick D. Moyer to a one-year term as its president. Moyer is a professor in the department of architecture of the University of Illinois. . . . The trustees of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts have named George Nelson, whose architectural and design firm, George Nelson & Company, is located in New York City, to serve as a consultant to the faculty of the Museum School of Art. . . .

Henry S. Rogers is the new president of the General Building Contractors Association of Philadelphia. Rogers is also president of Hughes-Forever Construction Company. . . . The Urban Land Institute has recently named Royal Shipp as its new Research Director.

WASHINGTON/FINANCIAL NEWS

By E. E. Halmos, Jr.

Preview of '68 — In a Washington atmosphere of virtually complete absorption in both political and military problems, architects are nevertheless succeeding, to some extent, in an uphill battle to gain points for the profession.

One area is the never-ending battle with Federal agencies for recognition of architecture (and civil engineering) as a professional service that should be exempted from normal Government contract procedures. An example is success in forcing the Navy's Facilities Engineering Command (formerly, Bureau of Yards and Docks) to revise a controversial A-E contract provision that originally considerably broadened A-E liability (by insisting that the A-E remain liable, apparently beyond any state statutes of limitation). NAVFEC agreed to modify the liability clause.

In other areas, as result of AIA and other professional protests, the Soil Conservation Service offered to re-clarify the point that SCS won't compete with consultants; and General Services Administration changed its policies to make it clear that "condition surveys" (of vacated premises) are to be considered professional services, thus not subject to bid, as had been the case in some regional offices (notably, New York).

On a lower scale, architects continued to inject themselves into civic affairs, particularly in Washington, but also as precedent-setters for other municipal problems.

A Washington architectural firm (Keyses, Lethbridge & Condon) was selected as part of the design team planning a 25,000 population "new city" on a abandoned Government training school within the capital's limits; AIA's national officers continue to consider the group in the hot controversy over construction of an additional bridge over the Potomac (the Three Sisters Bridge) by insisting that the city's entire highway system should be restudied before such a structure is built; voiced strong support for a bill (H.J.Res. 914) that would curb, to some extent, the powers of the Architect of the Capitol over the 131-acre reserve on Capitol Hill; continued its strong support of the developers of the Watergate, an apartment complex bordering the new building Kennedy Center on the banks of the Potomac; released a new publication ("Checklist for Cities") aimed at providing municipal officials and others in identifying problems in city rehabilitation.

Add to this a growing battle against strong moves toward unionization of professional employees, and the continuing attempt to clarify Federal law relating to bidding for professional services, and it is clear that there's a busy year ahead, even if little prospect of new legislation affecting the field.

Financial: The Federal Budget — Architects will have to look well behind the staggering mass of figures that make up that incomprehensible $186,100,000,000 Federal budget (for Fiscal Year 1969, which begins July 1) to find implications of real effects on their business operations.

Best place to look is toward the actions of the President and the heads of the various agencies. The budget message itself gives no real hint of where and how much any cuts that may be forced will be made. And the President's statements make it very clear that the Government's actions will be a matter of Executive financial (and political) decision.

Construction Budget About the Same — The fact is that the total amount the President seeks for identifiable construction purposes is just about the same — even slightly higher — than in previous years, despite a few relatively minor cuts that can be noted.

Over-all, it comes out to more than $12 billion for construction, ranging from military housing to college laboratories, without counting financial operations such as those of the Federal National Mortgage Association, designed to shore up money markets.

That huge total includes, for the interests of architects, sums as small as $6,900,000 for the Architect of the Capitol (for an additional House Office building) to $1,400,000,000 for Housing and Urban Development's urban renewal program (a rise of $300 million over Fiscal Year 1968, by the way); $688 million for Army military construction (double the 1968 figure); $589 million for military family housing (down about $80 million); $904 million for the Army's "civil works" projects — rivers and harbors (down $63 million); $358 million for low-rent public housing construction (up $23 million); $55 million for urban planning grants (up $10 million); and $4,200,000 for highway construction (up $300 million).

Most of the cuts shown in the budget came out of construction spending by the military services individually: the Navy loses about $100 million, Air Force about $140 million. They are more than outbalanced by added spending in other areas.

Significantly, the President told Congress that he would make "a determined effort to slow the pace of federally financed construction programs, as much as possible."

Some Cuts in Highway Funds — That meaning is very clear: It was demonstrated in plans to cut back spending on highways by a complex formula designed to cut $600 million from funds in the coming year, but which may result in considerably greater cuts, since it is based on spending by the states within the past calendar year, not on statements made to them. (States normally can spend such allocations any time within three years, hence may get behind in any given year.) To make the message of Federal domination more pointed, the Transportation Department said it might "negotiate" with states to "adjust" their payments.

Thus, any local or state activity will be clearly subject to the dictates of the Federal agencies this year. The result may be devastating circumstances for anyone concerned with the construction industry.

Construction Work Up 6% — The President's budget message took heed of the rapid and continuing rise in construction costs. He placed the rate at 5% in 1966, and 6% in 1967.

That statement was immediately confirmed by: (a) the quarterly report on costs of the Bureau of Public Roads, which showed a 5.7% rise for the last quarter of 1967, compared to the same period of 1966; and (b) by a BPR report to Congress on costs of completing the 41,000-mile Interstate Highway system, which indicated an $8 billion jump in estimates (some of it attributable to "beautification" and safety programs).

Housing Starts — It was also accompanied by a substantial drop in number of new housing starts in December (compared to November) and an over-all report on construction volume for November that showed the industry running only very slightly ahead of 1966, at a rate of about $77,200,000,000 for the year.

There were also continued evidences of quickly tightening money-markets, affecting the homebuilding field. In Maryland, for instance, state legislators were considering raising allowable interest rates to 7 or 8%, thus trying to eliminate the "points" now charged both buyer and seller in house sales.
We hid the grid.

But not the accessibility. Or the flexibility. That's the beauty of it.

Used to be, accessibility and flexibility in a ceiling meant exposed grid work and lay-in panels. If you wanted the appearance of a tight, acoustical tile ceiling, you had to sacrifice flexibility. And to add accessibility you then had to put up with trapdoors and hatches.

But now, there's a new and unique way to handle acoustical tile: the Armstrong Accessible Tile System. You use the same tiles you normally would with a "permanent-type" tile ceiling—only now, tiles can be removed, replaced, rearranged. (A special tool slips between the tiles to release them—quickly, easily, neatly.) The result: complete accessibility.

As for flexibility, you can shift tiles, grilles, and lights—in any modular arrangement. All the parts not needed can be re-used.

With the Armstrong Accessible Tile System everything fits. Today, tomorrow. That's the beauty of it.

Like a closer look at this very accommodating system? Want complete details? Write Armstrong, 4203 Watson Street, Lancaster, Pa. 17604. Or on Readers' Service Card circle No. 300.
Free 16 page cold storage door catalog!
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This comprehensive 2-color catalog is a must for your files. It contains descriptions, specifications and illustrations of a wide variety of horizontal slide, vertical slide and bi-fold automatic and manually operated cold storage doors for all temperature requirements... from 50° temperature zone storage to -70° freezer compartments. Write or call for your FREE copy now!
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REPRINTS AVAILABLE
JANUARY 1968
AUGUST 1967 & APRIL 1967
Issues of PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE

Reprints of the main editorial sections of these outstanding issues of PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE are available to readers at $1 each.

January 1968... Double reprint. Results of 1968 Design Awards Competition plus a comprehensive report of the effect of urban renewal on last summer's riots in New Haven, Conn. On Readers' Service Card, circle 426.

August 1967... A detailed analysis of PERFORMANCE DESIGN, also known as "systems analysis," or "operations research," and its potentialities in the solution of architectural and environmental problems. On Readers' Service Card, circle 427.

April 1967... A comprehensive analysis of Earth—forming it, conserving it, terracing it, using it creatively to enhance man's environment. On Readers' Service Card, circle 428.

Jan 1968 reprint —Circle 426
August 1967 reprint — Circle 427
April 1967 reprint — Circle 428

To order all three reprints — Circle 429

DESIGN WITH GLASS
Materials In Modern Architecture: Volume I
By John Peter
John Peter Associates, New York City
1965 160 pages $12.00

Design with Glass inaugurates Reinhold's "Materials in Modern Architecture" Series. The books in this series are planned specifically to demonstrate the design potentials of wood, steel, concrete, glass, plastics, and clay products in modern architecture. The aim of each volume is to give insight into the materials that lie behind the surface design. The series will provide in photographic reproduction the imaginative and inspirational uses of materials by the great modern masters from all over the world. In Volume One the author surveys the historical background as well as modern developments in the use of glass. An Introduction by Professor Albert G. H. Dietz of M.I.T., one of the nation's most widely-recognized experts in construction materials and their specifications, provides an authoritative technical briefing on the function of glass in architecture. The book contains 141 illustrations, including 72 half-tones, 69 architectural drawings.

Available at your bookstore or write
REINHOLD BOOK DIVISION
430 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022

To Order, Circle No. 500 On Readers' Service Card
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AIR/TEMPERATURE

Stretching heat. Manufactured in 5000-w and 10,000-w units, "Electripipe" spreads long-wave, infrared heat along its 10' and 20' pipelike units. Because infrared is not affected by air movement, it functions with the length of the pipe to reduce KW input by 20 to 30%, claims the manufacturer. Electric Pipe Line, Inc., 280 Midland Ave., Saddle Brook, N.J. 07662. Circle 100, Readers' Service Card

CONSTRUCTION

Panel talk. Eleven woodgrain patterns and 18 colors are now available for those with paneling penchant. Sold in %3/8" and %3/8" thicknesses, the colors and wood patterns are protected by a plastic surface that is nonreflective and will not crack, peel, or chip; the units can be installed without furring by the use of an adhesive. Movable panels are also included in the firm's products. Matching solid core doors are also sold with the panels. Videne Products Division, The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 1144 E. Market St., Akron, Ohio 44316. Circle 101, Readers' Service Card

That wet-dry cycle. A membrane sealant, "Thio-Deck," is engineered for forming a flexible, impervious coating between concrete slabs or concrete and tile. The sealant is a two-part black blend: one part a two-part black blend: one part polysulfides, one part coal tar and a reactive catalyst. Adhesive qualities are claimed to be good for a variety of surfaces, and the membrane may be applied in different sections or patches because the material will bond with itself to form what is claimed to be a continuous, seamless surface. When cured, the rubber sealant effect is stable above or below grade from -40 F to 175 F without losing its elasticity. The manufacturer adds that resistance of 30 to 50 mil coats to water, salts, acids, and bacteria is excellent. Toch Brothers, Inc., 250 Vreeland Ave., Paterson, N.J. 07504. Circle 102, Readers' Service Card

Back to nature. "Filon-Stripes," a translucent panel with angular ribs and multicolored stripes on a white background, was designed by interior designer Lloyd Faulkner to serve as "a foil for nature." Flexural strength of the plastic panels is over 30,000 psi, tensile strength, 16,000 psi; the panels meet the "slow burning" requirements of ASTM D-635. Four color patterns with varying colors of stripes are sold: lengths: 8', 10', and 12'. Width is 26'. Filon Corp., 12333 S. Van Ness Ave., Hawthorne, Calif. 90250. Circle 103, Readers' Service Card

Brick, block. "Tex 4512," a clay block 11¾" square and 3¾" deep, is loadbearing with a compressive strength of more than 9000 psi; 3¾" mortar joints are recommended. Standard corner, jamb, and closure units are available. Colors: red, buff, and brown. Natco Division, Fuqua Industries, 327 Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. Circle 104, Readers' Service Card

Mechanized snake. A flexible duct, "Aircon" is formed from corrugated, tempered foil strips. Zinc coats the .005" wall thickness. Available in up to 12" diam, the duct may be selected in insulated and noninsulated lengths. Aluminum, heavier steel, and longer lengths may be ordered. The 10' sections of the largest diameters are said to be easily handled by one man and may be cut with a knife or scissors. Airflow in the tightest bends reportedly is within 4% of rigid ducting values. The material is UL approved, will not burn, performs to specifications from -65 F to 450 F, and requires no more support than rigid ducting, says manufacturer. Dayflex Plastics Div., Dayco Corp., 333 W. First St., Dayton, Ohio 45401. Circle 105, Readers' Service Card

FLOORING

Underfoot observance. "Texamata" carpet uses a tight nylon staple available in 12 attractive colors and a subdued herringbone pattern. The manufacturer claims that the carpet survived Expo 1967. During the seven months of the fair, 43 million visitors tramped over the carpet in 25 pavilions. Fabric weight: 19-20 oz per square yard. Staple height: %5/8"; and the virgin foam rubber base is %5/8", making for a total thickness of %3/8". Color fastness is rated at over 60 hrs. The carpet comes in 5' widths. Glenoitt-Dobbie, Inc., 111 W. 40 St., New York, N.Y. 10018. Circle 106, Readers' Service Card

For office tigers. "Action Series," a moderately priced seating series, features executive, secretarial, and reception chairs with contoured seats and backs. Upholstery materials and frame finishes come in wide varieties. Adjustable heights on some of the chairs supplement the posture devices. The chairs are claimed to have been designed for rugged office use. Winfield Chair Co., Winfield, Ala. 35594. Circle 107, Readers' Service Card

Mechanized snake. A flexible duct, "Aircon" is formed from corrugated, tempered foil strips. Zinc coats the .005" wall thickness. Available in up to 12" diam, the duct may be selected in insulated and noninsulated lengths. Aluminum, heavier steel, and longer lengths may be ordered. The 10' sections of the largest diameters are said to be easily handled by one man and may be cut with a knife or scissors. Airflow in the tightest bends reportedly is within 4% of rigid ducting values. The material is UL approved, will not burn, performs to specifications from -65 F to 450 F, and requires no more support than rigid ducting, says manufacturer. Dayflex Plastics Div., Dayco Corp., 333 W. First St., Dayton, Ohio 45401. Circle 105, Readers' Service Card

Plastic Table. "Form," an end table with a slot for magazines, is a single piece of acrylic plastic available in highly polished red, white, or black. Designed by Andrew Ivar Morrison, the table is 18" in all dimensions. Stendig, Inc., 410 E. 62 St., New York, N.Y. 10021. Circle 109, Readers' Service Card

Clendinning designs. Armchairs, 2-4 seater settees, wood or plate glass-topped tables, and a foot-stool are the items in Max Clendinning's "Maximus Ariel Range." Angle corner brackets connect the four sides of the molded plywood surfaces and also anchor the molded rubber supports upon which the cushions rest. Upholstery is a combed Dacron fiber, and the finish...

March 1968
Library things and things. Robert Benhan Becker's furniture designs for libraries include 1-4 place carrels, a dictionary stand, tables, and chairs. Carrel designs are available in wood (oak, walnut) or plastic finishes, polished chrome bases, and a choice of inside surfaces. Vinyl and wood edgings protect against hard wear. The size range: 24"x36"x49"H to 48"x72"x49"H. Seating configurations come in the double-reverse version shown or in a parallel series. Helikon Furniture Co., Inc., 315 E. 56th St., New York, N.Y. 10021.

Office lines. Based on Saarienen staff's designs for the Deere & Co. building, the "Source Group" of office furnishings includes desks, tables, credenzas, and files. The units come in two-tone finishes in nine combinations. Other features: recessed drawer pulls, interchangeability of all desk drawers, single-key locking option, and easily read sloping label holders on files. The units were recently installed at the Ford Foundation building, Corry James-town Corp., Corry, Pa. 16407.

Multiply to infinity. "London Combination 630-632" by Geoffrey Harcourt mounts chairs on aluminum leg frames and lateral rails; use of the rail permits an infinite expansion of a basic single chair or its cousin with the higher backrest (631). Corner chair (632) may be used in combination with these models to provide rounded seating at the corners or circular configurations. Foam rubber pads the chairs, which are available in vinyl or stretch fabrics. If desired, a tabletop may be inserted onto the lateral rail at any interval. George Tanier, Inc., 305 E. 63 St., New York, N.Y. 10021.

Think soft. "Kalyinos," an area rug with a montague-like pattern, is supposedly inspired by the shapes of houses on the Greek island for which it is named. Designed by Nell Znamierowski, the rug won the award in the Soft Surface Floor Coverings category of the 23rd International Design Awards. Dimensions: 5'4"x7'4". Colors: ivory, bronze. Material: nylon. Richards Morganthau Co., Inc., 225 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10001.

Armchair Traveler. A swivel-tilt-return mechanism on a Jacob Epstein-designed lounge chair (with arms) offers multiple positions for comfort. The mechanism (barely visible, hinged to pedestal base) automatically returns to its original position. Latex foam rubber is used for backs and cushions, the latter being reversible, and the type of upholstery may be specified. The base is a highly polished stainless steel. Over-all dimensions: 26½"x26½"x31"H. Seat height varies; 16½" for the lounge version; slightly higher heights for office models. Cumberland Furniture Corp., 40 E. 49th St., New York, N.Y. 10017.

In the cove. Cold cathode lamps can be fabricated to the exact requirements of a project, have a life of up to 25,000 hrs, and can be used with standard dimmers. Seen usually in auditorium or theater installations, cold cathode lighting is now available for more exotic and exacting applications, including use in handrails, planters, and sky-lights. Lamps are available in 13 colors, which, with filters, can be expanded to 35 colors. National Cathode Corp., 155 E. 56 St., New York, N.Y. 10022.
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Special equipment

Is there a speaker in the house? Speaker horns for paging, background music, and talk-back are now available in 15-w units. According to the manufacturer, these units fill a need that exists for speakers between the power ranges of 7½ and 30 w. Previously, designers were forced in many cases to choose the 30-w speakers, even if only a lower power was needed, manufacturer explains. He also emphasizes ease of installation, compact size (8"x9"), sound level of 121 db, and lifetime guaranteed. Atlan Sound Division, American Trading and Production Corp., 10 Pomeroy Rd., Parsippany, N.J. 07054.

Burn the pollution! A recuperative fume incinerator destroys "all types of solvent vapor air pollutants," according to the manufacturer. For economy's sake, the incinerator's recovery system uses hot stack gases to preheat the combustion air and can operate at 1400°F with a capacity of 3,500,000 Btuh. It arrives on site as a shop-assembled modular unit, providing minimum field assembly and erection. Control systems are available to meet FIA or FM standards. Ross Engineering Div., Midland-Ross Corp., P.O. Box 147, New Brunswick, N.J. 08903.

Non-slip surface for safety. A surface of abrasive particles, such as silicon carbide and silica sand, welded to aluminum, is used for steps and walkways in areas where metal walking surfaces create a safety problem—industry, homes, and recreational areas. Light weight and good bonding properties are said to make aluminum especially suitable for the base metal. Frank V. Seidelhuber Fabricators, 2566 Bay Rd., Redwood City, Calif., 94063.
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Lighting

Compact controls. An integrated solid-state light dimming system, self-contained (except for control stations) can be operated either manually, or pre-set for a specific application. It is said to be capable of controlling loads of 14,400 maximum for 120/240 single-phase or 120/208 three-phase service. This device will not only control lights, but also any resistance load, such as heating elements. Manufacturer notes ease of installation, since internal wiring is done at the factory. Hunt Electronics, Dallas, Tex. 75208.
Sure, your designs swing.

But do your doors stand still?

Design with freedom from the start. Automatic entrances strip away the fetters, and answer the demands of a computer-paced society. Concealed controls and operators. Sliding and swinging entrances for all the exciting, advanced ideas on your boards—high-rises to hospitals.


Doors were doors until STANLEY entered in.
Glass class. A complete glass family of drawn sheet glass, tinted glass, cast glass, floated plate glass, enamelled glass, and diffusing glass is the newest on the glass scene from Europe. The company, which owns the largest tanks for drawn sheet glass in the world, offers three grades of drawn sheet glass in thicknesses varying from $\frac{3}{16}$" to $\frac{1}{4}$", a maximum size of 256" x 126" is offered for this glass. The tinted glass is colored by metallic oxides and offers a range of $\frac{3}{16}$" to $\frac{1}{4}$" thicknesses; these are available in gray and bronze. The cast glass offers varying degrees of opacity in over 70 patterns. Light transmission data; brochure. 8 pages. Glaverbel Glass Distributors Corp., 350 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10001.
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Drawing the line. Drawing the drapes should not involve squeaking or wrenching, believes the manufacturer, who uses nylon and noncorrosive metal in his drapery and curtain hardware to reduce noise, making certain there is no metal-to-metal contact. Fiberglass and wire-cored cords increase longevity. The hardware ranges from that for large auditorium installations to smaller commercial applications with easy adaptation to motor units if desired. Details, ordering information, and packaging data. 12 pages. Grant Pulley and Hardware Corp., High St., West Nyack, N.Y. 10994.
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DOORS/WINDOWS

Dropping out sound. Automatic "Drop Seal," a rubber acoustic door seal set in operation by the door latch, requires no sill and lowers itself just before the latch catches. Benefits claimed: uninterrupted floor surface, elimination of carpet wear, reduction of drag-wear of the acoustic seal, and resistance to formation of a dirt sill caused by fixed-bottom seals. Used with a fixed gasket on the sides of the jamb and header, Drop Seal is said to prevent field installation errors while permitting the seamless, hollow metal, thin doors noteworthy results on

View through the pine. Double-hung, pine-framed movable windows for easy cleaning and sash replacement have been added to this firm's variety of casement, stacking-awning, and sliding windows. The removable double-hung windows also use a white polyvinyl weatherstrip found on the firm's other residential pine windows; the concealed balance spring and a full-length compression member slide easily because of the low friction of the vinyl. A variety of glazing installed at the factory is optional. Details, specifications. 16 pages. Crestline, 100 Thomas St., Wausau, Wis. 54401.
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FURNISHINGS

Kagan's 20 years. Vladimir Kagan's designs from 1947 to 1967 are shown, revealing the diverse range of his furniture for offices and residences. Included in this collection are desks, chairs, bookcases, sofas, tables, ottomans, stools, cabinets, and art pedestals. 66 pages. Vladimir Kagan Designs, Inc., 40 E. End Ave., New York, N.Y. 10028.
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LIGHTING

Carpet gambit. "Carpet base," a carpet-baseboard that matches floor carpeting, was announced after the printing of this carpet catalog. "Carpet base" comes in all colors of the manufacturer's "Hearthstone" and "Explorer" patterns. Both carpet-baseboard and carpet use a high-density, continuous filament nylon fabric said to be stain resistant and impervious to furniture marks because of a pile 60% denser than that of other carpets. A $\frac{1}{4}$" sponge rubber cushion is bonded to the pile; impact noise rating is 14 FHA. Ample detailed manufacturing techniques and test data (including ASTM). 32 pages. Viking Carpets, Inc., 10 W. 33 St., New York, N.Y. 10001.
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Luminosity, virtuosity. A complete range of architectural lighting, including the popular recessed lens fluorescent modular fixture, is fully described in this catalog. Recessed downlights offer a 45°
visual cutoff; slopelights offer 30° adjustability. Other fixtures: multiforms available in aluminum or acrylic, cone-lights, a semi-recessed fluorescent "Louverglo," and "Integra," a semi-indirect fluorescent. The multiforms may be mounted on walls or in ceilings and may also be pendant hung. Details, performance data. 8 pages. Silvray-Litecraft, Passaic, N.J. 07055. Circle 208, Readers' Service Card.

For light diversity. "Light in Churches," one firm's survey and analysis of the aesthetic and technological considerations in church lighting design, is a concise reference source. The designer-manufacturer advocates a collaborative effort between architects, engineers, and clergy in designing church lighting both to be functional and to create a mood. Copius photographs of religious structures throughout the ages both here and abroad illuminate the text. Five different types of lighting, ranging from functional light for reading to lighting for atmospheric effects are delineated. Ten different incandescent fixtures are manufactured by this firm. Letterhead request. The Rambusch Co., 40 W. 13 St., New York, N.Y.

**SURFACING**

Aggregates for decorative design. Exposed-aggregate panels and precast forms are said to be economical and to create attractively designed building exteriors. These granite and quartz aggregates absorb little water and are therefore resistant to cracking under successive freezing and thawing. Brochure points out this and other attributes; it contains color photos of the aggregate installations, color photos of true sizes of 12 aggregate.
NEW IN KITCHEN VENTILATION
YES

The GAYLORD VENTILATOR

No Filters — or removable parts
Automatic Water Cleaning — Daily
Centrifugal Grease Extraction
Requires less air
Removes grease, heat, odors
24 hour Automatic Fire Quenching
Fire System thermostatically controlled
Underwriters' Laboratories Inc. Listed
National Sanitation Foundation Approved
Regional Fire Underwriters Approved
Reduced Insurance Rates
Reduced Maintenance Costs
Guaranteed Performance

AUTOMATION WITH A FLAIR

DESIGN SERVICE — The Gaylord Ventilator is adaptable to all equipment — upon request we will provide design services and layout drawings for each of your installations showing not only our recommendations for the utilization of the Gaylord Ventilators but complete air engineering for the job — at no cost or obligation.

For Complete Literature:
GAYLORD INDUSTRIES
P. O. BOX 19044
Portland, Ore. 97219 - 503-246-8835

MAINTAIN YOUR COOL INSULATE
with CPR Rigid Urethane

If you are trying to solve new architectural design problems—dealing with extremes in temperature—or simply trying to come up with a cheaper process and a more efficient insulation material —IT’S TIME YOU TRIED ONE OF THE MANY RIGID URETHANE FOAM INSULATE® SYSTEMS, OR U-THANE® ROOF BOARD FROM CPR.

NO MATERIAL IS MORE VERSATILE

You can SPRAY it-POUR it-FROTH it-right on the job, or you can install U-THANE® Roof Board.

No insulation material gives you as wide a choice of applications.

CPR DIVISION
THE UPJOHN COMPANY
555 Alaska Avenue, Torrance, California 90503
(213) 320-3550
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amples, and a chart showing sizes of component stones. 4 pages. Colonna & Company of Colorado, Inc., Canon City, Colo. 81212.
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The concrete new look. A concrete forming system using aluminum form panels to impart decorative textures is illustrated and explained in the brochure, “This Is the New Look of Concrete.” Three textures are illustrated: 12” x 14” adobe texture and 12” x 2½” brick texture, both laid in common bond, or 12” x 6” block texture, laid in stack bond. Several examples of work done are shown. International Concrete Systems Co., 555 City Line Ave., Bala-Cynwyd, Pa. 19004.
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THE SCHOOL SCENE: CHANGE AND MORE

CHANGE. American schools are now at the starting gate of a new era in the way they will affect the lives of all citizens, and consequently in the ways they will be planned and designed. As generators of the form of our cities, as major elements in new towns, as curative agents for our urban ills, as increasingly involved influences on our lives from pre-kindergarten through old age, schools are prime subjects for an exhaustive study of where we are and where we are to go in school design. This study will appear as another landmark, one-subject issue of P|A in April—88 pages of in-depth examination of the future of American schools.

Among the subjects to be discussed in April are: NEW TOOLS, how ever more sophisticated machines and equipment are revolutionizing the learning process, bringing about a re-evaluation of instructional aims and content, and hence a need for re-examination of the goals of architects and planners involved in schools; ASSAULT ON THE SCHOOLHOUSE, how social, technological, political, attitudinal, and planning and design changes are radically altering what the teaching and learning place will be in the near and distant future; THE SCHOOL AS GENERATOR OF URBAN FORM, how schools can influence the re-creation of urban areas using three notable examples—Pittsburgh, Baltimore, and Brooklyn; The EDUCATION PARK, giving the pros and cons of one of the most controversial approaches to community school planning, with important examples not published before anywhere; NEW SCHOOLS IN NEW TOWNS: THE PRESENT, showing what responsible builders and planners of new towns such as Columbia, Reston, Irvine, and Litchfield Park are doing to integrate education into their communities; NEW SCHOOLS IN NEW TOWNS: THE FUTURE, being an illustrated report on the far-thinking (but not far out) results of the recent Design Fête at Rice University’s School of Architecture based on New Schools in New Towns—they were amazingly pertinent in projecting future patterns of school design and educational directions.

THE SCHOOL SCENE: CHANGE AND MORE CHANGE will be required reading for anyone interested not only in schools, but also in future planning directions for our communities. It will become a valuable addition to professional libraries. You can get this powerful issue and 11 more equally forceful (we have some exciting plans for the rest of the year) simply by filling out and sending in the subscription order card at the end of this issue.
New Prestressed Concrete Deck Carries Greater Loads

Flexicore precast decks have been around for a long time and our new Hi-Stress development looks pretty much like the original.

But the similarity stops there.
Hi-Stress slabs are fully-prestressed, with the tensile strength provided by pretensioned high strength steel strand (250,000 psi min.). This permits longer spans or greater loads with improved performance.

We would like to bring you up-to-date on this development by sending you a copy of a new booklet that describes these decks.

Included are load curves, typical spans of various sizes for floors and roofs, use on steel frame, concrete frame and wall-bearing construction. Also, information on openings, floor finish, ceiling finish, and use of hollow cells for heating and air-conditioning ducts, electrical wiring and piping.

Our 8-inch, 10-inch and 12-inch untopped Hi-Stress decks have earned 2-hour fire resistance ratings from national testing laboratories (rating is 3-hour with concrete topping).

Send for booklet, “Hi-Stress Deck.” Write The Flexicore Co., Inc., P. O. Box 825, Dayton, Ohio 45401.
An entire way of life suspended from Western Wood does it beautifully.

Dramatic townhouses like these create an appealing total environment, yet cost less to build. With Western Wood as both framing and finish, structural elements become dynamic design elements. Heavy beams, and timber (solid or laminated), rugged framing, decking and textured siding all work together to create the warm, luxurious atmosphere demanded by today's more affluent renters.
a strapping wood truss.

Structures like these illustrate further that the design possibilities of Western Wood are limited only by the imagination of the architect. Its natural insulation properties make it highly compatible with modern environmental control systems. And it’s available anywhere in many grades and sizes. Just look at the simple requirements for the wood truss that makes these suspended townhouses so appealing.

Exciting ideas like these on multi-family dwellings, other low-rise structures, and complete shopping malls, are all part of the extensive Western Wood Urban Projection Program...a program conceived and sponsored by the Western Wood Products Association to help guide the natural growth, change and renewal that occurs in every community.

For more ideas and information on this townhouse and other multi-unit structures with tenant appeal, mark the coupon below and send for your free copy of the new Western Wood booklet, "Western Wood Multi-Family Structures...More Profitable by Design." Also, check the coupon for your free copy of the Urban Projection booklet and information about a 20 minute full color 16mm movie.
How do you like your chairs? Singly or in stacks? Arne Jacobsen designed them so that you can have them both ways. Extraordinary chairs of a hundred uses. Wherever there is need for comfort and function. Six different designs, each in oak, teak, rosewood, black or upholstered in fabric, leather or vinelle. Steel chrome-plated legs, with swivels and/or arms. See more stack chairs and other FH furniture in our catalog.
Workwall
Movable
Partitions

Remarkably
Flexible

Completely
Functional

Enduringly
Beautiful

Workwall allows greater design freedom in space division . . . lets you create any business environment imaginable.

Check these important features: an adequate choice of modules, partition heights and finishes in solid or glazed panels • the soil-proof beauty of Marlite paneling combined with slim-line aluminum posts for easy installation and maintenance with a minimum loss of floor space • ready movability to meet changing space requirements • adaptability to local codes.

Write for details or see us in Sweets 13a

WORKWALL MOVABLE PARTITIONS

Division of L. A. Darling Company / Box 130, Bronson, Michigan 49028
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Macomber Incorporated developed the V-LOK Modular Component System to answer America's need for better buildings, capable of more complex functions, built more rapidly and adaptable to new uses throughout their life spans.

Macomber VLMC has been thoroughly job-proven in outstanding structures throughout the country—schools, office buildings, retail outlets, manufacturing facilities and warehouses.

VLMC systems offer complete freedom of design while reducing design time; quicker erection of factory-finished components; predetermined performance of all components; and a better designed, better built structure than the total cost would otherwise permit.

One of the great advantages of a VLMC structure is the flexibility it offers the owner throughout its life. The floor plan can be rearranged quickly and inexpensively to meet the changing needs of its occupants. By the addition of standard VLMC bays, expansion can be easily accomplished.

VLMC gives the architect a choice of compatible components from the country's leading manufacturers of mechanical units, lighting-ceiling components and interior partitions. VLMC allows pre-bidding of components based on several combinations with predictable performance levels for each.
systems approach to building construction.

THE VLMC MODULE
The VLMC system is based on a 5-foot-square module that is ideally suited both to human planning needs and to the dimensions of existing building materials. The module can be divided into subsections or added to in regular increments for the design and erection of buildings of any practical size and configuration. All components — lighting-ceiling, air distribution, partitions — can be relocated as long as the 5-foot framing module is maintained.

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF THE VLMC SYSTEM
The VLMC steel building frame incorporates two time-tested Macomber developments: The open-web steel joist and the V-LOK® interlocking steel framing system. V-LOK permits fast erection, positive connections and quick alignment of the framing members.

THE VLMC COLUMN is available in a variety of sizes and shapes designed to meet loading requirements for single or multi-story structures. V-LOK connectors attached to the column permit secure interlocking with VLMC girders and purlins.

THE VLMC GIRDER is an open web configuration with cold rolled chords and tubular webs. Maximum strength-to-weight ratio is realized with ample clearance for conduits, pipes and air-distribution ducts. It is capable of supporting roof bays up to 45 feet by 110 feet, and floor bays to 45 feet by 50 feet.

THE VLMC PURLIN is also an open web configuration. At each end the V-LOK connector interlocks with girders or columns. Purlins for roof spans to 80 feet and floor spans to 50 feet are 36 inches deep. Purlins for long span roofs to 110 feet are 60 inches deep. Most purlins and girders can accommodate a 5-foot or 10-foot cantilever attached to either end in any combination.

ROOF DECK used with the VLMC system is intermediate ribbed, cold roll formed steel, available either galvanized or painted. Roof deck, either 20 or 22 gauge, is capable of diaphragm action for lateral loadings. For floor construction, deck is available in 22 and 24 gauge. Because top chords of VLMC girders and purlins lie in a common plane, decking is easily and quickly installed. For more information on the Macomber V-LOK Modular Component System, contact your local Macomber representative, or write to Macomber Incorporated, Canton, Ohio 44701.

Licensee in Canada: Anthes Steel Products Limited, 3430 Dundas Street West, Toronto 9, Ontario.

MACOMBER INCORPORATED
CANTON, OHIO 44701
SUBSIDIARY OF SHARON STEEL CORPORATION
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New Andersen Perma-Shield®
value of wood plus a rigid vinyl

No painting
Vinyl sheath doesn't need it. Can't rust, pit or corrode like metal, either.

Flexible Vinyl glazing bead
eliminates all face putty problems.

Welded insulating glass
is standard. No need for storm windows. (A real sales feature.)

The warmth of wood
plus weatherproof vinyl cuts heat loss and gain, checks condensation.

Vinyl weatherstripping
seals out drafts, springs back to shape indefinitely.

The dimensional stability
of wood. Won't stick, twist, warp or bind.

New Andersen
Windows offer the insulating shield that needs no painting.

(No wonder you're seeing more of them lately.)

Inside a Perma-Shield sash there's a core of warm, stable wood. Outside, there's a thick sheath of rigid, weatherproof vinyl. And the glazing is welded insulating glass.

Is it the perfect window? You'll have to decide about that for yourself. We're proud of it, and we're pleased that Perma-Shield windows are being specified for some of the best new commercial buildings and residences.

Wide range of styles and sizes.
Choose casements, awning style, fixed types, single or multiples right from stock. There are 26 basic Perma-Shield sizes and 3 sizes of gliding doors—6, 8 and 12 feet.

For more information check Sweets file. Or mail the coupon below for literature or a Perma-Shield Demonstration in your office.

Andersen Corporation
Bayport, Minnesota 55003

☐ Please send complete Perma-Shield Literature
☐ I'd like a Perma-Shield Demonstration in my office. Please have an Andersen Distributor call me for an appointment.

Name
Firm
Address
City State Zip

Andersen Windowwalls

Window Beauty is Andersen

Perma-Shield Windows
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INTERNATIONAL Revolvomatic DOORS

A hip, a hand, an elbow, a knee or a toe pushed against any part of the wing starts door turning.

The Revolvomatic Door rotates at walking speed. Safety over-ride allows door to be stopped.

After use, wings return to quarterline position to enhance the clean-line look of the entrance.

What a beautiful, safe, no-draft way to say "welcome"

There's more beauty than ever in entrances designed around International Revolving Doors. With optional Revolvomatic Power Control, wings stop at the quarterline after each full turn. Entrance looks smart and neat. It greets users with "open arms." And it keeps drafts out, conditioned air in.

Revolvomatic works so smoothly that people hardly realize the door turns under its own power. It lets you create entrances that are brainy as well as beautiful. Using standard or custom models that harmonize with any design.

Revolvomatic entrances in operation or soon to be installed:

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

Illinois Bell Telephone—Chicago
Arch.: Holabird & Root
Employers Mutual—Wausau, Wis.
Arch.: Childs & Smith
Life of Georgia—Atlanta
Arch.: Badin & Lamberson
Houston Power & Light—Houston, Tex.
Arch.: Wilson, Morris, Cain & Anderson
Beloit Corp.—Beloit, Wis.
Arch.: W. Fred Dufke

HOSPITALS

Rochester General—Rochester, N. Y.
Arch.: Schmidt, Garden & Erickson
St. Theresa—Waukegan, Ill.
Arch.: Gaul & Vossen

BANKS

Bank of California—Portland, Ore.
Arch.: Anshen & Allen
First National—Lubbock, Tex.
Arch.: Thos. E. Stanley
Central National—Des Moines, la.
Arch.: A. Epstein & Son, Inc.
First National—Chicago
Arch.: C. F. Murphy Assoc. and Perkins & Will Partnership
Georgia Railroad—Augusta, Ga.
Arch.: Robt. McCreary & Wm. Hughes

CIVIC BUILDINGS

Arch.: G.S.A. Engineers

Send for these brochures that tell all about the design versatility and draft control advantages of beautiful International Revolving Doors.

INTERNATIONAL STEEL CO.
1407 EDGAR ST., EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 47707
DIVISIONS: Structural Steel, Revolving Door and Entrance, Lindsay Structure, Railway
introduces the new "Andrew Carnegie" carpet of Zefkrome E.S.P.* for a great public appearance

Zefkrome acrylic, Engineered for Superior Performance, creates the impressive new carpet for public places. The innovations in beauty and wear are unique to Zefkrome. Color: multichromes, a new concept developed for greater clarity and variety. Durability: Zefkrome has wear tests behind it of 2 million footsteps, equal to 54 years. It is stronger than other acrylics by as much as 50%.
Superior color retention: the color in Zefkrome lasts, and it's safe in sunlight, because it's locked in when the fiber is made.
Superior cleanability: "Andrew Carnegie" carpeting returns to its original appearance after on-location cleaning better than any other acrylic carpet.
Dirt resistance: Zefkrome is a circular cross section acrylic fiber that doesn't hold soil the way other acrylics do. The new Sequoyah carpet is also moth and mildew proof. Everything about it adds up to quality.
Please address all inquiries to:
Chuck Purcell, Sequoyah Mills, Anadarko, Oklahoma

*Dow Badische Zefkrome E.S.P. Engineered for Superior Performance

Zefkrome® is a trademark of Dow Badische Company

Specifications.
70% Zefkrome acrylic, 30% modacrylic.
1/8 gauge (Pitch rate 210)
8 1/4 tufts per inch
available in 12" and 15" widths
Colors: Natural (1), Avocado (6),
Red (7), Burnish Gold (8),
Aqua (11), Lime (26)
When you enter the office building in the new Madison Square Garden Center, look up

You’ll see Holophane’s unique solution to an unusual lighting problem

Designers of Two Pennsylvania Plaza, the office building adjoining New York’s new Madison Square Garden, faced a lighting problem months before construction even started. They wanted the clean, unobtrusive good looks and superior lighting performance of Holophane frameless lenses throughout the structure. Yet the fixture called for by the building’s easy access ceilings required a lens with a frame.

Holophane specialists developed a solution. Through an ingenious modification of Holophane’s 2’ x 4’ frameless Controlens®, they adapted lens to fixture and totally eliminated the need for a metal frame. Nearly 20,000 of these special lenses, specified as building standard, provide a high level of uniform, glare-free illumination throughout the 29-story skyscraper.

Holophane has been helping architects and builders solve lighting problems like this for years. Big lighting problem? Let Holophane help. Just fill in the coupon.

Dept. G-3
Holophane Company, Inc.
1120 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10036

My architectural lighting problem is:

Send literature
Have Holophane representative call

Name__________________________
Firm__________________________
Street________________________
City__________________________  State________  Zip_______

Architectural lighting solutions from HOLOPHANE
Finish and waterproof concrete surfaces at the same time with THOROSEAL PLASTER MIX, a cement-base coating that made dramatic savings in the construction of this new school. 8,000 square yards of concrete were completely waterproofed with THOROSEAL PLASTER MIX, applied by spray, floated, and then re-sprayed for a durable, uniform texture which was contrasted with rough "exposed aggregate" panels.

STOP RUBBING CONCRETE!

Job-tested, spray-on coating finishes and waterproofs new school with amazing speed and at $\frac{1}{2}$ the cost!
“I am astonished at how accurately and quickly the eye can see the balance between mass and verticality. Most men’s eyes can read what engineers call slenderness ratio in construction: the ratio of cross-section to length in, for example, a column. I think every man can judge a woman’s leg to a 32nd of an inch at 70 paces. This ability is built into the eye; it isn’t something taught to humans by other humans.”

BUCKMINSTER FULLER
The inevitable has happened: “Ralph Ablon, President and Chairman of the Ogden Corporation, with a 1967 sales volume of more than $750,000,000, and Charles Luckman, President of Charles Luckman Associates, one of the world’s largest planning, architecture and engineering firms, whose architectural services in 1967 will result in more than $100,000,000 in construction, today announced an agreement whereby the Luckman firm will be acquired by Ogden.” Thus read the first paragraph of a news release received last month by P/A. And, although the release was printed on Charles Luckman Associates stationery, it included these comments by the architect: “When reached for a statement, Mr. Luckman said, ‘All of us at CLA have great enthusiasm for the opportunity being afforded to us by the Ogden Corporation to expand and diversify the services which we can render to our clients. To meet the projected demand for the physical facilities needed by our exploding population, there will be required a marriage of imagination, capital, and management skills.’”? 

So here we are. The road now has been traveled all the way: The architect becomes a team, the team becomes a corporation, and the corporation becomes a subsidiary of another corporation. In the shuffle, what happened to the architect? When the AIA decided that architects should offer “comprehensive services,” become leaders of “teams,” think of themselves as “generalists” coordinating and directing every decision affecting man’s environment, did it foresee where it all would lead? Within our economic system, the only way an architect can have controlling power over environments developed by the private sector is to do exactly what Luckman did — become a bigshot in a large corporate structure. And so the inevitable: a Fellow of the AIA is now being traded on the New York Stock Exchange. From now on, if I don’t like what Charles Luckman is designing, all I have to do is pick up the phone and talk to my friendly stockbroker. I can own you now, Mr. Luckman!

Or can I own him? There is no point in condemning or condoning what Luckman did. The issue is much bigger than a discussion of traditional, professional ethics. What is at stake here is not only ethics, but a much larger question: what is the meaning of professionalism in this day and age?

The AIA “Standards of Professional Practice” were promulgated many years ago when it was clear what an architect’s role was and when he performed this role on his own or in association with partners and co-workers who had similar background, training, and viewpoint. When the work that used to be performed by individuals becomes too big and complex for them, the job is taken over by organizations. Today, the word “practice” can mean so many things and be performed in so many ways by so many people that the old professional standards are more confusing than helpful in explaining the nature of present-day professionalism. Rules of ethics designed for individual practitioners designing individual buildings for individual clients are no longer meaningful or realistic for many situations.

Hence the dilemma the AIA — and even the registration boards — now have to face: Is “the Architect,” in a professional sense, an individual or an organization? Can you continue to make an individual responsible for all the actions of a large organization with which he is connected? Can you make an individual personally responsible for technical competence of great numbers of people? Can you apply the old ethical standards to organizations existing for the purpose of maximizing profit and dealing with large amounts of borrowed capital? (Luckman once said: “For I believe it to be true that next to the influence of religion in our life and character, the next single, most influencing factor, is the profit motive.”)

All above and similar questions somehow will have to be answered. A good illustration of the quandary is that I can now buy Charles Luckman Associates by acquiring enough stock of the Ogden Corporation — but that does not mean that I would be buying Charles Luckman himself.
Contented sprawlers settle down for a session with the books in one of the mezzanine lounge areas of the dining wing.

Students study, gossip, and eat in a café atmosphere on the main level where they can observe passers-by in the courtyard. Clerestory-lit mezzanine is at left.
Hofstra University Student Center, Hempstead, Long Island, New York. Architects: Warner Burns Toan Lunde (Danforth W. Toan, Partner in Charge; George Yourke, Designer/Job Captain). Site: Part of the old Mitchell Field Air Force Base; a flat, barren site adjacent to the Hempstead Turnpike. Program: To provide an activities center that would draw students into campus life. Structural System: Flat concrete arch supported on concrete columns and long-span laminated wood beams supported by brick piers. Mechanical System: In the dining wing, an all air system with a pre-cool, re-cool design. In the activities wing, fan coil units with an all air ventilation system. Ductwork is concealed in the 2'-4"-thick masonry walls. Major Materials: Sand-faced brick (in white to sand tones, chosen to blend with existing campus) on both interior and exterior, exposed concrete, dark stained laminated wood beams and wood deck roofs, stained redwood window frames, Gypsum wallboard or block partitions. Variety of flooring, including composition, wood, terrazzo, and carpeting. Consultants: M. Paul Friedberg & Associates, Landscape Architects. Warner Burns Toan Lunde (Jane Pokorny), Interior Designer. Photography, except as noted: Norman McGrath.

Five years ago, Hofstra College turned into Hofstra University and began a major image-changing campaign. As one of many competing colleges and universities dotted around Long Island, the small 30-year-old college made the decision to upgrade, expand, and convert from a commuter college to a residential university in order to attract students and stay in the educational mainstream.

The broad outlines of change, formulated at an Educational Facilities Laboratories' conference held at Hofstra in 1963, stressed the importance of transforming the character of the student body and its campus-use habits. Those habits followed a Mom-Dad-Car orientation typical of commuter colleges surrounded by suburbia—students "ate, slept, and studied in their cars," says architect Danforth W. Toan, "and generally left the campus immediately after their last class." Their personal lives were, quite naturally, regulated by the home.

Participants at the conference felt that the new university would function far more effectively if students could be drawn into a closer involvement with campus life. Not only would academic participation be improved, but the school might properly serve as a kind of halfway house between early adolescence and young adulthood. Further advantages to be gained from loyal alumni are obvious.

Keeping Them Down on the Campus

The logical first step was to convert to dormitory campus. Warner Burns Toan & Lunde's master plan for Hofstra's comprehensive expansion includes both high- and low-rise dormitories that will eventually house about half the student body. Residence towers, of which four are complete and two under construction, were planned to give students the novel...
experience of a high-rise view over the flat expanses of Long Island, and provide a contrasting environment for young people who had spent their lives in sprawling suburbia (see May 1967 P/A).

Attention was next focused on the two principal centers of campus life — library and student union — and the best way to get students to use them often and freely. The simplicity of perfect logic marks the architect's solution: library and student center have been sited between academic buildings of the older campus and the dorm/parking area, and students are drawn into and through each of the two buildings on their way to and from classes and cars or dorms.

Hofstra's expansion has been mainly on a 100-acre portion of defunct Mitchell Field situated directly across the Hempstead Turnpike from the old campus. Old and new parts of the campus are tied together by an enclosed glass and concrete pedestrian bridge over the turnpike. Anchoring this bridge on the new dorm/parking side is the student center; and, on the academic side, the library. By placing entrances to the bridge inside the two buildings, circulation is funneled through them at least twice each class day.

Getting Them Where They Live
Approach to the hub of campus activities, the student center, is between two high-rise dorms. Seen from this vantage point, framed by the crisp lines and dominant forms of the residence towers, the building is partially hidden and its architectural logic is diffused among a low, complicated variety of shapes. This ambiguity of form was deliberate on the part of the architect, who set out to design a building where complexity would intrigue, informality beguile, and non-monumentality disarm. "It is a non-building," explains Danforth Toan. At least part of its complexity derives from the design of common rooms. Shunning the comforts of symmetry, meeting room walls combine parallels and angles in a pattern that is very nearly mirrored in roof sections.

Although informal, there is a solidity about the building's 2'-4"-thick walls, deeply corbelled windows, and heavy wood beams that have led one history professor to take his class on tours of the "medieval castle."

Raised 7 ft above the undistinguished flatness of the airfield by a series of berms and mounds, the building spreads out from its one clearly identifiable landmark — a handsome concrete campanile. This bell tower not only signals the location of the student center to other parts of the campus, but is also part of a sequence of verticals — library tower, bell tower, and dorms — whose size, shape, and relationship is constantly changing as the visitor moves around, toward, or between them. These changing relationships are described by Toan as existing in the architectural fourth dimension, or movement in time.

As one approaches the center's courtyard, the campanile looms up as the dominant vertical. At its base, a glass- and concrete-enclosed staircase connects the three levels of the building (one below grade), and the sky appears through open sections at the top.

Courting the Students
The building's focal point is a semi-enclosed courtyard that becomes the real center of activities in warm weather, when it is often the scene of informal sing-ins and jam sessions. Guitar players usually gather around four ailanthus trees planted in a 12 ft square earth-filled concrete well that extends straight down through the book store (below grade) and into the ground. The planter and the entrances to the court are set off-center in another move calculated to disconcert the eye and create a nonstatic environment attuned to the restless vitality of the young.

Proportions were carefully planned and the court space kept fairly small (80 ft square) in order to create a protected and friendly feeling, which is enhanced by the students' ability to see into the building through glazed walls.
Seen from across the Hempstead Turnpike, student center and pedestrian bridge fan out from base of residence towers (facing page, top). Jigsaw of interlocking forms is raised 7 ft on berms (left). Floating stairwell connects levels of dining wing (above).
Looking past sloping bell tower base and corbelled windows of student activities wing corridor, dorm towers rise like sentries, silhouetted against the sky (left). From the library tower (facing page, top): Student center, bell tower, and pedestrian bridge in foreground; old airfield hangars can be seen in the background at right.
The two-dormitory "frame" offers a series of "varying apertures through which to see the buildings beyond," says architect Toan. Moving from east to west, photos show interplay between bell tower and library tower beyond. Toan based sightlines and proportions on the "cone of vision," which sweeps 30° around the viewer's axis of vision. Research led him to the conclusion that the eye is most satisfied when the architectural whole fills certain vertical and horizontal proportions of the cone at the point where the observer is introduced into the space. "To our amazement," he adds, "these proportions pertain to St. Mark's Plaza, the Acropolis, St. Peters" and other architectural compositions.

on three sides of the courtyard. Entry into the court is underneath a bridge that ties the two wings of the center together. Enclosing the square at the side opposite is a glazed corridor that also connects the two wings, but, more important, functions as the entrance to the pedestrian bridge over the turnpike. Movement across the bridge is a rather mesmeric experience for both the car-watching pedestrian and the people-watching motorist as the pattern of concrete and glass opens, closes, and then reopens the view.

There is no formal entrance to the student center, which was designed to invite entry from several points around the court, either into the pedestrian bridge, the student activities wing, or the dining complex.

What Goes on Inside

In the dining complex, areas of differing character, purpose, and size center around a mezzanine lounge.

The café, with its low brick divider walls, banquettes, outdoor-type lighting posts, and wall of glass on the courtyard side, was designed, as Toan puts it, "as a fish bowl for students wishing to see and be seen."

For those students who prefer to study or stretch out, but still remain part of the scene, the overlooking balcony is furnished with comfortable chairs, sofas, and a bold hound's-tooth carpet. Circling a small core (containing a music listening room, men's lounge, and women's lounge), the mezzanine overlooks the café on one side and a more formal dining area on the other; it is flanked by rooftop terraces on the two remaining sides. A slotted brick parapet forming portions of the balustrade adds another touch of the medieval.

On the first level, another dining area for special meetings and private conferences can be divided into three sections. Across the court, the student activities wing houses meeting rooms, office space for clubs, school newspaper, and other functions. There are also several small and inviting lounges.

The major space in the student activities wing is a multipurpose room used for concerts, lectures, banquets,
and dances. Its irregular shape, heavy laminated wood beams, parquet floor, and center clerestory windows lend the variety and richness necessary for large open spaces. Heavy brick walls, extending 16 in. into the room from exterior brick courses, descend beneath the wood-deck ceiling in steps. Into each stepped section is incorporated a brick pier that supports one of the exposed wood beams. Air supply registers, partially concealed in thin vertical slots, are fed by ducts inside the wall cavities.

Down Below
"Hangouts" below grade are among the most popular spots in the building. The rathskeller's low-ceilinged and generally dim atmosphere appeals to the beer-hall instincts shared by many college students. A cross-grain wood block floor adds to its warmth, and the architect persuaded a skeptical school administration to install butcher-block tables by pointing out that if they were carved upon it would be in the best tradition of many old and revered universities. Around the corner from the rathskeller, a game room equipped with pool, ping-pong, and card tables is always crowded.

Turning Students On
An intricate jigsaw of independent shapes — connected, interrelated, overlapping — were they designed "by an acid head," one student wanted to know. Given the younger generation's present romance with psychedelia, this obviously is a compliment to the architect's (non-drug-induced) expanded consciousness.
"We wanted a building that would take students four years to figure out," Toan admits, "...an intriguing maze." This, he believes, reflects the personality of college students who tend to be complicated creatures subject to sharp changes of personality in short periods of time. A student center should be the place where those moods can be indulged, where rooms can be found to suit every mood, where a sense of semicontrolled anarchy gives the student that congenial feeling of being at home in his campus "living room." The verdict from Hofstra students seems to be that the architecture turns them on. — AB
FIRE TRUCK SHOWCASES

FIRE STATION NO. 59, Houston, Texas

Architects: Todd-Tackett-Lacy. Site: SW edge of the city, loosely developed with adjacent low construction; site is next to a small church and was formerly a horse pasture; climate is hot and humid with strong, consistent southeast breezes. Program: Station with three pieces of apparatus for chief of fire district. Structural System: Steel frame, masonry walls, slab floors, built-up roof on rigid insulation over metal roof deck. Major Materials: Exposed steel painted flat black, grayish tan brick, dark green terrazzo floors in living spaces, natural concrete in apparatus areas. Mechanical System: Conventional gas fired boiler with expansion type cooling, one multizone air handler, duct supply, return through attic space. Cost: Bid, $131,450.00; actual, $131,933.39; sq ft, $18.84. Consultants: Loudermilk & Loudermilk, Structural Engineers. Ralph Speich & Associates, Mechanical Engineers. Photography: Maurice Miller.

Detailed and constructed like a showcase, this Houston firehouse was literally designed on the basis of past mistakes. The architects augmented the city program with their own research. They found the best way to design a fire station was to search out the worst in existing stations and use the correction of these conditions as the basis of their design.

The program given to the architects by the city of Houston included merely the number of pieces of apparatus, the number of men, and a list of the equipment to be accommodated in the firehouse. Houston fire station districts consist of two apparatus stations with a three-apparatus station serving as headquarters for the chief of the district. Station 59 is a three-apparatus station. The third piece of equipment is a pumper truck, used to extinguish grass fires in the surrounding area.

Each item of the city program was checked by the architects in personal visits to existing fire stations. They found dormitory windows covered with aluminum foil to keep out the strong sun and heat, apparatus room doors that had to be left open for ventilation, cheerless day-rooms, unused outside areas, and windows in the chief's and captain's quarters tightly shuttered.

The correction of these faults served as the basis of the planning of Station 59. The captain's room, chief's room, and a small study room were placed on the street side of the station, isolated by a small courtyard, thus providing them with natural light and complete privacy. The study room was introduced by the architects as private space, apart from the general dayroom, as a place to study for civil service examinations. The dormitory locker room and restroom, located in the interior, have no windows. The dayroom-kitchen opens to the rear with an all-glass east wall and gives access to a grass area for outside activities. A hung ceiling serves as a return air plenum for this air-conditioned space.

Furnishings were provided by the owner. All interiors are as simple as the architects could make them. The gypsumboard was given a hard finish by using epoxy-base paint. The predominant color
used throughout is white. In addition, use is made of natural brick, and dark green terrazzo floors with putty-gray doors, cabinets, and lockers.

The apparatus room was designed as a showcase for firetrucks, with a maximum amount of glass to display the fire-fighting equipment. An exposed steel structure for the apparatus room was chosen to provide a bright, easy to maintain space for the trucks. The slit clerestory window at the connection of the lower building with the apparatus room provides additional natural light.

How to detail a showcase for fire engines? First, you do not have to fireproof the structure. Second, you make it as unobtrusive as possible, automatically leaving the only possibility of "architectural treatment" to the detailing.

Here, the showcase does what it is supposed to do. It is a display container for fire engines, unobtrusive, with every accent precisely where it ought to be.
Kitchen facilities in the recreation room overlook the vacant lots of the new Houston development.
FIRE STATION NO. 58, Houston, Texas


Sited in a pine forest, this showcase for fire engines was designed for a fire chief who had never before managed an efficiently designed fire station.

The architect's analysis of the station revealed to them the following essentials for their design: The apparatus room is the central focus of a fire station and requires a long-span structure in contrast to the short spans of its ancillary facilities building; the passage from the dormitory, captain's and chief's rooms should be as direct as possible; the hose washing and storage units could be separated from the dormitory side of the station.

The plan, the architects say, took shape quite simply through the ordering of the necessary elements into a box and then arranging these properly according to function. The ancillary rooms were placed conveniently accessible to the apparatus room, and the study was isolated for quiet.

The apparatus space quite naturally dominates the scheme, acting as a pavilion intersecting the box. The Watch Room acts as a "hinge" between the apparatus room and the subordinate living functions. This room is the generator of the
plan, calling attention to itself and reflecting its need to be in a position to oversee and direct operations. When a fire is reported, this room is ready.

The tool-jointed masonry facade is composed of ordered planes of masonry and glass calculated to cause a forced perspective, elongated from one direction and foreshortened from the other. The illusion is heightened by placing the building in coordinates shifted $\frac{7\pi}{2}^\circ$ from the street parallel. The architect describes the effect: "As one walks from east to west, the wall elongates and shifts itself into line in a sort of 'fourth dimension' movement involving both space and time."

The building with its exposed mechanisms of alarm — speaker, siren and bells, monumental downspout, exposed floodlights, and painted steel structure — has the look of a machine.

This appearance is somewhat contradicted by the false perspective induced by the graduated window sizing, brick planes, and sifting. This is a showcase that acts as more than a fire engine wrapper that places its colorful contents on view as a point of contrast to the vacant lots and development housing that surround it, as is the case with the Todd, Tackett & Lacy firehouse. By comparison, this firehouse is sited amid the trees, as a visually moving showcase leading a life of its own.
The manufacture of stained glass, an estimated $25 million-a-year industry, is almost totally dominated by the studios of the religious art industry. Can these businesses create art for modern architecture? Or is the independent stained glass artist the only one capable of designing for modern architecture?

"Today, our artists are creating masterpieces of stained-glass design unsurpassed in brilliance and in the subtlety of their color harmonies," claims a spokesman for the studios. "Preposterous," replies Robert Sowers, an independent artist. "Would that it were so. In sober fact, probably no more than 1 per cent of the more than 1 million sq ft of stained glass produced in the United States annually bears any relation to the significant work that has been done in this medium."

The artists disputing the domination of the studios are a recent force to emerge upon the scene. In contrast, the commercial studios came into being around the turn of the century. They were organized to meet the demand for revivalist windows and church decorations of the period. "It made a certain amount of sense at that time," says Sowers, "to have studio-trained designers turning out Gothic and Renaissance vocabulary work. They manufactured a very specialized form of ornamentation that required their specific training."

Modern architecture has meant the abandoning of the tradition which was the studio's specialty and hence their reason for being, claim the independent artists. In their opinion, modern architecture requires a very different talent than that supplied by these traditionalist-oriented manufacturers of religious objects. A list of important contemporary stained-glass windows, they argue, would consist almost entirely of windows designed by artists having no formal connection or affiliation with any of the major stained-glass studios.

The Studio

By way of rebuttal, the studios point out that they do by far the greatest proportion of stained-glass work and from this conclude that "they must be doing something right." However, the president of the Stained Glass Association, E. Crosby Willet, conceded in the official publication Stained Glass that the conflict between individual artist and studio was an "age-old controversy": "Nearly every major studio is a member of our association, which is theoretically dedicated to uplifting, not subverting, our unique craft. That we are detriments to stained glass is a serious indictment, which, like most sweeping state-ments, has some element of truth in it. However, the studio group has much to offer. Here we have artist and craftsman working together with the raw materials close at hand. To any honest artist, this is essential. . . . Most important is the relative anonymity in which artist and craftsman labor in stained glass, an architectural art in which any truly dedicated artist designer must submerge himself in order to create appropriate conditions of light and color in the architect's expression of form and space. Who the artist (or studio for that matter) is or was is not important."

The Architect and the Studio

That the studios are honestly dedicated to the traditions of anonymous craftsmanship is questioned by Sowers. He claims that they find the medieval tradition good business. "The studios take the prospective client through the shop with all of the build-up of grandfather, father and son, implying an unbroken lineage from medieval craftsman who brought all of these goodies to America."

Architect Lewis Davis, of Davis & Brody, claims that studio anonymity is far from altruistic. "It is the structure of the organization to have the men anonymous. Studio artists are not known. The studio can't afford to publicize any particular artist. He might take his following with him when he leaves. If I knew a particular artist was designing in a particular studio, I would go to that studio," says Davis, "but I don't know any artists in the studios."

On the other hand, architect Robert Mutrux, who has commissioned a considerable amount of stained glass, is a staunch champion of studio capabilities. He says he would question working with an independent artist without studio affiliation. He believes that the studio craft is indispensable to the successful execution of a work.

The Client: The Third Force

The client is often the final decision-maker. As part of the art budget, stained glass is the last item to be considered and the first to be cut. Mutrux says that he often designs churches with plain glazing but somehow "they always manage to get stained glass."

The result is that both architects and designers agree that the artist is never called in early enough. "We usually don't start with the artist. It wouldn't hurt to do so, but we usually don't," comments Mutrux. Designer Albin Elskus, who is a partner and sole designer in his small studio, says that he has yet to have an
architect call for advice before he thinks of the window.

Stephen Bridges of Rombrush Studios says that both architect and client seem oddly unfamiliar with stained glass. "The client does not have experience," says Bridges. "It might be the first and only time in his life that he will become involved in stained glass." However, Bridges adds paradoxically, stained glass is the easiest item of church decoration for which to secure donors.

**Preliminary Designs**

A major complaint of the independent artists against the studios is their practice of supplying preliminary designs gratuitously to prospective clients. They say that this "grinding out sketch after sketch" is conclusive proof of the poverty of design concept—that this is a process which, by its very nature, cannot be architecturally related.

The studios themselves are concerned about this aspect of their function. In an editorial condemning the practice, Otto C. Winterrich began by stating, "The craft of stained glass is a profession," and claims that studio craftsmen are not treated like professionals because they are not compensated as honest tradesmen for this preliminary design work.

To the independent artist, any design is a considered effort totally related to each particular problem that he cannot undertake without compensation. However, both studio and independent artist pointed out that architectural practice itself, in reality, is not always clear on this same point.

Perhaps the fairest approach to preliminary sketches was undertaken by Mutrux. He approached five studios and asked them to submit designs assuring them that one would be awarded the contract. The remaining competitors were paid an honorarium. It was a fair transaction, which elicited the best efforts from the studios involved, says Elkus.

Elkus contrasted Mutrux's procedure with that of a famous architectural firm that approached the various studios saying that "price was no object, they had a million dollars to spend." After receiving a number of designs from American studios, the job was given to their European competitors for half the price. As a postscript, he added, a high percentage of panels arrived broken and had to be repaired by American craftsmen, anyway.

Elkus contrasts stained glass with the letting of other building contracts, in that the stained-glass designer cannot compete for the lowest bid. He must know the price range of windows can vary anywhere from $5 or $10 a square foot to over $50. Obviously, the designer must have some idea of the price range.

Designer William Schmeikel claims that although the amount of money does not always buy the best window, the overcoming of limitations can create excellent work. To this Bridges adds that often with a limited budget the client is willing to allow more freedom in design, which may produce better work on the part of the studio.

Who is correct? Who the hero and who the villain? It would seem that, as in most honest hotly contested arguments, neither the one nor the other. Sowers makes the point that when the "creative phase of stained glass or any other art is absorbed into the production lines of the religious art industry, that art, then and there, is inevitably a 'lost art.' Because, such production lines by their very nature cannot avoid being geared to the mass production of monuments of lasting insignificance."

**Conclusion: Art or Business?**

It seems obvious that the only viable milieu in which an independent artist can function is that proposed by architect Davis. "An architectural art has to depend on a conception, the execution can of course be done by a number of people. You commission the person who can do the best work, who understands what you are trying to do." Davis makes the artist a respected consultant. Every architect gets the art he deserves. That the stained-glass studio is at fault for supplying a demand is another question. "The foisting of spurious medieval craft tradition on unsuspecting clients is no more dishonest than designing Howard Johnson churches in the first place. Religious art has for long been good business and the least aesthetic and the least spiritual of all the arts," he concluded.

Given the circumstances so succinctly expressed by Sibyl Mahony-Nagy, where the artist is used "to fig-leaf an aesthetic blunder or curry cultural prestige," and in addition is subject to the whims of the client and donor, it is questionable that the studios can be condemned for what they do.

For stained glass to be used as an element of architecture as opposed to an element of decoration, as artist Sam Weiner claims it should be, it obviously demands other client relationships.

The conflict is with the studio designs, not with the studio itself. No one has ever questioned the studios' ability to perform. Indeed, the independent artists are dependent upon the studios for the execution of their large commissions. The battle would seem therefore not between art or business but in what the architects themselves are trying to accomplish. Sowers claims that "the ratio of 99 plus per cent of stained glass studio mediocrity to the less than 1 per cent art glass done by independent artists is too high a price to pay." However, we might point out that this is roughly the same general percentage of good to bad religious art.

The best conditions for stained glass to emerge as an art rather than a business was expressed by Sowers in his book *Stained Glass.* "It is finally a matter for the architect to know when, in the given instance, the artist must be consulted: when decisions about a particular mural or sculptural conception must be made that clearly go beyond his own special competence. And it is a measure of his own artistic integrity to be able to recognize that moment. . . . Few artists or architects seem willing to accept the fact that for art and architecture to become a convincing unity each must in some way demand the other for its own completion."
PITTSBURGH

The Pittsburgh of the past was a dowdy place but it had character. This article examines the quality of the “pre-Renaissance” city, and speculates on how some of it may be saved.

This is a study in urban aesthetics, taking one city, at once commonplace and peculiar, Pittsburgh. Like most American cities, it has grown up along a hodgepodge of gridiron plans on which places to live, places to sell things, places to make things, and places to worship have been set indiscriminately side by side—a city whose streets are like those of many other cities of its size and like most smaller towns in its air and appearance, once you are away from the showier neighborhoods. On the other hand, no other large U.S. city except San Francisco has something like Pittsburgh’s wonderful and formidable topography, and no other city, perhaps, has a past that it is so disposed to disown, at least in its official pronouncements. The stranger is still told about steel production—perhaps his informant will boast that the city is a No. 1 Russian target if worst comes to worst—but he will be shown Gateway Center and the Civic Arena as the true Pittsburgh of the emerging future. One official, the new city image in mind, is even said to have proposed camouflaging the Jones & Laughlin blast furnaces that make a spectacular introduction to the city for motorists coming in from the east.

Lacking a conspicuous and well-known neighborhood of fine old houses, a Georgetown or a Beacon Hill, lacking any nationally famous historic architecture, except for Richardson’s group for Allegheny County, Pittsburgh is often thought of as bringing out of its past only a shabby, money-grubbing physical environment, something to be demolished in order that architects from New York or Los Angeles may build the new, hygienic, and cosmopolitan environment that is the symbol and implementation of Pittsburgh’s poisonless, daggerless Renaissance.

Some Pittsburghers, however, are not convinced that the effacement of old sights and scenes is always a good thing. Nobody, indeed, is sold on the idea of a hundred per cent redeveloped Pittsburgh, even if there were money enough. Authority tries to respect the most conspicuous of the old landmarks, to preserve them amid the new buildings. And even a redundant bridge, a neighborhood of old red brick houses, or a single Romanesque façade, may not be wholly unfriendly. Pittsburgh, used to massive engineering works and occasional outbursts of pompous architecture, to straggling flights of public steps and climbing streets whose pavements suddenly peter out, is a city of dramatic and casual visual accidents that irritate the tidy-minded and the image-conscious but delight the local artist. For a native, to return to Pittsburgh for a few days after a stay in some more elegant city is to spend about three days deploring the shabbiness, homeliness, and pettiness of it all, after which he gets used to, then enjoys it. Pittsburgh, after all, has acquired an identity worthy of respect; it has brought out of the past certain ways of building, certain qualities, that the cleaner and more convenient city of the future might well try to integrate into its new self if it wants to be more than a glittering nowhere.

As a capsule illustration of the difference between the old Pittsburgh and the “Renaissance City,” as presented in the Sunday supplements, a look at the past and future of the Point may be worthwhile. The Point is the area of land in the Golden Triangle at the confluence of the Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers. Before 1950, it was a wild, tree-shaded area of ground, enclosed by the massive approaches to two bridges, the Point and the Manchester, that diverge to cross the rivers. Its banks were steep, flower-grown, and untended, and barges tied up at the water’s edge. Office work-
Henry Koerner is a Viennese painter who has lived in Pittsburgh for some years now. The picture Oh Fearful Wonder of Man! is a fantasy on Pittsburgh phenomena. To the left appears a blast furnace, possibly one of Jones & Laughlin’s. In front of it is part of the substructure of the Boulevard of the Allies, which is also seen in the distance, running beside the Monongahela River. In the distance is the 10th Street Bridge, with the Liberty Bridge beyond. The crucifix and the adjoining skyline objects are probably fictitious, except for the flamethrower object, which is a neon weather beacon erected by a gas company downtown. The immense water tank is real, though the face is not; it stands on a hill in East Liberty. To the right are the Manchester and Fort Duquesne Bridges, crossing the Allegheny River. In the foreground are more intimate objects, including two stained-glass windows from the house that Koerner was living in at the time the picture was painted.

Concerning Pittsburgh, Koerner says:

“Pittsburgh, city of my dreams. It is for me what Rome is for Fellini. Most everything I want to say about contemporary existence I can find visually realized here — or better, its visual realizations spark my imagination again and again.

“Emerging from the Fort Pitt Tunnel, the city is offered to you as on the palm of a hand. The mixture and diversity of buildings, houses and bridges on hills and valleys and over rivers, nature and industries, races and religions, are forever forming changing mutations of motif-possibilities. As if in a dream, but with your eyes wide open.”
ers made their way through the adjacent neighborhood, largely taken up by small shabby buildings and dominated by a freight terminal, to eat their sandwiches and have a nap. The mixture of massive engineering work, barges, weeds, and casual land use was typical old Pittsburgh in its quality. As now planned, the Point is to be a formal park, with neatly mown lawns, a tall fountain jet, paved walks, and a genteel approach from the Gateway Center that has replaced the haphazard old neighborhood. In the interests of history, the old Blockhouse, surviving from the 1750's, will be given a neat new setting, and the plans of Forts Duquesne and Pitt, the successive French and English establishments on the site, will be outlined on the ground. The old Point was disorderly, but, such as it was, it was real. The new Point is designed as a work of art, a civic ornament, and its ground area has been vastly increased, but it seems on paper to have a pallid, "as advertised," quality about it. Somewhere between the two extremes, part of the Pittsburgh of the past might have grown, rather than merely being transformed, into part of the new Pittsburgh.

What Pittsburgh Has Now
Pittsburgh is a jumbled affair of rivers, river shores, bluffs, hills, plateaus, and ravines on which a city has haphazardly grown up. More than in almost any other city, the third dimension is important in the look of things. You cannot go far before you find yourself looking up the side of a hill, or forward into empty space. The shape of the land has beauty of its own, and it has created a setting in which the dowdy buildings and streets of Pittsburgh take on a kind of grandeur—at a distance, anyway.

The city area is unevenly trisected by three rivers: the Allegheny, the Monongahela, and their offspring, the Ohio. Thanks in part to their action upon the tired local mountains, the city is built over three major ranges of level. These are firstly, the areas, sometimes broad, sometimes quite narrow, of the river shores; secondly, the plateau areas east of the Golden Triangle, 200 to 300 ft above river level; and thirdly the hills, whose tops are as much as 500 ft above the water. In the historical settling-out of population and building types that took place in the latter 19th Century, the shore areas were given over to manufacturers, commerce, railroads, and river traffic, while the low flatlands in from the shore, the original built-up areas of the city, were taken over wholly by the working classes and the poor. The affluent gradually abandoned their houses in the Triangle and on the North Side in favor of Sewickley, a town a few miles down the Ohio, or moved to the plateau and hill neighborhoods of Oakland, Shadyside, and Squirrel Hill, east of the Triangle and well away from the rivers and the mills. The working classes, once the water-level areas got thickly settled, had no place to go but up, and so built on the slopes and hilltops above the mill chimneys, making weary shanks' more morning and night along paths and public stairs. Some of the hilltop communities are of remarkably early date, considering that even the cars and buses of today have trouble with the sloping streets, whose gradients may be on the order of 1 in 10 or even 1 in 8.

In the new neighborhoods, level or not, the Victorian surveyor's gridiron was applied as rigorously as the terrain would permit, wrenched about and amputated when the contours demanded it. The multiplicity of little streets appears to have driven town officials to desperation over nomenclature. A walk along Compromise, a street on a ridge overlooking the North Side, offers one the option of descending to the right by Habit Way, a flight of steps, of going left and uphill via Sprain to its intersection with Wigwam, or of keeping on to the end of Compromise and continuing uphill on Toboggan. Around the mills it was relatively easy to think up street names like Bloom and Ingot, but even here some odd assortments can be found, without any apparent conscious association of ideas.

As the need arose for communication between or within neighborhoods, an uncoordinated system of bridges, trolley
lines, tunnels, inclined planes, public steps, and access roads evolved, making it possible to utilize a relatively large proportion of the high ground within the city limits. The engineering work that has resulted from the concern for getting about in the city, making it habitable, and giving it its livelihood has provided not a few of the visual leitmotifs of the place. Large bridges of just about every type popular in the 20th Century were built, spanning the rivers and the ravines that penetrate the plateaus and hills; steel arches, concrete arches, cantilevers, suspension bridges, and various kinds of truss appear here and there around town, as well as a few freaks such as an arch of congealed slag and a double lenticular truss of the 1890 period. In the older bridges, the piers and approaches are of massive rock-faced ashlar, which like most Pittsburgh stonework is black from decades of bituminous soot. Similar ma­sonry is used for the retaining walls that one comes upon now and again; the recent survey of Allegheny County landmarks, published by the Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation, cites one particularly fine example in Oakland, remarking, "These heavy, rugged surfaces, so nearly allied to the hills they retain, are among the finest things in Pittsburgh visually." The inclines, which once hauled passengers and even wagons and teams to the hilltops, have dwindled from their original number of 17 to 2 that still ascend the slope of Mount Washington. The public steps, like the inclines, have lost some of their traffic because of the automobile, but they can still be found, straggling up the hillsides for 100 ft or more between the back­yards and the high-rises.

Down by the rivers, of course, are the works of industry: steel mills, fabricat­ing plants, factories and warehouses, black steel and dirty red brickwork, cor­rugated metal roofs acres in size, tow­boats, barges, wharfbows, scrap piles, railroad lines, and all the rest of it. Steel mills are less sensational now than they once were; their smoke is abated to a thin gray or pale orange, and the Besse­mer converters, which used to make the sky flicker at night, have been demol­ished.

"Townscape"

The city has evolved without much con­cern for the amenities. Money spent on such things, when it has been spent, has gone to particular projects in conspicu­ous places. The ordinary neighborhood street is an easy-going hodgepodge of electric poles, wires, and trolley tracks, in which the only touch of conscious art comes from the recent painting of steel electric poles in yellow and black, the city colors. Many neighborhoods are spared this, however, and get along with plain poles of cressoted wood. The streets are usually lined with small houses, de­tached more often than not, with here and there something like a neighborhood business center; small apartment houses, drugstores, dentists' offices, and so on. These episodes pass quickly and give way to houses again. Pittsburgh, in fact, is still a small-townish sort of place. Most areas give the impression of a city of moderate size, surviving fairly well in the 1915, which has been tempered with rather than improved and into which newer buildings and newer features of all kinds have been inserted rather than integrated. On many streets a homely charm prevails; the trees are numerous, the hedges are clipped, the furniture on the front porch suggests relaxation on the summer even­ings. In other fortunate areas, chaos has set in. The North Side and East Lib­erty are full of streets, once residential, that have been bedeviled with drastic re­modelings, stores, showrooms, used-care lots, warehouses, parking garages, and similar defacements, garnished with crumpled newspapers and broken bottles. The ordinary neighborhood has never had much instinct for visual beauty. Al­though there have been capable and re­pected architects in local practice — Benno Janssen, Henry Hornbostel, Frederick Scheiber, Stanley Roush, and Paul Schweikher are examples — Pittsburghers wishing to build with distinction have developed the habit of looking elsewhere for their designs. H.H. Richardson's de­signs for the county courthouse and jail are the most famous but not the first of these cultural importations, and most of the best jobs of the years since have gone to out-of-town firms such as D.H. Burnham & Co., Cram, Goodhue & Ferg­uson, Trowbridge & Livingston, Charles Z. Klauder, Harrison & Abramovitz, and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. Pittsburgh is not an intellectual city; it has cul­tured citizens, which is still an asset, of a lesser sort. But for a hundred years the kind of anonymous, tasteful build­ing that created a Beacon Hill or a Georgetown has been foreign to it. The early builders created orderly red brick or gray wooden streets of houses and churches that were essentially boxes, symmetrical and of a scale and set of proportions that hardly varied from one building to the next, or from decade to decade. Only the ornamentation varied, and that was so subordinated to the box­form and the military regularity of the fenestration that not much harm could be done by lapses of taste, Romanticism, and the advent of new facing materials presented new visual dangers eventually, in the later 19th Century, and to these both builders and architects quickly suc­cumbed. The local architects thereafter contented themselves with following the latest fashions from the great world out­side, not always with full comprehension. Even the houses of a "good" neighbor­hood like Shadyside or Squirrel Hill, built up at the height of the Eclectic period, fail to attain the sort of quaint and tasteful effects that Philadelphia and Boston architects brought off with effort­less ease. There is something slightly il­literate about them; their proportions are slack, their materials harsh. They often have a kind of Jiggs and Maggie quality: You sense that a homely 20th-Cen­tury house is trying to make itself com­fortable in a genteel but ill-fitting Tudor or Colonial costume.

Of the fashions that these minor archi­tects have adopted, and the builders after them, perhaps the only really successful one was the Richardson Romanesque. Richardson began construction of the Allegheny County group in 1884, and thereby created a fashion for churches, and business buildings that flourished for 15 years. By luck, rock­faced cut stone was almost an obligatory feature of the Romanesque front, and such stonework, used either as the entire fac­ing or as a means of accentuation, had a kind of affinity with the engineer's ma­sonry. The final result is not always in­spiring; chaos and the kind of anonymous, tasteful build­ing that created a Beacon Hill or a lesser sort. But for a hundred years the kind of anonymous, tasteful build­ing that created a Beacon Hill or a Georgetown has been foreign to it. The early builders created orderly red brick or gray wooden streets of houses and churches that were essentially boxes, symmetrical and of a scale and set of proportions that hardly varied from one building to the next, or from decade to decade. Only the ornamentation varied, and that was so subordinated to the box­form and the military regularity of the fenestration that not much harm could be done by lapses of taste, Romanticism, and the advent of new facing materials presented new visual dangers eventually, in the later 19th Century, and to these both builders and architects quickly suc­cumbed. The local architects thereafter contented themselves with following the latest fashions from the great world out­side, not always with full comprehension. Even the houses of a "good" neighbor­hood like Shadyside or Squirrel Hill, built up at the height of the Eclectic period, fail to attain the sort of quaint and tasteful effects that Philadelphia and
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floor of a typical Pittsburgh townscape — even though their small scale may be interrupted here and there by the bulks of larger buildings — varied and garnished with trees, shrubs, weeds, utility poles, advertising signs, street signs, wires, railroad tracks, bridges, steps, columns, pediments, pilasters, cupolas, onion domes, and all the paraphernalia and impedimenta of adventitious pomp and unforeseen circumstance, clinging to the hillside, nestling in the valleys, riding placidly on the plateau-tops, cascading down the swooping avenues. To like the look of this other Pittsburgh, where “Renaissance” has not come, you have to like the look of dirty red brick, gray clapboards, asphalt siding imitating buff brick, green and cream as trim colors, opalescent art glass, odd bits of metal rusting here and there, clumps of alien-thus growing from untended patches of dirt, and industrial buildings in various states of repair. For these are the recurring visual phenomena of the city, its vernacular, the major concretion of and accretion from a still-evident past.

Present Assets

Very well: what does Pittsburgh have now, in the way of beauty or character, on which it might build?

First and foremost, the magnificent topography. Gallons of sweat and gasoline have been wasted in getting about on the slopes, and no rational planner, probably, would site a new town where the foreseeable extent of its built-up area would include such a terrain. But if Pittsburgh is stuck with a lot of hard climbing, it is permitted to a rare degree to exist visibly as a three-dimensional entity. In most cities (and in parts of Pittsburgh, too, of course), the citizen is flanked by high walls, with an endless street before him; as the façades recede, they undergo a kind of Doppler effect, and far short of the horizon their details become invisible, their designs meaningless. To the resident of such an area, areas of the city not within sight and not frequently visited become mental abstractions. In such cities, you walk along street A, crossing streets Z, Y, and X, experiencing a small fragment of the town as a serial phenomenon. But a town with violent changes of level, with vantage points, has the immense advantage of allowing the passer-by not only to see the place where he is but other parts of the city, miles away; instead of confining façades, a few at a time, he sees whole distant neighborhoods. From certain parts of Pittsburgh, particularly the 400-ft elevation of Mount Washington, half the city is visible. Rather than having in his mind the inert, factual knowledge that there are such places as Oakland and the North Side, the person on a street in Pittsburgh can pointing to the towers of Oakland can train his binoculars on the North Side. The terrain encourages him to have a live perception of the city as a whole.

Akin to this is the live perception of space that any hilly site, whether in a city or in the country, affords. To get well above a valley floor or a plain is to find more than a vantage point; it is to experience the coming-alive of a truism: to be aware of one’s own location in space, aware that where the earth ends at the soles of our shoes, the sky begins; that houses, and all the contrivances of human beings, are things on the surface of a planet, and above are the winds, the clouds, and the stars. The view from some Pittsburgh hilltop to the hills beyond, where the small houses appear to be no more than the brushstrokes on a landscape painting, with perhaps a school or a church bulking like some abstract form thrown into the composition, is a moving thing. And perhaps most moving of all at the time of evening when the shapes of trees and houses are still discernible, but when the lights have begun to come on, so that the whole scene dissolves into levels of light and dark as the daylight fades. But other things also give this heightened sense of the interaction of earth and sky: a great cloud of steam rising over a ridge from some mill concealed in a river valley, a radio tower through whose openwork the passing clouds are seen, or the great steel arch of a bridge, seen from a ravine.

Aside from the genuine beauty, as a whole or in detail, of the many Pittsburgh buildings that have been rather sighted here to make a generalization, the architecture of the city has other things to offer. The first is an object lesson. At its worst, Pittsburgh building has generally been of a scale that does not disrupt unduly the visual effect created by the shape of the land. The nervous skylines of little gables and chimneys are not distractions, and the cubical shapes of houses, the boxy shapes of the larger buildings, have maintained a good overall balance with the amorphous growths of trees and shrubs on the hills; chaos and geometry providing mutual relief. Another negative virtue lies in the modest range of building materials thus far in use, which makes for visual consistency. Whether architects of the future will want to repeat these materials or the dark reds, yellow, ochres, and grays of the older building vernacular is a matter of doubt. Pittsburgh, visually, is a sad city; its present colors attest to its past of Physic, Nature, soil, and hustle. The city to come, thinking of its past as something to be lived down, may be tempted into a hedonism of color that could gradually change its complexion. The first fruits of the Renaissance, at Gateway Center, already show an indifference, perhaps even an aversion, to the materials common to the building in their “neighborhood,” the Triangle. In the early 20th Century, which witnessed white unpolished granite, white terra cotta, limestone, and various kinds of brick. The Gateway Center buildings use none of these; in one way or another they use polished gray granite, polished red granite, white marble, greenshish-gray fieldstone, stainless steel, anodized gold-colored aluminum, metallic cladding tinted medium blue, and exposed concrete. Not harmonious among themselves, they seem to be united by a determination to create a confidence-breeding bright new image.

A final thing, aesthetically, that the city has had, but is having less of as time passes, is a sometimes wonderful quality of the casual and accidental. The Pittsburgh of the past was a place of improvisations and abandonments: expedients and rough edges, in which the standard solution to a problem might or might not be used, and, if used, would be used in isolation in the midst of an unregenerate environment. Progress will regularize the existing situations, at the very least. Straggling fences will be torn down, scrapyards and steamboat hulls cleared away. These things were picturesque, but the picturesqueness cannot abide in a context of self-consciousness. Disorder may be interesting, seen in a certain way, but it cannot be preserved, once noticed, except as a kind of artificiality.

What Pittsburgh Is Planning On

Any comment on the Pittsburgh of the future must be made in terms of the goals the city has set itself. There is no need to review again the history of the “Renaissance” to date; the story has been told repeatedly, perhaps the best recent account being that in Jeanne Lowe’s Cities in a Race with Time. The Renaissance is continuing, with goals still to be attained and some continuing losses in population and housing to be cut. The Pittsburgh region would like to do a number of things simultaneously, but perhaps its most important problem is that of how it will make its money. In the past, Pittsburgh was a big steel town in the midst of little steel towns. Steel was not its only major source of income; other materials and manufactured products have been important to its economy, but steel was long the symbol of the city’s livelihood and in a sense of its philosophy of life, one of hard physical labor without much time or inclination to look up and about. But many of the region’s past troubles have come from excessive reliance on manufactures such as steel, for which demand fluctuates. A drop in the demand for steel or glass has meant mass lay-offs and a serious loss of income to the region. At present, an attempt is being made to diversify more widely the region’s sources of income, not only by encouraging new kinds of industries to move into the area, but also by developing on a greater scale the kinds of white-collar work that the city has been doing all along. At present, the headquarters of 23 of the nation’s top 500 companies, in terms of sales, are located in Pittsburgh. The Pittsburgh region has 120
Much of this hoped-for new activity for the Pittsburgh area depends on the kind of people who can be persuaded to live there. Allegheny County has been suffering a slight decline in population, and the greatest part of those leaving are skilled persons in the prime of life, able to put in many years of work. In order to get these to remain as an available labor force, and to convince the personnel of companies that might consider the region that Pittsburgh is not Siberia, an ambitious program of building, rebuilding, and general tidying-up has to be taken in hand. The city needs not only bright new office buildings and neat industrial parks, but good and plentiful housing, new schools, new shops, and amenities of all sorts, for both its present inhabitants and the newcomers.

Much of the foreseeable reworking of the city to attain these varied goals will take the form of simple rehabilitation. Neither the Urban Redevelopment Authority nor other local organizations favor the mass destruction of neighborhoods, if their substandard housing can readily be fixed up. They prefer to work with the individual householders, offering advice and training for those wishing to repair their homes. All the same, there is a housing shortage, threatening to become acute, and rehabilitation will not be enough. No one means will be used to close up the gap. Apartment buildings will become more numerous in the city than before, but most of them, probably, will go in the large areas downtown that have been or will be comprehensively redeveloped. It is possible that all but the worst present-day residential neighborhoods will remain dominated by the small, one-family house for quite a while to come.

The really radical alteration of old neighborhoods is taking place in and alongside the Triangle. Gateway Center is about to acquire its last unit, the Westinghouse Building by Harrison & Abramovitz, built of weathering steel; when that is up, one of the very first enterprises of the Renaissance, and still the symbol of its viability, will have been completed. On the Allegheny shore opposite the Triangle, an area of scrapyards, railroad tracks, miscellaneous small buildings, weeds, and steamboat hulks is being cleared away to provide space for a new stadium, an expressway, a public promenade, and possible commercial or residential development. The possibility of some sort of development is being considered for the corresponding Monongahela shore, under Mount Washington. The Strip, an extension of flat land up the Allegheny from the Triangle, is to change not only its character but its name. Its present railroad yards, produce markets, warehouses, and miscellaneous small buildings are to be cleared away.
and replaced by Penn Central Park, a commercial-residential development that will grow as the demand for spaces dictates according to a general plan by Vincent C. Kling and Associates. The Lower Hill district, which until a few years ago was an area of shabby houses and commercial buildings, is being developed, not without controversy, as a kind of municipal showcase, a civic center that will take over some of the functions of the old one in Oakland, with residential and commercial development along the fringes. In dispute now is the construction on the Lower Hill of a new home for the Pittsburgh Symphony, long an Oakland institution.

Outside the center of town, two projects will change the look of the city in many places.

The first of the new projects is the rapid-transit system planned for the city. In all probability, the chosen medium will be a version of the Westinghouse “Skybus” system, demonstrated for some years now in an Allegheny County park. In the Triangle this will operate as a subway, but in the outlying districts it will probably be both underground and elevated.

And the second is the famous quintet of “Great Schools” that are planned to house the high school system of the city, and to serve its answer, along with the rapid transit, to the problem of neighborhood isolation and de facto segregation. Nobody knows what a Great School looks like yet, because they are still being designed. But the philosophy behind them, and the very impressionistic models developed by the Pittsburgh firm of Urban Design Associates, which did the preliminary study, suggest that they will mark the total abandonment of the old concept of a high school as a place with hard and fast boundaries and a street address, intended for youths between certain ages. The Great Schools are intended as complexes that will grow into the neighborhoods in which they stand (if stand is the right word), open to the community as a whole for various educational and social purposes, with shops and perhaps housing along their peripheries, and communicating with the ordinary streets of the neighborhood via ramps and pedestrian streets. It is interesting to note that three of the five will probably be on challenging steep sites.

And perhaps one other thing should be mentioned. A Pittsburgh industrial design firm, Peter Muller-Munk Associates, has been hired by the Urban Redevelopment Authority to work on a pilot project, involving the general aesthetic coordination of public and private color schemes, graphics, street furniture, and so on, in the commercial center of the East Liberty neighborhood (which Ralph Adams Cram, who built there once, called “architecturally unfriendly”). If the visual untidiness of East Liberty is redeemed to the satisfaction of the URA by the Muller-Munk project, the partly mandatory, partly voluntary system will probably be applied to other commercial areas around town.

Problems and Possibilities

When Gateway Center was proposed and initiated, the point of the exercise was not primarily to create something beautiful, but rather to get Pittsburghers and outsiders both to believe in the city, and to be willing to stake something on its future. Officials and others who brought

Gateway Center and Mellon Square into being as the first tangible fruits of the Renaissance are tired to the point of exasperation with the criticisms that have been leveled at the architectural qualities of these projects, and with this one can sympathize; the task of the Renaissance promotors was hard enough without their attempting to insist on exacting aesthetic criteria, even assuming that they were not in a mood to regard new buildings, open space, and planting as beautiful enough in themselves. Sympathy having been granted, however, it must still be said that Gateway Center gives the effect of something cold, disunified, and alien, a foreign body that the adjoining tissue of the city has nothing to do with. Aside from the first three units, which were planned together and joined by a system of landscaping, the buildings on the individual parcels have gone up with whatever facade treatments struck the fancy of architect and owner, with no attempt being made to have them

* A street corner in East Liberty, as it is now and as it might be if the plans of Peter Muller-Munk Associates are carried out. The present corner is untidy indeed, and probably no East Libertyite would regret a general cleaning-up of the street scene. At the same time, the actual designs of the lamp, the kiosk, and the genteel shop fascias belong rather too much to an industrial designer’s bright never-never land.
negative, the leftovers of building.

Matters seem presently to be taking a turn for the better, at least on the verbal level. Architects and officials who are influential in shaping the city today discuss ideas and projects with expressions of appreciation for the aesthetic possibilities of the terrain and the historic or associative value of certain buildings and neighborhoods. The slabs that have in recent years begun to squat on the hilltops have made officials thoughtful, and some of the steep slopes, which have been no more than the disused space left over from building, are going to be preserved as a kind of tilted greenbelt system and left wild so that masses of vegetation will remain as a foil to the built-up areas. The rapid transit system, in crossing the valleys, will provide its own incidental contribution to the city's aesthetic, in the form of new experiences of space, both for the traveler and for the person in the hilltop neighborhood, who can conceive of himself on a kind of phantom plateau, a short, level ride away from his neighbors across the valley, spatially isolated and yet temporarily close.

Of greatest importance, though, to the visual quality of the city in the future are the comprehensive redevelopments going on in the immediate vicinity of the Triangle. In these areas, even when an occasional old public building or church is saved, it will be insufficient to carry the memories and associations of the old neighborhood into the new one, not least of all because the redeveloped neighborhoods will serve different people, and usually in different ways, from those of the old ones. When an area builds from scratch, its history and traditions begin with the new building; its past is dead. There are two ways in which the new developments can avoid the danger, common to their kind, of continuing on the site to look like models or renderings of themselves. One way, often the easiest and often the best, is to imitate some of the visual properties of the surrounding urban matrix, assuming that this is to remain: use the same materials, continue the street pattern, build to the same scale, keep the same spatial qualities. The other way is to make a clean contrast with the surroundings, whether in scale, materials, or layout, and do it so well that the contrast is noted and accepted. This way puts the architect on his mettle. Because he departs from precedent, his design is conscious, and anything slack or insincere in its appearance will make it an eyesore. The mistakes that can be made are big ones.

How the developments now on paper will actually look is anybody's guess. Not only are some of the published plans contested to the last, but some of those planned primarily to bring in revenue for private developers are being evolved cautiously as systems out of which apartment, office, or other buildings can grow in an orderly fashion, if and as the demand arises.

Keeping Things

The description of the existing urban matrix at the beginning of this article implied that there was not much architecture of distinction in Pittsburgh, and that little the result of special effort rather than of a widespread taste for good building. This is true, but there are nonetheless buildings and streets, both "landmarks" and anonymous structures, that say something about the city's past, and whose continued existence can be justified or at least rationalized. At present, this existence is usually precarious, not only because such objects stand in the way of developments but because they are often so shabbily looking. The URA, although the development of land parcels is its business, is not bulldozer-happy, and has a conscience about landmarks that is can be persuaded will justify themselves in the future. Still, it has the pragmatic concern of working with developers, and cannot save everything on its own initiative. The situation in Allegheny Center, where the developer was a private company, is an instance of the luck of the preservation game. Existing on the site were four "landmark" buildings: the Buhl Planetarium, a building of 1939, in excellent condition and much used; the original Carnegie Library, Richardsonian in design; the North Side Post Office, in 1890-period Renaissance; and the Market Hall of the 1860's. There was no question of destroying the Planetarium, an obvious cultural asset to the city, and the Library, although dubious in the role of a modern information-retrieval machine, was also preserved. The Post Office, theoretically, no longer exists; the government wants it no longer, the URA is not convinced of its value, and the developers want to build on the site. All the plans call for it to go. Nevertheless, an effort is being made by preservationists to keep it. They say that Pittsburgh has here the opportunity to establish the historical museum that it presently lacks. The city has at present no way of putting its past on display, and the location of the Post Office, next to the Planetarium and not far from a public aviary, would make such a museum a good way station on Sunday outings with the children. As to the Market Hall, it is already gone. It was a handsome structure, and the oldest of the four, but most of its stalls were empty at the last, and nobody succeeded in convincing the URA that it could pay its way or that it was vitally important in and of itself.

The organization principally concerned with the preservation of local buildings is the Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation. Under the authorship of James Van Trump, an architectural historian, the Foundation has been publishing an historical series called The Stones of Pittsburgh, which has had the valuable function of calling attention to individual architectural monuments of the city, and thereby getting people to realize that they are of interest. It has just come out with its most ambitious work, Landmark Architecture of Allegheny County Pennsylvania, a sizeable book in which "preservation districts" are named, monuments of architecture and engineering described and illustrated, and

Photo: Courtesy, Deater-Pitney/Spiegel, Architects

Model of the north shore of the Allegheny River, opposite the Triangle, showing Allegheny Center (A), now under construction, the new stadium (B), designed but not yet begun, and a volumetric study (C) for possible development of the shore, with a two-level bridge (D), proposed as pedestrian, processional, and rapid-transit route. In the foreground, right, are the Point and Gateway Center.
their present condition and value assessed. The Foundation does more than publish. It has been over in the South Side, a steel-workers' neighborhood next to Jones & Laughlin, urging inhabitants to treat their Victorian houses with respect and to rehabilitate their neighborhood. In Manchester, it has seeded preservation efforts in two streets, rather literally, by getting the inhabitants to plant flowers, which has led them to take pride in their homes, which has led in turn to increased confidence in the inhabitants on the part of the landlords, which has resulted finally in some much needed fix-up of houses. The Foundation has hopes of doing the same elsewhere. The effort to save the North Side Post Office is being led by the Foundation. Finally, it is campaigning actively to save an area of the North Side, between Allegheny Center and the hills to the north, known as the Mexican War Streets because of the street names: Taylor, Buena Vista, Resaca, and so on. This tract of streets is a good illustration of a "preservation district" in Pittsburgh terms. Most of the buildings in the area are quite undistinguished, even though there are some interesting façade treatments and some good carved ornament. At the same time, the area is quiet and pleasantly small scale, most of the houses are in good condition, out-of-place features are few in number, and, most importantly, the whole section epitomizes 50 years of house building in Pittsburgh. To save any one house would probably be pointless, but to save the whole tract would give the city something like the historic neighborhoods of Boston, Philadelphia, or Charleston—with none of the Georgian graces, but with some of the same pleasure-giving quality as a well-preserved old city area, still in use.

Another Pittsburgh group is attempting, among other things, to take two condemned bridges under its protection. These are the Point and the Manchester Bridges, the ones that diverge at the Point itself to cross the Monongahela and the Allegheney. Until they are gone, the designs for Point State Park, already executed in part, cannot be finished. Two new bridges, the Fort Pitt and the Fort Duquesne, have been built to handle cross-river traffic. The Point Bridge, the handsomer of the two older structures, has been closed for several years, and in a few years both will be redundant as traffic carriers. The group that is attempting to save them, in the face of almost certain defeat, is Group STL, a small but active organization of Pittsburgh architects, artists and industrial designers. (STL is pronounced Steel, and stands for Stop, Think, Learn, if it must stand for something at all.) The Group's concern is with the cultural development of the city in general, not primarily with preservation, but it wants to retain some features from the past, as an aspect of the new Pittsburgh, that the local "Es-
possibly lined with shops, that would provide a pedestrian access to the stadium and form one section of a route of march for parades through the city.) The park itself would be used intensively, and form a setting for open-air social activities of all sorts, not the least of which might be an international sculpture exposition, to be held every three years as a counter to the hillsides and apartment buildings in an interesting and harmonious way. Moreover, this particular kind of setting has an advantage for high-rise apartments, as it becomes possible to use bridges for direct access to the hillsides.

A more detailed housing study by UDA was done for ACTION-Housing, a private nonprofit civic organization concerned with housing in Allegheny County. On Mount Washington, on axis with Grant Street, a major north-south street at the eastern edge of the Triangle, there is a "saddle" — a natural amphitheatre that commands magnificent views east, north, and west. Thus far, not much building has been done on this site, despite the view, for two reasons. In the first place, Pittsburgh has generally been tempted to use up its flatter building land, rather than attempting to build on the slopes, insofar as the flatter land was readily accessible. In the second place, Mount Washington once had the more humble name of Coal Hill and not in vain. The interior of the bluff is honeycombed with worked-out coal seams that make the bearing inadequate in many places even for a frame house. Now, however, the flat land is just about used up in the areas with reasonable access to the Triangle, and the view from the Mount Washington saddle is not to be denied. Thus the UDA's ACTION, and the local architect Paul Schweikher calls the "scale and grain" of the city. This project for ACTION was never fully worked out; it was always more of an elaborate feasibility report than a detailed plan. Still, it suggests a creative method of exploiting a difficult site without killing it outright.

**Conclusion**

The character of a city does not take well to the freezing process. If the Pittsburgh of the past had a gloomy grandeur, a virility and vitality that captured the imagination of some of its citizens in spite — or because — of the smoke and dirt of its factories, there was none of Joe Magracca that could effectively resist change. The city is going to be more white-collar, more intellectual, more sophisticated than it once was, just as the processes of industry are becoming tidier, less obtrusive, than they once were. Pittsburgh, as ever, has its commercial way to make in the world, and its visual character must change with the times — a change that affects citizens' livelihood and their concepts of the good life change. But the quality of the change is important and can vary. A bright new image is not enough. A new building is not *ipsa facta* a good one. The hills, river, and ravines are still there, offering pleasure, demanding respect. If they are respected, and if the newly built Pittsburgh develops a style suited in materials and scale and detailing to the character, visual and otherwise, of the place — with a respectful look, perhaps, to its architectural past — then the city will be a remarkable place indeed. — WCK
Residential character of Minneapolis Clinic of Psychiatry and Neurology is part of patient therapy. Generous use of natural materials, noninstitutional scale, and handsome lakeside site all contribute to an environment that is designed to put patients at their ease.
In designing their first psychiatric clinic, Hammel Green & Abrahamson found themselves involved with a client group whose world of double meanings presented a totally new experience in the planning process. The psychiatrists' penchant for translating architectural language into their own idiom gave client-architect meetings a peculiar air of ambiguity and prompted Bruce Abrahamson to report that it was indeed an "unusual architect-client relationship."

However, a line of communications was apparently devised, since the plans were approved and the building built.

Five psychiatrists and three neurologists on the building committee (the clinic is private and includes a neurology wing) approached the architect with very definite aesthetic and space requirements. The building was to be warm, inviting, and residential in character—primarily for the welfare of patients, but...
also because local zoning restrictions limited structures to one-and-a-half stories. This height restriction was met by berming up to the window sills.

The site, in a middle to high-middle income suburb of Minneapolis, fronts on a small lake, which is also shared by a public park, golf course, and large hospital used by the clinic staff.

Although of generous size (approximately 400' x 800'), the site was strictly limited by easements and setbacks that played a large part in determining the stretched-out plan of the building. The most limiting of these was a 300 ft setback from the road, a concession that was necessary to get approval of the clinic in a residential neighborhood. Part of this space has been used for a parking area.

Space requirements for the two groups of physicians differed, both for their own offices and their ancillary facilities. Twelve psychiatric offices fitted neatly into a modular pattern of "pods" separated by waiting rooms and/or stairwells. Each pod has four doctors' offices, a waiting room, a secretarial office, and office space for social workers and psychologists whose work supplements psychiatric treatment. The arrangement fulfills program requirements calling for small waiting rooms and two means of exit from each office group. Another way of leaving the building was felt desirable for psychiatric patients who might not want to re-enter the waiting rooms.

The location of the neurological wing, at first glance, seems to be located at an awkward distance from other clinic facilities. However, the design is accounted for by several factors. Neurologists needed to be grouped together for frequent cross-consultation and to share examining rooms, and their nine offices did not fit into the four-office "pod" module. They also required ground-floor space, since neurological patients are not always ambulatory.

Business offices, the general waiting room, doctors' lounge, a lunch room, and kitchen, and other facilities are fitted under psychiatric offices on the first level.

The building that grew out of the program consists of a long series of interrelated, but semi-independent forms that hug the ground and are kept in the horizontal plane by berms and deep overhangs at second-floor and roof levels. The staggered series of units is laid out in subtle variations of level and joined by transparent stairwells. Stairs become a part of the exterior geometry as silhouettes seen through open wells glazed front and back. Generous use of natural materials contributes greatly to the warm character that the architect set out to achieve.

Recently honored by a Minnesota Society of Architects' 1967 Honor Award, the clinic's "human quality" was commended by a jury, which also noted a "great concern for the satisfaction of the patient as well as the client."
By F. I. Steele, Assistant Professor, Department of Administrative Sciences, Yale University.

Many architects tend to deal with their clients more on the basis of what they would wish them to be than what they actually are. Indeed, it often seems that architects attempt to eliminate as much as possible the interpersonal aspects of their occupation, rather than acknowledging them and attempting to deal with them.

This is in many ways similar to the stance of the business world for a good many years in this country, where decisions about increasing worker motivation or productivity were frequently based on management’s wishes as to how people behaved rather than on reality.

In the past 20 years or so, however, an entirely new field has emerged that might be called “organization theory,” which suggests that our views of human beings are becoming much more complex, as are our views of interpersonal processes.

As this field has grown, we have gained increasing knowledge of the nature of interpersonal relationships: how they can be described and understood; the qualities that individuals bring to relationships; how individual and collective goals are affected; how such relationships can be changed.

This increased knowledge has brought with it new responsibilities. People who work or live together are now less justified in saying, “The process between us is ineffective and unsatisfying, but there is nothing we can do about it.” There are things that can be done — thanks to a new attitude toward interpersonal relationships, which sees the interpersonal process as a fact of life that is nevertheless variable, capable of being influenced, and dependent on our ability to face up to problems and difficulties in process.

Architect and Client

Our purpose here is to explore some of the ways in which these more complex views of human nature may be applied in the field of architecture. The basic orientation to be used here is that the architect-client relationship may be viewed as a helping relationship, not just as a seller-to-customer or artist-to-patron relationship. Each of the last two capture only a part of the process between architect and client. The service and creative aspects are there, of course, but the collaborative part of it is just as important.

To achieve the specific problem-solving or output, which is the goal of the relationship, each person has to provide some vital pieces of information and lend support to the other. Accordingly, some complex and interlocking role relationships will result and will be maintained during the life of the project.

The Three Role Relationships

First, there is the traditional role relationship in which the architect acts as consultant and provider of service, and his client is the receiver or the one who is being helped in some way. A second role relationship is needed so that the first may succeed: The client serves as consultant to the architect to provide the latter with essential information about the client—his needs, values, experiences, plans, self-image, and so on—so that the architect has these available in thinking about the program. In a real sense, then, the architect at this point is helpee, the client is the helper. This leads to a third role, where the architect serves as consultant or educator to the client on how the latter can be a helper to the architect. Unless the architect succeeds in teaching the client to be his consultant, a vital source of information will have been lost in the relationship.

The Three Areas of Crisis

A major crisis often occurs when the architect should be taking the role of helpee to the client, who is in the role of helper or consultant. It seems tempting to the architect to put down the client and reject him as having no creativity or sophistication in the area of design, and therefore no useful ideas to contribute. This may partially be due, we suspect, to the architect’s dislike of being in a dependent position, of having to receive help. This is an example of the pitfalls of assuming that you know what is good for the client, that he will go along with it if he has any sense, and that if he does not it is a sign of ignorance or intransigence. If this sort of thinking is communicated to the client, it may make him generally careful about what he says in order not to appear foolish or naive in the architect’s eyes. This would then result in his hiding many of his most important feelings and wishes about the project and the process in which he is engaged.

In terms of these role relationships, what should the architect be doing? One implication seems to be that both parties to the relationship should strive to be as aware as possible of what the relationship is like at a given time, and whether they want it to remain that way or change it. A second implication is that each party has to serve as both helper and helpee, which represent very difficult roles that can get bogged down at many different points.

With these difficulties in mind, we can now discuss a number of specific points, questions, or guidelines that seem to me to be emerging from our work in the fields of organizational, group, and interpersonal behavior.

Key Aspects of the Relationship

In an interpersonal relationship, each person has an individual set of needs, values, and feelings that influence his perceptions, reactions, and behavior. These values and needs will differ widely among various individuals, and may make mutual understanding difficult. At frustrating points in the interpersonal process, it may be useful for each person to ask himself whether the other—who seems at that moment quite unreasonable and distorted in his perceptions—is really just missing the boat, or if he is in fact starting with a different set of assumptions and needs in this particular case. If people could articulate their own values and needs, and understand those of the other person, then many of the apparent misconceptions could be turned into valuable differing perceptions that could be used to arrive at a synthesis of a given problem.

In essence, the relationship described here is a creative re-
relationship, or can be one. Therefore, difficulties such as blocking of alternatives, narrowing of standards and norms, overevaluation or too early evaluation (both of ideas and people) are all hazards in the process. Creative problem-solving requires genuine collaboration. This obviously requires that people be able to propose new ways of thinking about a problem that may, on the surface, seem quite ridiculous. It is therefore important that they not be ridiculed for making such proposals. Another pitfall is that relationships attempting to be creative often have ways of defining what a "creative" person ought to be, which may be as confining or restraining as would some traditional needs to be conventional.

One of the most important needs of the architect-client relationship, in terms of the persons involved having some influence over how the relationship develops, is that they be able to look at the process as it evolves. They must, that is, assume a stance of very observant participation. This requires a willingness to take risks — in the sense of being willing to talk about difficulties as they occur, not afterwards. Another aspect of this process is being willing to think about how the relationship changes over time: One may not be able to do some things at the beginning of a relationship, for example, that can be done quite easily at the middle or the end, after trust, interdependence, familiarity, and so on, have been built up.

From the standpoint of the helping aspect of the relationship, several questions arise: "If I am a helper, does the helpee really want help? If not, I must ask myself what I am doing, since I continue to give help anyway. Whose needs am I really satisfying, and how much am I actually helping him? If I am in the role of helpee, how am I responding to being in this position? How do I feel about receiving something from someone else? Am I listening and trying to understand, or do I tend to reject it and get angry? If the latter is the case, is the reason that I am actually not being provided any help, or because I do not like to be in a position of receiving help. If he is not being very helpful to me, why don't I let him know as much, so that he can change his behavior to a possibly more helpful stance? These questions indicate how complex a given "helping" situation may be. It is often quite difficult, especially in our society, to acknowledge a need for help. This is especially true for architects, whose training always seems to push in the direction of thinking for one's self, a self-image of individuality, even though many architectural schools, while expounding these values, seem to produce a strong push to conformity.

The Problem of Defensiveness

People have a tendency to feel threatened if some aspect of themselves, or some opinion of theirs, is called into question — a feeling that often leads to defensiveness and closing-off on the part of the person involved. When such defensiveness occurs, the person tends to deny the validity of whatever the threat might be; the person who posed the original threat then becomes defensive in turn and begins to argue and "tell" the other person what the right answers are. This leads to increased defensiveness on the part of both parties, as well as increased argumentativeness. This is a very common process, and one in which almost all the parties to a relationship get drawn into at one time or another.

It is therefore quite important that such defensiveness — whether one's own or that of the other person — be watched for through the self-consciousness of looking at process described earlier. For it is all too easy to be quite sharp in recognizing defensiveness in others, yet be blind to it in ourselves.

What Is Power?

What about power in the relationship? What kinds of power are there, and who has them? In the field of interpersonal relations, much work has been done in identifying and exploring different types of power, as contrasted with the usual assumption of a single, over-all type power. The architect often has a kind of "expert" power through his knowledge of a given field, which can be quite influential in how the client thinks about a certain problem and to what extent he accepts the architect's point of view.

The client, on the other hand, usually has a basic economic power, in terms of his ability to reward the architect by continuing the relationship and paying the fee, or by punishing him by terminating the relationship. In addition, each of them may have a kind of power of "identification," depending more on their personal qualities, so that either may be able to influence the other simply by being the kind of person the other would like to be. An important question to keep in mind is, "When am I using power inappropriately to resolve an issue that should really be arrived at through problem-solving?" This entire problem of power tends to be embarrassing and difficult to talk about, but it deserves a major focus of attention.

Establishing Trust

Two additional factors that contribute importantly to a creative architect-client relationship are the degree of trust they have in one another and to the extent to which they try to communicate with one another.

In many relationships, the degree to which people have mutual trust (the feeling that the other party will not do things to injure the other because of his own vested interests) is usually either taken for granted or ignored. As with power, there are several different dimensions of trust that may be present or absent in a relationship: trust in one another's confidence or ability; trust in each other's integrity, reliability, and willingness to be open; trust that the other person will not be judgemental or subject one to ridicule when one takes a risk and makes oneself vulnerable. One very important point to remember is that many of these kinds of trust cannot, by definition, exist at the beginning of a relationship; they must be built up in the course of the relationship.

Facilitating Communication

The second factor involves the free flow of communication — the exchange of information, whether it be ideas or feelings — between architect and client. Again it is of central importance that both parties continue to work through their frustrations and interpersonal difficulties, rather than wishing they did not exist. This is a central means issue, because often when it is most important for architect and client to continue to be in contact are just those times when each feels he would most like to get out of the contact process. At such times, it can be most useful to share with each other these feelings of not wanting to share information.

A great deal of time and energy needs to be invested in the relational aspect of the architect-client process, partly because a certain amount of common energy is necessary to maintain such a relationship in any case, and partly because such energy tends to be unproductively used, as in expressions of hostility, shows of frustration, long arguments over minor points, and so on. It is a fact of life that when people have to collaborate to attain a common goal they must come to terms with each other, and find some arrangement that will allow them to work together or divide up operations and work separately.

Since interpersonal relationships are an inevitable facet of the design process, it is no longer legitimate for this side of the process to be ignored on the supposed argument that there are no ways of dealing with it. Schools of architecture might consider exposing their students to some knowledge of the behavioral sciences. As for practicing architects, in order that they might take a step toward greater awareness of the interpersonal process, they might avail themselves of such short programs as those presented by the National Training Laborato ries, NEA, of Washington, D.C.

No matter how such training is obtained, the important points here are that human behavior — especially one human being interacting with another — is a complex phenomenon, and that it requires conscious planning and considerable effort on our parts to become more aware of this process and deal with it productively.
ACTIVE BUILDING ON ACTIVE CORNER

To get a building to live in its present environment; to foresee a future, better, one; and to exist in the dimensions of time and movement on a busy downtown intersection all on about $16/sq ft, is no small accomplishment, especially for so small a building as the Milvia Center Building, a three-story rental structure in the polyglot center of Berkeley. Sited across from a service station (“Win instant cash. Play Tigerino. Win up to $1000!”) on one side and the City Hall park on the other, with a constant swirl of delivery trucks, business and civic vehicles, and university students' motorcycles going around it (there is the ubiquitous parking lot on its north side), the building either had to give in and become just another speculative commercial envelope, or get
itself into the action and be something on its corner. The architects decidedly chose the latter role for it.

The building is entered from either Center Street (the park side), or Milvia Street (the Esso side), and consequently can present a strongly stated form to the corner. Circulation is simple: Hallways make an L, to connect at a central lobby on the first two floors, and thread between the smaller offices on the third floor. Two stairwells are expressed as bold, glazed verticals on the exterior, while the elevator and vertical mechanical facilities are buried in the plan. Offices push themselves out of what might have been an ordinary curtain-walled façade to become separate, articulated elements in the moving street scene. Some of these are chopped off on the third floor to form terraces for the offices there (giving a bit of green to echo the park and sidewalk trees). Light and dark strips and voids contrast with each other, as do cut-out and filled-up spaces. The result is a building that seems imbued with Berkeley impetus and motion even as seen in the frozen act of being photographed. It is a building that can be gotten close to, also: the recesses, balconies, and sudden little surprises like a diagonal seemingly supporting the stair tower give it a close-up intimacy that is pleasing.

There are a few questions that might be asked. Why, for instance, after working to such good effect to bring the building up to the corner, did the architects feel it necessary to water it down at the ultimate moment with a negative corner form that makes one want to go out there and turn it around the other way? And why, with such sure handling of flat, unadorned rough and glazed surfaces in the rest of the building, was the rooftop mechanical area cover suddenly treated to some kind of dentilized scoring effect? And — last one — why were the two entranceways treated so meanly, appearing almost as stock doorways cut into an otherwise emphatic series of street experiences?

That these criticisms might seem nitpicking points to the fact that the building is for the most part handled with assurance, being part of the Pop scene across the way at the filling station without becoming gratuitously Oppy or Poppy itself, and being able to present a very similar face to the more tranquil civic park on the other side and be pleasurable to look at from that aspect. And, as noted, being decidedly an action part of the street for people whizzing by in cars or on bikes, and for people strolling past its moving composition of bays, voids, openings, and flat surfaces. — JTB

— JTB
A consultant’s view of Habitat, the controversial housing project in Montreal (October 1966 P/A), details the discrepancies between intent and realization in engineering and construction of the project, and explains why the costs escalated so high.

POST-MORTEM ON HABITAT

By August E. Komendant, a Montclair, N.J., consulting engineer who served as structural consultant for Habitat.
The world-wide criticism of Habitat consists mostly of relative and subjective responses made by observers of the structure. Unfortunately, this type of criticism lacks any objective evidence for evaluating the structure, so its good and bad qualities are just as often attributed as denied. Because of this, and since Habitat breaks through the conventional approach to urban development, it deserves a more objective evaluation than merely recording peoples' feelings, likings, and tastes.

Inside knowledge backed by facts are essential in evaluating the conception and realization of a structure. As the consulting engineer responsible for the structural design, producing and checking the structural drawings, and also in charge of general supervision of the project, I feel it my duty to offer, as impartially and honestly as possible, my own opinion of the design and construction of Habitat. Furthermore, I believe this type of evaluation is an obligation to the architectural and engineering professions.

Before starting a critical evaluation of any project, we must establish the basis
for the evaluation. During this analysis I have been guided by the following criteria:

Rationality
Aesthetic quality
End-means relationship

For a complex design like Habitat, where architecture and engineering are inseparable, I believe that only these criteria are adaptable for all the eventualities to be confronted. Accepting this, we must next decide upon their order of importance. This usually creates conflict among the engineer, architect, owner, and public. Generally, the owner's role is to fix limits for expenditures and establish the program to be completed within these limits. However, the confinement of the program and the funds available do not restrict the role of the owner of Habitat; it only establishes the size of the project, because the owner (Expo 67) is, in fact, the public.

The aesthetic quality is discussed in this context only so far as the structural design is concerned. As the rationality in most cases serves also as a basis for aesthetics and economy — or at least they are closely related — the degree of order here has secondary importance.

Rationality is a quality supported by reason — something that is objectively true, connected with knowledge and understanding. It is basic for all professional activity having value. In an architectural (aesthetic) as well as an economical context, rationality is expressed by the end-means relationship, or, more simply: Are the two criteria (aesthetic and economical) obtained rationally by the best intellectual and economical means?

Habitat: Why and Where

To understand the evaluation properly, one must be aware of the purpose of Habitat as well as the conditions under which the project had to be carried out. The purpose was to provide a high-quality, medium-density urban, middle-income housing development to suit the "Man and His World" theme of Expo 67.

The ceiling of the expenditures (design phase, land and roads excluded) were set at $10 million. The location was MacKay Pier, close to downtown Montreal. The site was reclaimed land, about 1000 ft long, and varying from 300 ft to 220 ft in width. A relatively limited area was available for construction operations, and an approach road to the site was complicated by detours through city streets because new highways to Expo (and hence to Habitat) were under construction. Heavy traffic in and around the site caused tremendous congestions.

In the surrounding area, surfaces were soft, muddy, and intersected by excavations, piles of earth and materials. Bedrock lay 25 ft below finished grade. The total period allocated for design and construction — October 26, 1964 to March 1, 1967 — was 29 months, including two wintertime construction periods, which meant reduced productivity.

Objectivity requires that all three phases — conceptual image, design, and construction — must be impartially considered.

Conceptual Image

The original concept of Habitat is rational but not new; earlier, extensive and far-reaching studies sought to provide a socially conscious urban environment with outdoor space, and other desirable amenities. Work was done by architects Kenzo Tange, Noriaki Kurokawa, Yona Friedman, Eckhard Schulze-Fieltz, and many others. Universities such as Harvard and MIT also carried out studies in this field.

The merit of Habitat over its forerunners is that it is the only one actually constructed on such a scale (354 units). Even considering all the deficiencies and so-called "unjustified expenditure and effect," it proves that human dreams to provide noble urban living can be accomplished — at least technically; but it does not prove that it is right in the context of end-means relationship. However, I am not qualified to discuss what the value of this accomplishment is in an architectural and social context. The "unjustified expenditures" will be discussed under economy.

Design-Realization of the Conceptual Image

Many studies were made for the layout of the complex, which includes house units, elevators, stairs, and elevated streets. In the very first acceptable layout (model phase I and II), the individual house units were arranged approximately in the same pattern as Habitat was finally built. The clusters of house units were stacked in a reverse pyramid formation with more units at higher levels than below. This offered more privacy and more opportunity to exploit the beautiful views toward Montreal and the distant mountains across the St. Lawrence River.

Structurally, this arrangement allowed
more use of an arch action where the tie-rods of arches at each level could be arranged to balance the compression in house units due to beam action between the arches. The structural function of the streets was mainly stabilization between the arch and beam actions. This highly sophisticated idea was abandoned by the architect because the structural arrangement of streets was not acceptable. The street arrangement proposed by the architect required considerably greater length of streets per house unit.

Habitat, as built, stacks house units in pyramid style. Its layout and arrangement of streets and supporting elements is the only way to arrange the utilities as well as the structural requirements. This statement is substantiated by the actual construction and behavior of the streets and structure as a whole. The house unit layout gives separation, but lacks privacy, and does not allow snow to be removed or melted in the open area. Its design could have been improved with different shapes and arrangements of windows and balustrades.

Structurally, there are many deficiencies which reduce the rationality and economy of Habitat. For instance, due to the cantilever arrangements, tensile forces have to be carried by almost constant shear forces in the entire length of the house units. In addition, all house units are subjected to heavy torsion, which creates enormous structural difficulties, especially at door and window openings.

Hence, structural steel beams end tied in the concrete walls that are used to resist this torsion. The extra cost could have been avoided if the architects had agreed to install larger windows, which would have considerably reduced the concrete weight. I personally believe that the present windows extending from floor to ceiling lack safety and privacy.

Open vs. Closed Boxes
Where housing units cantilever one from another, the bottom slab forms the roof for the unit below. However, each house unit was planned for a complete closed box, but the architect advised that a roofless box would be more economical. This resulted in considerable difficulties: a special 5-ton lifting frame was required for erection, and temporary roofs had to be built on each unit to protect the interior from rain and snow before and during erection. It is questionable if the roof construction of the housing units can be kept completely watertight during the course of time.

In the original design, the closed-box house units weighed more than open boxes, but they could have been designed with thinner slabs. The open top creates a lintel only 16-in. deep above wall openings, and it is unable to carry the moments and shears in heavily loaded house units without the addition of rolled steel sections.

A Wasted Lateral Shift
House units are stacked in a pattern that insures that the center of gravity of a cantilevered unit is always within its supports, so that it will balance during erection. The units stacked one above another were shifted 3'-6" laterally with the intention of providing space for vertical piping and ducts, but the space was never fully used. This 3'-6" displacement entered deeply into the structural economy, and was intended to be balanced by an economy developed from the lateral arrangement of vertical utilities. However, in the present mechanical arrangement, the vertical piping rises outside the house units. Because of this, the units could not be completed at ground level with all their vertical pipes and ducts installed, as had been conceived at the start of the program.

The layout of street girders and house units was based upon the principle of erecting the entire complex without scaffolding. To suit this principle and stay within the available crane capacity, the fourth- and eighth-level house units were used as temporary supports for street girders during erection. To carry it out economically, the temporary erection weight upon the house units had to be reduced to a minimum. This was facilitated by precasting the girders in longitudinal halves that were later post-tensioned, dividing the span into three sections that were post-tensioned after erection.

The girders were originally designed so that one-half would span between the supports, and after prestressing would
carry its own weight, the weight of its matching half, and the load from house units supported directly on the street girder. This two-stage erection sequence permitted the engineers to control the deformations and torsion within the girder, and allowed the two halves to change length without warping under prestressing forces.

Regrettably, this principle was abandoned by the structural engineers responsible for the house-unit working drawings, and by the contractor, both with the approval of the owner, Expo. The reason given by the engineers was that they were seriously pressed for time and there was no time available to complete the necessary extra computations. The contractor supported this justification, but, I believe, only for the company's own convenience.

Boxes Seem to Support Girders
The design team overlooked the possibility of house units appearing to serve as intermediate supports for the streets. They do not carry the girders, but the false impression considerably reduces the elegance and boldness of the structure. It could have been avoided if the ends of the cantilevered ends are cut and installed with windows. This remedy was suggested after the erection of the first street girder, and could have been done without too much difficulty by cutting the 5-in-thick end walls of the three units and installing windows. However, the idea was rejected by the architect.

Another false structural impression occurs where the cantilevered walks of the lower street girders are set level with the bottom of the girders. This makes the lower street girders look heavy and clumsy, giving the impression that they are more heavily loaded than the upper street girders, which do not have the cantilevered walks. The visual effect of the girders is further spoiled because the column appears too slender at the junction where the heavy lower street changes direction. The longitudinal street girder and the house clusters along the riverside were far from being a planned design. The longitudinal street is a simple beam supported by columns close to its ends and loaded heavily at midspan. The proper solution had been a two-span beam supported at the ends by columns, and at midpoint by a cluster column directly under the heavy loads. This column could also be used to support the heavily inclined escape stair between the end and center of each of the clusters.

The riverside clusters' arrangement is random, accidental, and leans too much against the clusters on the opposite side. This creates unnecessarily dense interlocking of the house units at the top. All clusters above level three had been shifted to the river's side; they would have been simpler and more visually expressive. These planning deficiencies result from superficial studies of this particular area caused by pressure of time.

All Agree on Concrete
One aspect of Habitat meets unanimous agreement: the choice of construction materials. During the development of plans, Canadian steel companies hired consultants to find an alternate material, but they all agreed that for this particular concept where every element is a part of a loadbearing system, prestressed concrete was the only feasible material.

Over-all, Habitat keeps to a rather rigid geometric pattern following the shape of its site; but although it appears to have a pronounced gravity flow, the layout looks restless, random, and arbitrary. This seems to be caused by overdesign of the garden areas, where balustrades and planters vary too much and are unnecessarily complicated. In other areas, balustrades have been cut to pieces and so are
The structural design of Habitat went through some hair-raising experiences. First, the structural engineers originally engaged to make the complete structural working drawings did not provide a single acceptable drawing during the five months between October 1964 and April 1965 because they claimed they had no contract for their work. In the middle of March 1965, there were only some structural sketches and one general house unit drawing intended for the guidance of the structural engineers. But the schedule called for a complete set of drawings and specifications not later than April 15, which left only one month to prepare the structural bid documents.

This was accomplished only because the structural sketches had been quite complete to start with, so that with some additional information they were transformed into bid documents. Also during that hectic month, the cast-in-place concrete work for the plaza level, retaining walls, and pile foundations was designed. In July 1965, after the contracts had been awarded, a new structural engineer was engaged to prepare the working drawings for the house units. The schedule was set to start manufacturing on October 1, and to start erection in December. This illustrates what had to be accomplished in such a short period in order to be able to finish the project on time.

The erection planning was made during the preliminary design phase before bids were called because the erection sequence-controlled the structural design. The erection plans, preliminary structural drawings for the precast work, and the finished structural drawings for cast-in-place work were part of the bid documents, which were almost completed by the end of 1965.

The first casting started on February 1968 P/A
A close relationship between contractors and structural drawings, together with house-unit working and shop drawings, had to be completed almost simultaneously. For this reason, it was suggested that through a close relationship between contractors and supervisory engineers, the structural drawings, including rebar lists, should be made more complete than usual.

By doing this, checking could be almost eliminated and so save considerable time. Also, the contractors and supervisors could get thoroughly acquainted with the peculiarities of this exceptional design. This suggestion was not acceptable to Expo, and the work had to be carried out independently by all parties. Unfortunately, during this phase of the work, the supervisory engineer's part was ignored entirely.

New structural engineers were finally engaged in August, 1965, but naturally it took time to get familiar with the computation methods and the over-all design, and organize the high-quality design staff required for this project.

As a result, the work started in a hurry and was treated as any ordinary design work would be, thereby ignoring entirely the methods advocated for the project. The first house unit drawing was issued in November 1965, before it had been completely checked. The precasting subcontractor started his first shop drawing, but after proper checking, the engineer recalled the first drawing and shop detailing had to start from the beginning again. This by itself was not critical because the plant was not ready for operation until February 15, 1966, and the first house unit was erected on April 11.

Departure From Agreed Principles

The first structural drawings, other than house units, were ready for the south section of Habitat in October 1965, but the precasting contractor was busy organizing his work and considered the house unit manufacturing more critical than anything else. The company did not start making the other shop drawings until February 1966. By mid-June, the molds for the first street girder were ready, and on June 29, the first cantilevered section of street girder was erected.

Thus, there was a considerable delay and deviation from the original critical path schedule, which had predicted the start of erection in December 1965. In addition, the delays in producing the house unit structural and shop drawings compounded by their poor quality and methods.

The engineering and drafting staff that produced the shop drawings was large, but it was below the required quality standards. Both the engineering and drafting teams almost completely ignored the agreed-upon basic principles of post-tensioning arrangements and the details worked out on the large-scale drawing that had been issued in January 1966 before any shop drawings were ready or approved.

If this guidance drawing had been followed, the contractor would have had to make only a few basic detail drawings. The rest could simply be additions indicated on the so-called hardware or masonry drawings where the openings for mechanical requirements, doors, windows and other accessories were indicated.

Instead, shop drawings were made for each individual house unit, but they were difficult to check, and far more difficult to use in the production shop. To make matters worse, there was no communication between the technical staff in the office and the men in the plant. Supervisory personnel were below required standards, and not even familiar with such an advanced design, and thus were unable to check the production quality. For example, reinforcing bars required only for the width of openings were extended for the entire length of the walls, thereby making it impossible to install pipe sleeves, post-tensioning tendons, end anchorages, and grouting tubes.

Standard grouting through anchor plates was rejected in favor of plastic sleeves with grouting ends at the outside face of the units. During casting and handling, the tubes were very often disconnected, displaced or filled with concrete, so that in addition to patching, grouting was difficult, and holes often had to be drilled to accomplish it. Under these circumstances, production of cages was very low, and many prefabricated cages had to be changed.

Poor shop drawings caused welding plates to be displaced, and dowels, pipe sleeves and the metal sleeves for post-tensioning tendons to be misaligned. In order to keep the work moving, the contractors and Expo asked the consulting engineer for help. The quality of most of the shop drawings was so poor that the reinforcing and hardware had to be checked against the structural drawings, which were more complete and readable than the shop drawings.

How the House Forms Should Have Been Built

The design and construction of the precasting plant was very good, except that the foundations were too heavy and not designed as continuous supports on semi-elastic ground, which would have resulted in considerable economy in time and money. The equipment for handling the precast units was excellent. However, the methods and procedures for casting were wrong in principle, especially the procedures for house units. The specifications called for the forms to be self-aligning; but neither the inside molds nor the outside forms for the street girders were self-aligning.

The recommended manufacturing procedure was as follows: The inside metal forms, to meet the requirements of changing with girders, were composed of six large hinged units, four corners, and two changeable intermediate units. The entire inside mold should be hydraulically stripped and lifted out as one unit. It had to be positioned for casting after laying the reinforcement in the bottom slab. These bottom bars were supported by spe-
How the House Units Were Cast

The above recommended manufacturing procedure was rejected by the precasting contractor, and the following describes how the house units were actually cast.

The reinforcing cage for an entire box was manufactured in four operations: Each wall cage was independently fabricated, but not completed, then moved to an assembly rig where the bottom slab reinforcing was fabricated.

After assembly, the half-fabricated cage was removed from the plant by a 50-ton travel lift, equipped with a heavy-steel frame to avoid excessive deformations. Outside the plant, the post-tensioning tendons, end anchorages, grouting tubes, numerous pipe sleeves, welding plates, and so on, were installed and welding connections completed.

Because of poor shop drawings and manufacturing, the reinforcing was so heavy and the stirrups so closely spaced that this work with difficult and in most cases impossible without cutting some reinforcing steel. This usually caused an inaccuracy in the locations of connections between boxes. After this operation, the travel lift took the cage to the mold.

After closing the outside forms, a special steel frame was lowered into the box to form the sides of beams in the bottom slab and provide a working platform for casting the bottom slab and beams.

While cages were being transferred from the out-of-doors assembly shop to the mold inside the plant, they often suffered damage which necessitated adjustments for post-tensioning tendons, and repairing broken reinforcing connections.

The casting operation was scheduled for one operation, using the extended bottom flanges of the inside forms for screeding the bottom slab and holding back concrete from the sides. Immediately after finishing the bottom slab, the walls could be cast by pumping concrete into the forms. After about four hours, the supporting dowels would be disconnected and the forms stripped horizontally in zig-zag fashion, sliding on the bottom slab, and then lifted out for re-use. Then the outside molds were to be loosened and allowed to slide about 1/2 in. downward and tilted outwards about 12 in. from the top.

Next, the corners of the outside molds and the top of the box were ready to be closed and steam introduced for curing. The casting cycle was a minimum of 48 hours for casting the box.

What Was Wrong With the Forms?

Although the forms were well constructed, they were overdesigned because the precaster had intended to force concrete upward by pumping. The heavy reinforcement made this impractical, so concrete was pumped from the top.

It is quite obvious that this type of operation is very expensive, time-consuming and difficult because the only access to the box was from the top. Two main deficiencies in quality soon showed. Concrete coverage could not be controlled, so reinforcing bars and tie wires were often forced against the outside form because of the inaccuracy of the cages. Joints between casting lifts and special tie holes were clearly visible, and required considerable patching and finishing. But regardless of how carefully repairs were made, the so-
called cold joints remained, and as a result the specified quality was not obtained.

Despite these handicaps, the men in the precasting plant carried out their extremely difficult work amazingly well. The concrete quality, delivery and placing throughout the project was exceptionally good.

**How the Crane Controlled Erection**

Two closely related, basic mistakes were made in the Habitat erection procedure. When the crane was selected before the bid date in April 1965, the critical path schedule foresaw that the crane must be operational before September, 1965. The original intention was for a tower-type crawler crane with a horizontal beam and counterweight. But because of this time limit, it could not be obtained.

The second acceptable choice was the crane built by the Dominion Bridge Company. Its operating capacity of 70 tons was adequate, and about 75 per cent of the conditions that the manufacturer's engineers asserted that for a few extra hoistings the crane could work 20 per cent above the operational capacity. Beyond the maximum hoisting capacity, an additional crane had to be used for lifting large loads such as street girder units.

In the erection plan, the crane was expected to operate back and forth along a track for which the manufacturer suggested a special "puller arrangement" fastened to the rails. The general contractor claimed the back and forth movement of the crane was unnecessary, and planned to erect the structure with a crane only moving forward. For this, the proposed puller system was accepted, but there was no agreement. A suggestion to make the crane self-propelled was ignored.

The reduced crane capacity led to the second mistake. The erection procedure called for boxes to be completed at ground level, with top slabs in place, utilizing lifting hoists as much as practical. Between 60 and 70 per cent of the house unit boxes were within the limits of the crane capacity; and if the 20 per cent overweight was included, almost all the house units could have been erected with it. Had this been so, the vertical post-tensioning and grouting operations would have been much simpler when made above the top slab.

As it was done, top slabs were erected after each box was in place so that post-tensioning, grouting and setting the base plates were done without work platforms about 10 ft above a solid base. Meanwhile, before the concrete roof slabs were installed, temporary roofs were built on the boxes.

The temporary roofs consisted of timber trusses enclosed with polyethylene sheets. They were inadequate, expensive but tied up one crane for handling them. Due to this inadequate arrangement, house units could not be made weightless, and this caused damage to the walls and floor insulation, which then had to be replaced. The interior finishing operations were elastic, and most of the finishing work was done after the boxes were put in place.

**An Accumulation of Errors**

The contractor very soon realized that erection with only a forward movement of the crane was impossible. The crane had to move backwards and forwards, and this required considerable time. As a result, only about 30 per cent of the crane efficiency could be used. Further inefficiencies in the use of the crane were caused by the lack of discipline in handling units on the ground. The contractor practically never checked the readiness of the units for erection. Often they had to be finished (cleaning the tubing, pipe sleeves and welding plates, even drilling new holes) while hanging from the crane hook.

As stated earlier, there was practically no quality control, so that realignment of welding plates and post-tensioning holes was almost a standard procedure. More delays accumulated because temporary scaffolding for erection of the street girders obstructed work at the plaza level. The erection crews, like the fabricating crews, were generally good, and carried out the work with the best possible care and efficiency. There was practically no damage during erection — providing one overlooks such things as the flame-cutting of lifting hooks, and welding without protecting the surrounding concrete. But overall, the erectors' achievement was good.

After the erection was finished, the erection foreman and crane crew said they could have erected the complex in half the time if the accuracy of manufacturing work had been to specification, if there had been less unnecessary handling and waiting for proper SS-rods, less climbing to the top of walls to set base plates, and less chiselling concrete up in
the air without work platforms.

The men in charge of the practical work in the plant and the field erection carried out their complicated tasks with excellence. They were always cooperative, and they deserve most of the credit for completing Habitat on time.

Conclusions

Before arriving at a rational conclusion about any project, one must go back to its roots to see the real value of an idea. From an engineering point of view, the real value of an idea depends first upon its validity, which is tested against the reality; and second, whether it can be afforded in the context of economy.

The validity of the concept of Habitat has been tested in the engineering context simply because it has been built. In a social context, it will be judged by the course of events. When all this is over, the answer is yes, because the experience of occupancy is not yet available.

Can Habitat be afforded? From available data, the answer is positively yes; but in the way it was constructed, the answer is no. This inconclusive answer—yes and no—leads to a more profound truth: It is not only important that a concept can be realized, but it is equally important how it is realized, and at what expense.

The first part of this statement proves ability, and the second part the quality of the ability. This can also be dramatically illustrated by the Sidney Opera House project. The original concept was excellent, and could have been built easily within the limits of available funds. But now the project costs have soared to an improper level, which is caused mainly by out-of-date planning and execution.

At the present level of engineering development, almost any conceivable concept can be realized. Thus Habitat, as built, proves that it could be realized only within the framework of Expo 67 because the funds were available, and economy took secondary importance or no importance at all.

As can be concluded, Habitat could have been built in its own right within reasonable time and economical limits if there had been a single executive authority completely in charge of all phases of the project. This authority would need up-to-date technical knowledge and be well acquainted with construction and mass-production methods. Habitat failed economically only because of technical ignorance, lack of team-work and cooperation at a decision making level, and by lack of proper organization and planning.

The explanation frequently given for the excess expenditures is that Habitat was a research project. Assuming this justification is valid, what has been gained by the research project? Are the gains, if any, worth the effort and cost?

Since I have the design and field experience, I feel qualified to answer these questions from the structural and construction viewpoint. After any design is completed, especially an advanced project, every progressive designer and contractor is dissatisfied with the results, and intends to avoid making the same mistakes in future work. If this were not so, there would be no advances in techniques.

Despite Its Weaknesses, Habitat Is a Success

The thorough analysis just presented points out the differences between intentions and achievement that result in over-expenditures. But regardless of this, Habitat is a great achievement from which valuable experience and results have been obtained. It is hoped that all the valuable test results can be compared with the theoretical calculations. Such data as measured for each factor, due to various loadings, temperature changes, plastic flow, foundation settlement under various loading and ground water levels should be made available by Expo for interested professions.

In addition, this project gave an opportunity to apply advanced structural theories using exceptionally high stresses, and enabled us to study the behavior of unusual structural systems under various loading and climatic conditions. The results open up possibilities that are badly needed for the future development of the construction industry.

Regardless of the failure of the mass-production methods and complete prefabrication of houses, Habitat gave plenty of evidence that it is possible and rational if our conventional concepts can be overcome, and new approaches and methods are adapted.

Furthermore, it also proved that the construction industry must accept the plain fact that, with advanced designs, technical and operational decisions have to be made by professionals and not by operators, committees, and certainly not by politicians.

Taking an over-all view, the excess expenditures are well balanced by the experience and results obtained when compared with many other research projects whose concepts and aims are often questionable in a human context. Besides, Habitat was one of the most significant attractions of Expo 67, and having created world-wide interest it opens a new vista — research for the future.

Finally, two questions arise: Will there be other Habitat-type projects in the future? If yes, can they compete with conventional building types? The answer to both questions is positively yes, but not just as Habitat phase I or II. Experience with phase I suggests there are better solutions available for all income levels, solutions more powerful, expressive, more in a human scale — and far more economical. What these solutions are, however, is beyond the scope of this analysis.
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“I REMOVED MY HAT”
Kilkenny Design Workshops revive a nation's crafts and a splendid work of architecture simultaneously.

Some 75 miles southwest of Dublin on the River Nore is a town with all the attributes of historicity and picturesqueness for a Disney film, except that here everything is real and convincing. There is the Ninth Century tower next to St. Canice's Cathedral (13th Century), built to fend off sieges. There is the Protestant school (now Kilkenny College), where Swift and Congreve matriculated. There is Kyteler's Inn, where Dame Alice Kyteler, the local Lucrezia Borgia, allegedly ran a profitable business in disappearing husbands in the 1320's (you can wine and dine there now — safely and well). There are the winding streets, narrow alleyways, and sheltered courtyards of earlier days. There are more "up-to-date" hostels and pubs with solid early 19th-Century charm.

And there is the castle, started in the 12th Century by Strongbow (the Englishman Richard de Clare, second Earl of Pembroke), and until 20 years ago the abode of the Butlers, marquesses of Ormonde (also English, who moved in around 1391).

This observer was a delighted visitor to Kilkenny, for that is the name of the town and county, last summer, for the purpose of investigating what had been done across the street (or Parade) from the castle to the imposing complex of stables that were built in about 1760. In this grand hippic dormitory, the Kilkenny Design Workshops have taken up residence in a work of impeccable remodeling and rejuvenation by Dublin architect Niall Montgomery.

The Workshops are one of the developments of the Irish Export Board, which was founded in 1959 to explore means of increasing Ireland's overseas trade. Although Ireland
New Design Center showroom by Montgomery and Middelboe (above and below).
possesses abundant talent and good resources in raw materials for arts and crafts industries, there is not a strong, living tradition of Irish design. In order to create a body of superior contemporary design, to give birth to a new generation of Irish designers, to encourage Irish industry and manufacturers to upgrade their product design, and to accelerate greater foreign sales through the medium of good design, the Kilkenny Design Workshops were established as a sort of national design center. William H. Walsh, chairman of the group, went outside Ireland for talent to start the young enterprise, luring top names in fabrics, silverwork, furniture, ceramics, metalwork, woodwork, graphics, and other fields from Denmark, Finland, Sweden, The Netherlands, Germany, and even (surprise!) England. The Workshops are going full force now, under Walsh and general manager James King, turning out designs that will stand out in any milieu, instructing a bright group of Irish assistants and apprentices, and giving Irish manufacturers an aesthetic (and economic) shot in the arm.

When the Irish decide to do something like this, they go ahead and do it. When the idea of the Workshops got around, Percy le Clerc, the Inspector of National Monuments, suggested to Walsh that the Ormonde stables would make an ideal design center, an enthusiastically accepted suggestion. From then on, things moved swiftly; as architect Montgomery says: "To move in and get going, playing it by ear, on Time and Materials, plus profit." Montgomery notes that "we moved into Kilkenny with the survey scarcely finished, sixteenth-scale sketch designs, and a two-page specification. I still can't quite believe it." But it worked, and worked beautifully. "It worked because for about four years I made something like weekly inspections, confirming all instructions in memoranda which were, in fact, detailed specifications; because we had intelligent and sensitive clients; and because we had a good, conscientious quantity surveyor."

The result is a series of workshops downstairs where the Ormonde horses were once so impressively in residence, and studios upstairs where feed and tackle were presumably stored. The stable, in plan, surrounds a court, with the front facing the castle and Parade curving back inside to a long, horizontal element connecting the ends of the bowed element. The public is permitted into a richly contemporary showroom opening just off the Parade, designed by Montgomery and Rolf Middelboe, head of the textile design workshop. Offices are across the vaulted entrance to the court from the showroom, and studios above. At the rear, in addition to workshops and studios, there is a kitchen and dining room, a library for the staff, and a back court containing, among other things, a staff-designed prototype small residence and some huge fragments of Nelson's Column, blown up in Dublin's O'Connell Street a while ago ("We are going to have some fun with it," King told P/A). Right now, staff members and apprentices live in digs all over Kilkenny, but it is a dream of Walsh's that they be brought together and lodged in the refurnished Kilkenny Castle. Since years of non-use have wrought havoc with the castle as a habitation, this will take thousands and thousands of pounds, but it is a noble prospect.

Aside from the pleasures of visiting Kilkenny and the Workshops, a genuine delight for this writer, literally as well as architecturally, has been corresponding with architect Niall Montgomery. He will, consequently, have the closing words on Kilkenny:

"There are what I consider to be exciting parts of the work for which there are no drawings — notably the breaking out of the large, semicircular-headed windows from the Exhibition Hall. When first we saw the dressed voussoirs of the blind arcading facing the Parade, we thought that modesty or fear of the mere Irish had caused the Ormondes to build up these arches after the stables had been built. In matter of fact, Percy le Clerc was of the opinion that in medieval times the Kilkenny streets were arcaded, protecting Kilkenny shoppers from the seldom-ceasing rain. But the stone arches are only a facing. I am ashamed to say that I suggested leaving the facing, forming opes, forming a continuous trabeation over the crowns of the arches inside and providing intermediate supports in the shape of rectangular reinforced piers. The contractor gently and politely asked me to permit him to discuss the matter with his masons. What they did was beautiful. They used the existing wall as centering, chased the back of the wall and formed two-ring brick arches, springing them off the existing masonry at the back. Then, when the arches had set, they removed the walling. I removed my hat.

"The men on that job were grand. Many of them were middle-aged, and they did not appear to be affected by trade demarcations. I made no comment when I met the plasterers on the roof, dressing the soakers and the flashings with the same skill and concentration he exhibits as a plasterer. One of the men has died since the job started — little Mr. John O'Brien from Jerpoint — 'born in the shadow of Jerpoint Abbey' they told me. At 80, he was still cycling to work. He it was who in course of forming an ope in one of the stable walls discovered a carved angel, which Percy le Clerc says is probably 14th Century."

Thank you, Niall Montgomery. I remove my hat to you. — JTB
When P/A predicted last year in discussing "Instant Interiors" that projections on building exteriors would be the next investigation of the Supermannerists (pp. 176-181, June 1967 P/A), we had no idea that our mental projection would be electrically realized so soon.

One evening several weeks ago, while the self-appointed "beautifiers" at the District of Columbia's Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts were lobbying for a clean-up of the distant Georgetown waterfront's industrial buildings, two tyro architects in the District, Doug Michels and Bob Feild, crashingly put down this establishment by working out a series of startling projections on the soffit of the Whitehurst Freeway in Georgetown and on the near-by silos of the Potomac Sand and Gravel Company, which was one of the very objects of the "tasteful" Washington cleanup.

Executed with the unlikely cooperation of Lloyd Green, responsive owner of that Georgetown industrial firm, and with a grant from Washington's Gallery of Modern Art to investigate ways of revitalizing the waterfront buildings, these electric environments included Oppy patterns, drawings of naked women, and slides of singers Bob Dylan, Paul McCartney and Joan Baez. Drivers and passers-by may have stopped in their tracks, but they were also as certainly cheered by the sights.

Kinetic artist Eric Sepler, who has worked with such Rock groups as The Fugs and The Doors, was the projection technologist. He used three overhead projectors of his own design with 600-w quartz-iodine bulbs; simultaneous multiple projections from the same location provided strange color mixes and moiré patterns on the silos and sheds.

Sepler is intrigued by the potential of his medium as "urban lighting." The implications for instant horror are as great as for instant beauty: instant billboards may flash up everywhere.

Actually, exterior projection as an advertising medium has been used before to some degree. At New York City's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, a notice for a Benny Goodman engagement was projected onto the sidewalk on Park Avenue, somewhat mystifying passers-by (or passers-through). And fabrics designer Jack Lenor Larsen, who has done a great deal to foster
electric environments in the design world, projected his firm's logo onto the branch shopfront in Zurich on its opening night, like a nighttime curtain of light.

For the future, rumor has it that the New York telephone company is also considering projections on exteriors so as to liven up its mammoth, windowless equipment buildings. Wags have suggested that they might project windows — perhaps even movies of uncurtained windows with people doing interesting things inside.

Exclusively a decorative device in their present form, these instant exteriors may prove worthless for other than such advertising and some transitory amusement. On the other hand, they may serve as a provocative testing device for architects: They demonstrate the relative inconsequentiality of single buildings in comparison to megalopolitan superscale, toward which our vision must inevitably move. — CRS
The once-bustling area of trade and industrial activity between San Francisco's Embarcadero and Telegraph Hill will again become a commercial crossroads when the $100-million International Market Center replaces dilapidated, half-empty warehouses that have, for years, occupied much of the valuable land near the city's waterfront.

Developers of the center, North Waterfront Associates, Inc., began acquiring property on the east side of Telegraph Hill several years ago, and commissioned Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons to give form to their concept of a complete trade complex, including a home furnishings mart, an apparel mart, a commercial-institutional (contract) furnishings mart, and facilities for trade shows and conventions. Planned to incorporate a maximum variety of services within a compact, convenient location, the project will also provide a number of ancillary facilities and amenities for both public and commercial use. The developers have wisely sought a plan that will inject some economic life into a neglected area, and architects and landscape architects (Lawrence Halprin & Associates) have given the structures a dignified, well-integrated, and appealing aspect, an uncommon — and welcome — undertaking for this type of building.

Two great halls, each containing 30,000 sq ft of space for exhibitions and large public or private gatherings, constitute the center of operations for the complex. Set into the grade, they will have seven galleried stories around their perimeters for mart tenants. Galleries will be linked to the Grand Concourse (shades of the Bronx!), a plaza at the core of the plan, by escalators and glass-walled elevators. Parking and access roads for 2000 cars will be below grade, leaving the entire 15.4-acre site open for pedestrian traffic at and above ground level. At the edge of the complex nearest the Embarcadero will be a 550-room hotel, and visitors as well as San Franciscans will be able to enjoy retail shops, restaurants, and artisans' studios located conveniently throughout the complex. A funicular railway running from the Grand Concourse up Greenwich Street to Coit Tower will make the center's facilities, including parking, easily accessible to residents of Telegraph Hill.

The most striking feature of the plan in its entirety, and most likely to attract and benefit the residents of the hill area, is the coordination of structures and topography, together with the maximal integration of a system of parks with the advantages of the existing landscape. Designers reportedly worked with a constant awareness of the physical proximity of Telegraph Hill; some structures, with their multiple levels, will work as an extension of the hill, relating to its small-scale dwellings, while others will stand away from the hill in deliberate counterpoint to it. The effect of a continuation of the hill's topography will be enhanced by 11.5 acres of rooftop parks, whose fountains and pools will reflect the Bay beyond, and which, seen from the city above, will give the appearance of an open landscape. In places, the hill actually flows directly onto the tops of buildings, and from some of the rooftop gardens, it is possible to reach out and touch the hill.

Before construction can begin, developers must await an approval of a variance in the city's building height law, which requires that structures on the east side of the hill not exceed 84 ft. All structures in the market center meet the requirement with the exception of the hotel, which would rise 160 ft. However, the many advantages, aside from aesthetic ones, that will accrue to the city if the center is built are likely to overcome any reluctance to approve a variation in present law. According to an Arthur D. Little, Inc. study made for the Department of City Planning in 1966, only 15,000 persons are employed throughout the entire waterfront, and in the territory comprising the site of the market center, warehouses nearly outnumber workers. The annual payroll for tenant firms in the new center would approximate $50 million, and the center is expected to effect a change in the city's tax structure to the advantage of homeowners, in that real estate property taxes returned to the city would amount to a sum between $2,500,000 and $5 million annually. The project is funded privately, with the Travelers Insurance Company financing the acquisition and construction program on a participating basis up to $51 million. If construction starts soon, the center should be open by 1970. — JP
Washington's vital Arena Stage company has announced plans for a $1.5 million expansion program called "Stage II," which includes a second theater for the company.

Actually, "Stage II" might be termed "Stage 1½," since the focal new theater, designed by Chicago architect Harry Weese, adds a three-quarter stage to his original four-sided arena (pp. 124-132, FEBRUARY 1962 P/A). The total of Arena Stage's two theaters, however, in terms both of the growth in Washington's performing arts and of the progression in Harry Weese's architecture, will doubtless be greater than the sum of its parts.

Plans call for a three-level addition sharing and expanding the facilities of the present building and envisioned as "making of the two buildings an aesthetic, functional whole."

The first floor will include a 490-seat theatre with its separate glass-walled lobby and lounge, a scenery shop, property and costume room, greenroom, administrative offices, and a rehearsal hall that duplicates the size of the present arena stage, including its tunnels and trapped floor.

The second floor will contain a shallow balcony for the theatre, and administrative offices, studios, workrooms, classrooms, study and conference rooms, and a reception space. In the basement are dressing rooms and a greenroom, storage, toilet facilities, kitchen and service bar, and the "Old Vat Room," which will commemorate the company's former home in a brewery and will serve as a meeting ground for the company and its 18,000 subscribers.

Announcement of an addition to a building does not often merit special notice, but so much has happened in architecture during the last six years that adding in an "open-ended" manner to a classical plan of linked rectangles, such as Weese's first increment for the Arena Stage, makes for a special problem.

In this design, Weese shows that he has been stimulated by a current tendency toward ambiguity. The plan of Arena's Stage II looks a bit like a psychedelic squiggle. But it is based on a simple additive logic and an utter honesty of exterior forms expressing site conditions and interior functions.

To the west of the present administration block, the building will sprout a huge triangular form following the site limits and a semicircular bulge reflecting the auditorium interior. Semicircular wells on the perimeter of the auditorium will admit light and air to the basement-level dressing rooms and the greenroom. The addition gives a completely new impression to the plan of the present building.

Weese points out that a high-density apartment complex will rise to the north of the site and, since no one thereafter will be able to see Arena Stage as an entity again, it need not appear in the formal, volumetric manner as the first element.

Nevertheless, Stage II is a polite and respectful design in that it will maintain the roof height and the same exposed concrete, gray-buff face brick, and dark-gray painted sheet metal roofing as the present building.
The structure will be of reinforced concrete, masonry bearing walls, and steel framing.

Inside, the new theatre will distribute its audience in 10 semicircular rows on the main floor and 5 rows in an overhanging balcony. The semicircular stage design has a false proscenium to hide a rigid asbestos fire curtain, both of which follow the perimeter of the curved stage. A grid over the rear acting area also steps forward to provide fly space over this semicircular stage, which is trapped.

Front-of-house lighting will be exposed on suspended catwalks and controlled from a booth at the rear of the balcony. Provisions are made for future installation of rear projection equipment. A musicians' gallery will be at balcony level on stage left.

The purpose of Arena's Stage II expansion is to increase the scope and efficiency of their present programs for experimental plays and children's theatre and for teaching both of stage production and of theatre techniques for classroom use.

Ground breaking is scheduled for this spring, with opening of the theatre planned for the summer of 1969.

Funding for the $1,500,000 program is dependent on the company's raising $500,000 from public contributions. On this contingency, grants from foundations are already pledged up to $1 million.

As campaign chairman William B. Wallace points out, "Every dollar contributed to Arena Stage is worth a $3 gift." Similarly, the three-quarter arena adds up to a full Stage II, because of its growth and development potential for both the company and the community. — CRS
BASSETTI'S

ELECTRIC CIRCUS
While Consolidated Edison in New York is painting its smokestacks a different color and exclaiming, "See what a pretty boy am I!" a public utility 2500 miles away has quietly gone ahead and done something really constructive about the needed but usually offensive intrusion of the paraphernalia of power transmission on our cityscapes.

Seattle City Light (which, incidentally, really is a public utility, being owned by the people) decided, when planning its East Pine Street Substation, to abjure the usual hedge and shrubbery cover-up treatment and go for an architectural concept celebrating electricity, at the same time making a dramatic appearance for its multiracial, generally lower-income neighborhood of wood-frame houses and small community businesses. To this end, Fred Bassetti & Company was commissioned to "sing the body electric." What Bassetti came up with is not just a handsome architectonic fence to screen the equipment from the passing eye. It is, in effect, an electric park surrounded by a "corrugated" masonry wall pierced with bronze-grilled viewing ports and sporting a jaunty tower for visitors to oversee what goes on inside. There are landscaping and trees in the composition, to be sure, but they are in a supporting role to the architectural intent.

Inside the compound, the architect's influence does not cease. In place of the standard angle-iron towers supporting equipment, the Bassetti firm designed several configurations of precast concrete elements that emphasize what they do — support. The colorful insulators and copper conductors above are thus, in Bassetti's words, "clarified in their specific functions." For further show-off of what happens in the substation, the control building has a large glazed area so that dials, con-
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trols, and various operations can be seen from the sidewalk and the heavily traveled road at the east side of the site.

Since the enclosing envelope is basically just a brick wall, particular attention was given to its design. The corrugated arrangement of the wall in plan, according to the architect, "made it possible to use only one wythe of brick to get the necessary strength" (shades of Thomas Jefferson). Since the wall is to keep people, particularly children, away from dangerous equipment and not to protect the installation from the elements, it was possible to have the brick laid up with approximately 1-in. joints so that it can be "read" easily by passers-by. Other special brick designs included angled units for some corners, and the architects also designed precast support bases with a pattern for the bricklayers to follow.

The observation tower — 16 ft high — not only affords interest for the casual visitor (it has a panel explaining the workings of the substation at its summit), but also acts as a tremendous plaything for neighborhood kids, who have been given their own castle to defend and to storm. There is a minuscule sidewalk park at the base of the "castle," complete with sand box (or "pit" for enemies of the castle to be cast into). Further along, the wall grows taller again, this time for a practical purpose: to protect the sensitive "pot heads" (not what you think; this is electrical in talk for the porcelain-
The East Pine Street Substation is the first urban substation in the state of Washington to be supplied completely by high-voltage underground transmission, according to Bassetti (just half the capacity has been realized so far, although the basic, architectural structure is complete). It stands as a not-so-silent rebuke for other utilities that think they can get away with soft-soaping the clientele with a little paint and public relations.

Not so incidentally, Bassetti's splendid client was represented by Seattle City Light's Chief Engineer Herbert V. Strandberg, Chief Electrical Engineer Robert L. Skone, and Project Engineer Arthur L. Talbott.

capped electrical parts that are most liable to injury).
Down Under, Down Under . . . Or,

HOW NOT TO BUILD UNDERGROUND

By Malcolm B. Wells, architect and conservationist of Cherry Hill, N.J.

The desert of central Australia is scorchingly hot, but it is among the most beautiful of all the beautiful places still left on this planet. Where man has not defiled it, it is pure visual delight: endless form and ever-changing color. But man—the bad (modern) kind of man—has already come to some parts of that desert and has begun to leave his inevitable scars.

In a place called Cooper Pedy, a group of itinerant opal miners has built an underground town in order to escape the hostile climate. The town—if you can call it one—looks for all the world like a scene from "After the Bomb." Scattered along both sides of "Main Street," the barren track that stretches back toward civilization hundreds of miles away, is a series of low mounds studded with 20th-Century junk: old cars, drums, machinery, sheds, aerials, rubble and trash. A few tattered clothes flap disconsolately on a line. Now and then a child cries or an unseen bird calls. Nothing moves. The town has no government, no police, no schools, and no taxes, but about 100 miners and their families live there in earthen dugouts hidden away from the shimmering heat.

A typical day in the life of an opal miner begins at sundown, when he leaves for the mines some two or three miles away. There, in the cool of the desert night, he works until a few hours before dawn, returning home to sleep until noon. He sleeps in the "living room" of his dugout, a room kept cool by the sheltering earth and kept fresh by gravity ventilation. Afternoons at Cooper Pedy are spent in washing or cutting stones in the "kitchen," or in repairing equipment outside. Electrical power is provided by diesel generators or by windmills; water is trucked in over the desert in 44-gallon drums, refrigerators run on kerosene; and the privies squat above pits hacked 60 or 100 ft into the sandstone below. The "workshop," a metal-roofed shed outside most dugout entrances, is so hot by day that only the shortest chores can be done there, but after sunset the structure's low specific heat lets it cool off in a hurry, making it a delightful spot for rough work and for use as the children's bedroom. Thus, the modern cavemen of Australia take not only their wealth but their homes and comfort from the beautiful earth and leave her nothing but scars for her pains.

Each miner works and waits for the day when his little cache of gems will buy him five or ten years of retirement. Often, little more than a year's work is required for this. Then the home is abandoned, forgotten, in the rush to leave. Small wonder that little is done to improve the town. The cut-out-and-get-out philosophy so often associated with miners, loggers, and others who rob the land is all too clearly expressed at Cooper Pedy. No attempt is ever made to heal the raw earth-wound, nor does there seem to exist any feeling of gratitude to the land for its riches. "I got mine," is the old, familiar attitude. The beautiful earth is abandoned like a slut whose favors have been exhausted, leaving in Australia another reminder that will stand for years with all the other ghost towns of the world as the fruit of our man-centeredness.

For those of us who see underground construction as one of the valid ways of preserving some of the land until man learns to reduce his numbers, this faraway town in Australia is a sobering reminder that things can really go sour if we use the earth without a deep respect.
Humans are changing times to accommodate audiences, to adjust to performance needs, and to provide greater protection against increasing external noise. The physical perfection might be achieved by building separate and different chambers for drama, symphony, opera, musical comedy and other entertainment. Unfortunately, one must usually serve for all. Therefore, adjustability is essential, and many advances recently occurred.

Preventive planning in this field of science requires the greatest collaboration between the acoustical producer, performance architect, and acoustical consultant. Periodic updating is also essential for these related professions. The need was adequately met at the recent two-day symposium in New York City sponsored by the firm of Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Inc., a consulting firm specializing in acoustics for the theatre. The following comments cover some of the highlights of the numerous papers discussed at this symposium.

**Reverberation**

Including our discussion to music and speech, we find that with baffles to achieve a smaller chamber volume.

- Covering panels and other hard surfaces with soft materials of high absorptive value.

**Building Sound Electronically**

Until recently, performers have been largely opposed to electronic amplification, because of the poor fidelity, but with improvements, its use is increasing. This is fortunate, because with the greater volume and depth of halls, an unamplified voice, even when strengthened by hard, reflective panels, lacks sufficient strength.

Special problems also arise in the space below balconies. Former attempts to strengthen the voice electronically by instantaneous sound from a loudspeaker in the underbalcony area resulted in echoes. The sound from the loudspeakers was heard first and

The classic "reverberation time" as midfrequencies (500-1000 cps) should be about 2 seconds for music and about 1 second for speech. In a 1-second space, music goes dead, and a 2-second space speech becomes muddled.

Early in this century, Sabine set up the formula:

\[
t = \frac{V}{\Sigma \text{sa}}
\]

in which

\[
t = \text{time, seconds}
\]

\[
V = \text{volume of chamber}
\]

\[
\Sigma \text{sa} = \text{summation of the products of each area times its absorptive coefficient, e.g., Marble .01, velour .59 (both approximate)}
\]

As simply interpreted, the reverberation time increases with the volume (V) and decreases with the softness and the amount of sound absorbing material (sa).

Multiuse auditoriums must now seat as many as 2000 to 3000 persons. As the volume thus increases, the hall becomes easier to design for music, but could then be unsuitable for speech.

It is in this situation that adjustability becomes important. A music hall designed for the appropriate 2-second reverberation can be adjusted for speech by reducing its reverberation time to 1 second.

This has been done by:

- Decreasing its volume by separating unwanted space from adjacent loudspeakers. Otherwise, the echo sensed by the reception of sounds spaced more than one-fifteenth or one-tenth of a second apart prevents a clear understanding of the speaker's words. Adjustable time delay on signals to the local loudspeakers solves this.

**Quietness**

In a concert hall with the performers silent, the ambient sound should be no greater than slightly above the threshold of hearing. For purposes of specification, the criteria are expressed as single numbers that refer to "Noise Criterion (NC) Curves" given in terms of noise levels at given frequencies. In a concert hall, the criterion is NC-15 (about 15 db). Since a jet aircraft produces something in excess of 90 db, two heavy layers of masonry are needed to reduce this. Double walls similarly exclude street noises.
WATER ON THE ROOF SHOULD GO ONLY ONE WAY

Start with a structurally flat roof. Add insulation with Permalite aggregate concrete, and at the same time you pour, give it slope-to-drain... little as ¼” to 12” if you like.

Now let it rain. There is no ponding. No weight pick-up. Insulation is efficient, and you've saved money with basic level construction. Everybody's happy.

Ask your Permalite representative, consult SWEET'S, or write for Bulletin G-3.

Permalite
CONCRETE AGGREGATE

GREFCO, Inc., Building Products Division
630 Shatto Place, Los Angeles, California 90005
REFERENCE STANDARDS

By Harold J. Rosen

A survey of organizations that write standards affecting construction. Rosen is Chief Specifications Writer for Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, New York City.

Architects and specifiers constantly make use of reference standards in specifications, but many professionals are completely unfamiliar with the processes by which these standards are developed and promulgated. Furthermore, many are not aware of the contribution they can make in participating in the development and improvement of these standards.

Standards provide several important benefits. They reduce the number of types, sizes, and qualities of materials. They standardize methods on testing, and several provide standards on the quality of workmanship.

One major benefit is the reduction in size of construction specifications. By incorporating a reference standard in a specification, the volume of words required to specify a material and the method of testing it is reduced one-hundredfold. This assures the specifier some degree of quality since the reference standard reflects the combined knowledge and experience of the people engaged in its development.

Nevertheless, it is imperative that if the quality of reference standards is to be improved, there must be greater participation by users. This means affiliation of individuals and companies as members of associations producing standards. Practicing architects, engineers, and specifiers are particularly encouraged to participate, since their interests are more objective and less colored than individuals representing manufacturers and industry.

Generally, most committees producing standards are a balanced working group representing all the interests concerned with the particular standard. Typically, they are composed of manufacturers of the basic ingredients of the material, the manufacturers of the end product, suppliers, independent testing agencies, consumer groups, contractors’ associations, representatives of public authorities, and others who have special interests in a particular standard.

The reference standard most widely used in the private sector of building construction is the ASTM standard. The American Society for Testing and Materials is an international, private, technical, scientific, and educational society devoted, in its words, to “the promotion of knowledge of the materials of engineering and the standardization of specifications and the methods of testing.”

Since 1898, this organization has conducted research into the properties of materials, and has developed numerous standards concerned with the specifications for materials, methods of testing, and definitions. An index to ASTM standards and information on membership may be obtained from the society headquarters at 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.

In the sector of public construction, the reference standard that is mandatory for Federal agencies, and that is also used by state and municipal agencies, is the Federal Specification. Many of the Federal standards are also used in private work, especially for materials not presently covered by other standards organizations. The Federal Specification is promulgated by the General Services Administration, which establishes engineering practices. Copies of the Federal Specification Index may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Another widely used reference standard is the U.S.A. Standard, promulgated by the United States of America Standards Institute (formerly known as the American Standards Institute). In addition to developing standards on materials and testing procedures, many standards used in construction include workmanship and installation procedures. This standard works closely with other technical societies engaged in developing standards, and many U.S.A. Standards bear corresponding ASTM, AASHO, NGPA, and CS standards numbers. An index of U.S.A. standards may be obtained from the association at 10 E. 40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10016.

The American Concrete Institute is a nonpartisan organization that gathers and disseminates information about the properties and applications of concrete, and promulgates recommended practices referred to as ACI Standards. A catalog of publications of this institute is available from P.O. Box 4754, Redford Station, Detroit, Mich. 48219.

The National Fire Protection Association develops fire protection standards that are widely used as a basis for laws and ordinances. The more widely known standards used in construction are the National Electrical Code and the Life Safety Code (formerly known as the Building Exits Code). Information on membership, technical committees, and NFPA Standards may be obtained from the Association at 60 Batterymarch Street, Boston, Mass.

The American Association of State Highway Officials publishes standards on highway materials in two parts, one dealing with specifications for materials and the second with methods of testing. These AASHO standards may be obtained from this organization at 917 National Press Building, Washington, D.C.

Commercial Standards and Simplified Practice Recommendations are voluntary standards issued by the National Bureau of Standards and developed cooperatively with industry groups. CS (Commercial Standards) establish quality requirements for products and SPR (Simplified Practice Recommendations) establish size and classes for stock items.

The Bureau of Standards had decided to consolidate these two types of standards and to provide a new name, Product Standards (PS), to describe these new standards being developed. The list of standards may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
Golden Gateway Center, a new residential community of award-winning apartment homes and townhouses, is situated at Bay’s edge between the city’s financial district and the Embarcadero... in the midst of everything. In all of Golden Gateway Center Sloan Quiet-Flush II Flush Valves are installed.

Golden Gateway Center
—an imaginative urban complex of soaring towers and trim townhouses at Bay’s edge

San Francisco’s new Golden Gateway Center, an oasis in paradise, introduces an extravagantly new concept in urban residence rich in the tradition of gracious living.

On the street level of Golden Gateway Center, an arcade of complete shopping facilities surrounds a beautiful and spacious park. Townhouses and apartment towers rise from the plaza above, at which level intimate walks, promenades and garden-like plantings provide an atmosphere reminiscent of Old World Charm.

Breathtaking views from the towering apartments are rivalled only by the luxurious appointments which reflect the careful attention to detail and thoughtful concern for living comfort. Furnishings, fixtures and appliances were selected for highest quality, attractive appearance, maximum convenience and dependability.

In keeping with the grace and elegance of Golden Gateway Center the flush valves selected are Sloan’s new Quiet-Flush II Flush Valves. With these outstanding flush valves Sloan again offers a new standard of quality and performance—a new dimension in quiet operation—a new measure of dependability, ease of operation—and smart appearance.

As in Golden Gateway Center, your building too can have all the advantages of Sloan’s new flush valves—just be sure to specify and insist upon “Sloan Quiet-Flush II Flush Valves.”

Sloan Valve Company • 4300 West Lake Street • Chicago, Illinois 60624
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IT'S THE LAW

REVISED AIA CONTRACT FORMS

BY BERNARD TOMSON AND NORMAN COPLAN

P/A's legal team discusses the care needed in using the AIA form documents, and cites the slow pace of modification of existing forms.

At various times over a period of almost 20 years, this column has analyzed and commented on the AIA form documents and upon the revisions that have been made in these documents at intervals through the years. It has always been our position that these forms serve a significant and important function, that they should not be used by rote, but rather adapted to the particular circumstances and factual situations involved. It has also been our position that forms can always be improved and that the profession should analyze and view these forms with a critical eye, with the objective of securing those changes that time and experience would dictate desirable.

A well-prepared contract should serve several functions: It should inform the contracting parties of their precise duties and obligations; it should define the manner of performance and establish standards for that performance; it should limit the area of potential future dispute and provide a procedure for the speedy determination of such disputes; it should be oriented to cover the particular problems indigenous to the construction project involved; and it should establish a basis for a healthy and cordial relationship between the parties. The use of the form contract or the need for modification or adaptation should be measured in terms of those objectives.

Changes to the forms, no matter how desirable, come slowly. For example, in commenting on the form AIA contract between owner and architect in the FEBRUARY 1948 P/A, we noted that this form did not adequately protect the compensation of the architect. We also suggested that a form contract should provide for periodic payments of the architect's fee not only during the construction stage of the architect's services, but also during the preliminary and working-drawing stages of his services. It was also pointed out that when an architect's fee is based upon the cost of the project, no clear-cut provision was made for establishing the base for periodic payments prior to the time actual cost was ascertained. Several years later, the AIA document was modified to correct both of these inadequacies.

In the same article, it was urged that a form contract between owner and architect should provide for a retainer payable at the time the agreement is signed. We stated:

"This is particularly advantageous since it guarantees a minimum fee and indicates to the client at the outset that the architect's time is valuable and that reimbursement is expected therefore—an elementary principle, but one very often overlooked."

In a subsequent article, we further urged that in order to avoid the architect financing the client, the retainer should be applied to the final payment for the architect's services. Thus the architect, if he received periodic or monthly payments, and if he applied or credited the retainer to the last payment, would be at least even with the client in billing for his work.

In 1959, the AIA owner-architect forms were modified to include a provision for a retainer fee, but this provision was still inadequate. In commenting on this revision, we stated that some of the value of this provision is lost, since the retainer is to be applied against the first phase of the architect's services (schematic phase) rather than the final payment of the architect's fee. Further, no provision was made that the retainer would be the minimum compensation under the contract. This would be of particular importance if the owner should abandon the project and terminate the architect's services in a very early stage after utilizing a substantial amount of the architect's time.

In 1963, the forms were again modified to include a retainer provision, which did state that the client was to pay to the architect "a minimum preliminary payment of 5 per cent of the compensation for basic services, payable upon the execution of the agreement." and that such payment would constitute the "minimum payment under the agreement." Although an improvement, this provision still did not permit the application of such retainer to the final billing of the architect rather than the fee for the initial schematic design phase.

This concept was finally adopted in the latest edition of the "Standard Form of Agreement Between the Owner and Architect" issued in September 1966, at least in that form in which a fee is based upon a percentage of construction cost (AIA Document B-331). It is not clear why such a provision would not be equally desirable for all owner-architect forms.

Those individuals and committees of the AIA who are responsible for the contract documents have diligently worked on these forms and have been continuously interested in their improvement. The result of this effort has been reflected in the substantial improvements in the forms over the years. Of necessity, however, change usually comes slowly, and even where a need is recognized, there may be a lag between such recognition and its reflection in a revision of a form document. Consequently, continuing caution must be exercised to use the forms only after analysis and a determination of what modifications are desirable for application to a particular project. There is also a continuing need for members of the architectural profession to press for modifications in the forms if their own experience indicates areas for improvement.
It's the rugged GJ spring... designed to "SOAK UP" shock

ON ALL GJ OVERHEAD DOOR HOLDERS

That's why damage to doors, glass, walls, knobs, and people are avoided... for regardless of price you can always depend on the shock absorbing quality of GJ Overhead Door Holders.

There is a variety to choose from to meet varying budget requirements... all designed to control "wild doors", functioning as door stops, door holders and shock absorbing cushions.

"to limit the door's swing and hold doors open, insist on GJ."

GLYNN-JOHNSON CORPORATION 4422 no. ravenswood ave. /chicago, illinois 60640
MEASURING SPACE

BY ARCHIE KAPLAN


Anthropometrics, the science of the measure of man, can be a useful tool for architects. It has been receiving increasing attention as one of the "man" sciences that include the behavioral and social sciences. The questions to which this field addresses itself are, from an architectural point of view: How much space do people need and how do they move through space? The answers to human space requirements should be investigated on three levels: physical, psychological, and cultural.

Physically, we are dealing with a dynamic situation. Man is in constant motion. There are no static requirements. The architect's principal concern is kinematics, the human patterns of motion. These are patterns described through the motion of the limbs, not as mechanical mannequins, but as free, human, organic movements, and secondly, the pathway of the total body in walking and movement.

Psychologically, movement is a sensory experience. The kinesthetic sense of muscles and joints relates our movement perception of the total world. As we walk through space, the kinesthetic and visual sense join to bring us to a greater awareness of space, because space is visually and kinesthetically determined.

Culturally, man's space requirements relate to his cultural background, status, and motivation. The physical distances he places between himself and other people, his evaluation of minimal spaces, the use of space, and the manner in which he moves his body, are all culturally determined.

In The Measure of Man, Henry Dreyfuss gives us a handbook in the tradition of Graphic Standards and Time Saver Standards, a collection of data from multiple sources. As the architectural profession well understands, a handbook is as good as the reader and the prior comprehension he brings to the material. There are some 34 anthropometric charts prepared with statistical data. However, no back-up information is supplied for the sources of the data. The number of subjects measured, age categories, geographic area, or the date of the studies. The lack of this information limits our capacity to evaluate its usefulness.

As an example, a great deal of Dreyfuss' data, as with most anthropometric data, comes from the military. This represents a select, pre-screened group of young men, 18 to 25, in good health and physical condition. The architect is faced with the problem of how to extrapolate from these charts anthropometric data for the population to be covered in his project.

The full-size wall mounting charts, and many of the smaller charts, represent the fiftieth percentile, the least-used category of human dimensions. The anthropometric principle of accommodation provides for designing for the largest numbers of people (95 per cent of the population). The use of the commonly known average that approximates the fiftieth percentile usually provides for only half of the occupant population. The average is misleading. We usually accommodate to the largest or to the smallest people.

The architectural space standards are much like those in architectural standard books. Files are not 16 in. wide x 28 in. deep, average for planning purposes, but files are either 15 in. wide for letter, or 18 in. deep for legal; there is no average.

A new evaluation ought to be made for architectural space standards, in view of the growing concern with the effects on people of crowding and other emerging sociopsychological factors.

On reading through The Measure of Man, one could not help feel that man is being dealt with mechanistically, as another nuts-bolts component in a system. All notes are for the static figure, and no allowance is made for the ever-in-motion character of man and his natural patterns of flow and motion, his psychological and cultural interaction with other people, and his psychophysiological requirements. Architects are concerned not with the minimal physical human requirements, but with the whole man.

The industrial designer is mainly hardware-oriented. He thinks in terms of things. Today, the architectural world, faced with the overwhelming problems of the cities and human life, is rejecting this orientation, and turning its attention to process — the processes of human activities in the context of the whole human being.

During the heyday of the independent design consultant, the 40's and the 50's (industrial design has since become a mostly corporate function), the industrial design giants wrote books about their work and personalities. In 1955, Henry Dreyfuss wrote Designing for People. Although it was only 12 years ago, the acceleration of technology and technique puts it in a by-gone era. Dreyfuss' thoughts, accomplishments, and philosophy are always of interest; his main idea is that design is either good or bad, there are no gray areas — and always the industrial designer to the rescue. The concluding chapter, added this year, is a projection of things to come. The hardware orientation is still very much present. He believes that people at the beginning of the 21st Century will have more and better convenience. But the concept of "conveniences" may very well change. How people will relate to these conveniences and...

Continued on page 180
AWC performs "above and beyond" the expectations of ordinary insulations. It is applied hot and dry to roof decks, plazas, parking decks and ice rinks. When compacted in place to a specified thickness, it provides slope to drains. This monolithic layer also compacts around irregularities, and provides a smooth surface ready to receive a membrane. These and many more AWC features open the door to new architectural designs utilizing All-weather Crete. Call Silbrico for complete details and specifications.
The new MUTOH trac-drafter outperforms any other make for smooth, simple, micro-accurate operation. Here's true feather-touch response over the entire board... precision drawing to .003" accuracy over entire beam lengths. Double-hinged head stays flat on any board surface... scales or entire vertical beam assembly hinge completely free of board. Available in a complete line at delivered cost less than most other brands, with full two-year guarantee on craftsmanship and parts. For the complete story, call or write for Bulletin TD-2B. Consul & Mutoh, Ltd., 518-26 Davis Street, Evanston, Illinois 60201.

MUTOH WORLD LEADER IN PRECISION DRAFTING MACHINES AND MICRO PRECISION COORDINATORs

Quality by Wiedemann

IN BAPTISTRIES

(IN THE FIBERGLASS BAPTISTRY AND LEADING BAPTISTRY SPECIALISTS)

IN SPIRES

(IN MOLD-MICRO FIBERGLASS)

IN LIGHTING

(Aluminum in 5 styles)

Write for free information kit. See Sweet's Architectural File

Wiedemann Industries, Inc.

Box 672, Muscatine, Iowa 52761 Phone: 319-283-6640
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"PIGGYBACK" BRIDGE AFFORDS WIRE GLASS PROTECTION

Student pedestrians are protected from the elements at the ever-expanding University of Minnesota campus by means of a unique, covered walkway constructed atop a four-lane highway that spans the Mississippi River.

A quarter of a mile of "life safe" Polished MISCO Wire (22,300 ft.) provides approved fire retardance and impact resistance while daylighting this new convenience feature that serves the needs of students commuting between the East and West campus. Mississippi Glass is one of only two manufacturers whose wire glass products are listed by Underwriters' Laboratories. For maximum protection and modern beauty always specify UL approved Mississippi wire glass. Available from most distributors of quality glass.

MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY
88 Angelica Street  St. Louis, Missouri  63147
NEW YORK  CHICAGO  ATLANTA  DALLAS  SAN FRANCISCO  FULLERTON, CALIF.
DISTRIBUTORS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
Handsome translucent channels of PROFILITE glass achieve clean, functional modern design in First National Bank Building, Atlanta, Georgia.

Partitions by: Womack & Sons, Atlanta, Georgia.
Glazed by: PPG Industries, Atlanta, Georgia.

Whether used in building exteriors or in partitions and screens, PROFILITE creates the aesthetic effect of bold vertical lines unencumbered by glazing members... allows the architect to capitalize on the many desirable properties of glass in areas where heretofore its use was considered impractical. Manufactured in standard stock lengths of 8, 10, and 12 ft., its application has been facilitated thru the development of anodized aluminum sections that combine trim appearance with easily installed snap-on design.

New PROFILITE Installation Guide
Contains methods for installing PROFILITE in single and double glazed systems. Send for your free copy today.

MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY
88 Angelica Street • St. Louis, Missouri 63147
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • FULLERTON, CALIF.
LARGEST DOMESTIC MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS
New Pueblo vinyl wallcovering . . . in the now texture of simple stucco. Creatively tinted in the sun-washed colors of the great Southwest.

Pueblo takes its place in the industry's most complete selection of vinyl wallcoverings. Four big lines, offering the finest quality vinyls in both coated and 3-ply construction. As only Stauffer can do it, because our production is completely integrated . . . beginning with our own raw materials and continuing on through to the finished wallcoverings.

Pueblo, like all Stauffer vinyl wallcoverings, is available on order with a top-bonded film of super stain-resistant TEDLAR®. See Pueblo soon, in all 23 muted colors. For samples, and the name of your nearest distributor, drop by our new showroom (new wing, Room 707), 979 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Or write to Stauffer Chemical Company, Wallcovering Sales, at the same address.

permon® fabron® detron® vinco™

vinyl wallcoverings

* Dupont's registered trademark for its polyvinyl fluoride film.
how new conveniences will improve the quality of human life is not mentioned. But more is not necessarily better.

The Dreyfuss offices have been one of the first to consider human factors and anthropometric data for design, and this is amply documented in the second-mentioned book. He has created two abstract people, Joe and Josephine, against whom he measures all of his designs, but somehow he has failed to imbue them with any human qualities, and they remain mannequins.

The military and space programs have spent great quantities of money to investigate man in unusual environments. As a result, we have a Human Factors profession of some 1600 people, as indicated by the membership of the Human Factors Society. Some 30,000 documents have been published, not counting related publications from associated fields. The main concern of these investigations has been man-machine-environment interaction. The spin-off could be meaningful for the architectural profession. However, how to transmit and present this information to architects is still to be developed. It is much to Dreyfuss' credit that he has long recognized the value of human factors.

US stoneware
chemical porcelain sinks
will last as long
as your lab
building!

Don't laugh—he means it! And your lab furniture manufacturer usually carries a U.S. Stoneware guarantee with him to prove it. How can we be so sure? Well, many U.S. Laboratory Sinks in service today were installed over 50 years ago. And they're still going strong. Performance like this led us to adopting the most unusual guarantee in the industry. If your lab furniture manufacturer is fresh out of our guarantees we will be happy to send you your very own personal copy. While we're at it, may we send you our bulletin L-10 describing our complete line of long, long lasting chemical porcelain sinks? Write U.S. Stoneware Co., Inc.

Squinting Through the Concrete
BY JEFFREY ELLIS ARONIN


This book took me 48 minutes to read—the train time from my New York office to my Long Island home. I read the complete text, which is in parallel paragraphs of German, English, and Spanish. If it did not already have a title, it could have passed as a volume on the work of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, since about 25 of their projects are mentioned. But this is very understandable, in that the German author's previous book was on SOM. Hence, Le Corbusier, who pioneered brise soleil devices, is mentioned on only four pages, while Neutra has two, and Saarinen, Tange, Stone, Jacobsen, Noyes, each are given only one.

By and large, it is a picture book of different sunshading devices. It starts with trees, continues with projecting roofs, projecting floor slabs, the loadbearing skin of a building, shades, louvers, blinds, glass and screens. It is not a how-to-do-it book. It is merely, as the subtitle denotes, an "international architectural survey." Although the philosophy is excellent, it is not comprehensive. There are few details that show methods of construction. Most of the pictures are of building exteriors, whereas in the case of sun protection it would seem that interior shots would be more useful. Two of the subjects glossed over are the effect of color and the materials used in sun-protection devices. The method of orienting a building to obtain the desired results is scarcely mentioned. Nor do the examples illustrate the necessity of treating different facades in different ways resulting from the various forces exerted upon them.

In other words, the examples do not emphasize the correct lessons for a student. An experienced architect, however, might find something in the book to enrich his vocabulary of architectural forms for sun protection.

Malice in Blunderland
BY EDWARD K. CARPENTER

The Sydney Opera House Affair. By Michael Baume. Thomas Nelson Ltd., Continued on page 188
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SARGENT®

A complete line of advanced architectural hardware, including the Sargent Maximum Security System

New Haven, Connecticut • Peterborough, Ontario
Yes. If it’s concrete.

Cleanliness is the order of the day at General Mills’ Grocery Products Plant, Lancaster, Ohio. Here are turned out the hot new product lines of popular snacks: Bugles, Whistles and Daisy’s, all trade marks of General Mills.

Concrete was chosen not only for its smooth surface for easy cleaning and all-around easy maintenance; but also for its adaptability to varied esthetic and functional requirements.

Throughout the plant complex attractive concrete treatments and structural systems are in evidence.

Of particular note is the HP umbrella shell system that roofs the distribution warehouse area. Here again, an important cleanliness contribution is made by the concrete surface of the shell ceiling. And the shell system with its widely spaced columns provides more uncluttered, usable storage space. Only concrete could offer the long spans of shell construction combined with freedom from dust-catching projections.

For complete design details on this interesting project, write for the booklet pictured below.

Sketch of rectangular hyperbolic paraboloid shell used in the new General Mills plant.

Please send me a free copy of “Architectural Design Aid” covering the new General Mills’ Grocery Products Plant at Lancaster, Ohio.

(U.S. and Canada only)

Name ____________________________

Address __________________________

City __________________ State __________ Zip __________

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 3-25, 33 West Grand Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60610
An organization of cement manufacturers to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete
This should be

on every Store Architect's desk!

ANGELES DISPLA/WALL MAKES WALLS WORK HARDER EASIER

This California-designed 'built-in' wall fixture system is achieving what more Store Owners want. WALLS THAT WORK HARDER EASIER. Here in a five-part brochure containing specifications, detail drawings and photographs is the complete story of DISPLA/WALL...illustrating both mechanical and aesthetic features superior to any design and construction method on the market today. Send for two copies on your letterhead. It's Free.

ANGELES METAL SYSTEMS
Lightweight Building Components
4720 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90022
EASTERN and MID-WEST DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED

Continued from page 180


The Sydney Opera House debacle looms just a little larger than life. It has everything to titillate the imagination of a practicing architect, without none of the preaching Ayn Rand would bring to the story if she had made it up. And she might have. Joern Utzon is Every Architect — still unrecognized, waiting for the big break. His struggles with an irascible client and the vagaries of politics become legendary as he fights significant odds, for nine years, never yielding to pressures. Finally, when he walks off the job, still unyielding, he is the martyred hero, striking a note of independence Every Architect secretly longs for. If such an interpretation explains the appeal of the Utzon saga, it does not explain what really went on during the design of the Sydney Opera House. Both books are an attempt to fill the void. Neither wholly succeeds.

Neither book includes a description of how Utzon got the commission in the first place. One currently circulating story has it that Eero Saarinen, a juror for the opera house competition, showed up late for the judging. The other judges, who had started without him, had narrowed the field down to a few finalists. Looking through the selections, Saarinen saw nothing that fired his enthusiasm; then, turning to the rejects, he came across Utzon's soaring sail-shaped roofs. "Here is the winner," Saarinen is said to have announced and proceeded to talk the other jurors into it. Utzon's design had originally been discarded because it failed to conform with the contest rules. His disregard for rules was to become even more obvious in the next few years.

In the Sydney Opera House Affair, the more impartial and better of the two books, blame for Utzon's departure, and the hardships of ballooning costs and tempers that preceded it, are equally distributed. Both the title and the jacket design (shadowy green shapes of the opera house against a dark blue background) hint that the book is a mystery story. And in a way it is. But in his slow, careful unravelling of events in the wild scramble to give Sydney a concert hall, author Michael Baume omits what is the key to any good mystery and what is probably the key to this one: the personalities involved. Although

Continued on page 196
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All Vinyl Wallcoverings are not created equal
And beautiful, durable VICRTEX V.E.F. Vinyl Wallcoverings prove it.

The two most dangerous words in your specifications section are "or equal." They often open the door to severe disappointments and dissatisfaction with a finished project. With vinyl wallcoverings this is particularly true. Because no other vinyl wallcoverings can match the rich textures, luminous colors, unique patterns and superior stain-resistant finishes of Vicrtex.

When you specify Vicrtex V.E.F. Vinyl Wallcoverings, you're perfectly justified to regard that "or equal" clause for the danger it is. Tighten your specs, double-check along the way, and make certain your beautiful design becomes a beautiful reality.

Write today for our helpful booklet: "A Practical Guide to Specifications, Selection and Use of Vinyl Wallcoverings."

L. E. CARPENTER & CO., INC.
Empire State Building, New York 10001
(212) LOngacre 4-0080
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There is a common delusion that the air space in masonry walls is dead. That is dead wrong. Whenever the temperature differs on the inside and outside of a wall (which is always) convection currents in the cavities carry BTU's from the side where you want them to the side where you don't. A masonry wall filled with catsup, kosher dill pickles or anything is better insulated than a wall filled with nothing but air.

Anything in the wall is better than nothing at all.

Here's news about a special insulation that doubles insulating values, increases masonry fire ratings, too.

Zonolite® Masonry Fill Insulation is the name.

By doubling the insulating value of concrete block and brick cavity walls it keeps the occupants much more comfortable. Decreases the heating and air conditioning bills as well.

Can double fire ratings, too. An 8” lightweight block wall rated at two hours gets a four-hour rating when insulated with Zonolite Masonry Fill. Particularly important in perimeter, party and stairwell walls and elevator shafts.

And if that isn't enough, Zonolite Masonry Fill cuts sound transmission.

All for as little as 10c per square foot, installed.

There simply is no other way to build a masonry wall that combines high insulating value, sound reduction, and fire safety at such low cost.

For complete information, mail the coupon.
the "quiet one" is here!

The FolDoor Model 2000 Folding Wall does more than divide space. It separates sound. The manually operated wall features a moving jamb which automatically seals panel perimeters, at the same time locking the wall firmly in position. No unsightly bolts, keepers, or floor tracks are needed. Five point vinyl compression seals on all vertical panel edges, continuous contact vinyl sweep seals on top, and fully automatic self-adjusting compression seals on the bottom help give the Model 2000 superior STC ratings. No exposed screw heads or washers mar the beauty of panel faces, even when chalkboard, tackboard and chalk troughs are required. For more details on the "Quiet One," contact your FolDoor distributor or write to Holcomb & Hoke Manufacturing Company, Inc., P. O. Box 1965, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co., Inc.
1545 Calhoun Street
P. O. Box 1965
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

VARIATIONS ON A THEME:

SCORED glazed concrete UNITS

Reduce scale with the economy of large 8 x 16 block.

TOPOGRAPHY MODELS
IN HIGH DENSITY FOAM PLASTIC

For Model Builders, Architects, Landscape Architects, Engineers

By MODEL-FOAM, INC., a division of HOWARD ASSOCIATES
Architectural Renderings and Models

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
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Safety—security—savings—
the 3S— in saving ways in doorways

Safety constructed to provide industry with the finest operating performance! The Kinnear interlocking slat curtain coils over the lintel completely out of the way when open. All floor, wall and ceiling space around the doorway is cleared. There are none of the obstructions or functional inefficiencies of outmoded door designs, that cause wasted labor, time and accidents. Kinnear Rolling Doors are also available with safety regulated U/L Listed electric motor operation through conveniently located electronic controls; and a safety device which automatically reverses direction of travel in event door contacts any object in the doorway.

Security is an inherent quality of Kinnear door design—a feature always important. The rugged all-steel construction is a real safeguard against breaking and entering. When it comes to vandalism, the interlocking slat is one of the toughest barricades to penetrate ever conceived.

Savings will result in overall operating economy with Kinnear Rolling Doors. They prevent waste of time, labor and money from the first day they're installed—and for the many years to follow—evidenced by 70-year service records. And when it comes to installation and maintenance EVERYONE—the entire building team—is assured of maximum satisfaction. As an original Kinnear "plus value" every Kinnear door is REGISTERED—thus insuring a lifetime of Kinnear’s Nationwide Service and Replacement Parts Availability and factory trained personnel.

Also Manufacturers of Kinnear Metal Rolling Fire Doors, Rolling Grilles, Counter Shutters and Kinnear Wood, Steel, Aluminum and Fiberglass Overhead Doors.

*As the illustration shows we "practice what we preach"—using our own product.

KINNEAR CORPORATION
and Subsidiaries
1915-20 Fields Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43216
Factories:
Columbus, Ohio 43216 • San Francisco, Calif. 94124
Centralia, Wash. 98531 • Toronto, Ont., Canada

Offices & Representatives in All Principal Cities—listed in Yellow Pages under "Doors." Also see Sweef's!
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Case in Point.

Quality is more than a word at Natcor.

Natcor's ingenious Vinyl Glazing Bead principle saves time and labor. Only one member to snap in during glazing of door, assuring snug, permanent fit and simple, fast installation—Just one of six solid reasons why your specifications always mean quality and dependability with Natcor.


For full information on a complete line of doors and entrances, see our catalog in Sweets, or write Natcor.
Only Haws has precast stone drinking fountains—in five colors to match your ideas. Ask your Haws representative to show you a color sample kit and specifications today, or write: Haws Drinking Faucet Company, 1441 Fourth Street, Berkeley, California 94710

Model 90-C at right, 50-C below, available in all five colors. Ask about Haws remote chillers for hidden cold-water source.

Blend one with your next idea

DRINKING FOUNTAINS

drinking fountains and faucets, emergency decontamination units and water coolers

Smoke Onyx  Silvertone Gray  Terra Cotta Beige  Antique White
All Wilson-Art Solids are available in three surface finishes providing a color effect for any environmental requirement. Sample chips for any color are available from a Wilson-Art architectural/design representative.
Q. Is this something new?
A. It's new when you consider Wilson-Art Solids come in three distinctive surface finishes, each with unique color control characteristics.

Q. What are the finishes and characteristics?
A. Wilson-Art Gloss finish offers a scintillating surface for the area that needs the vibrant quality of reflective light. Wilson-Art Satin, the most commonly used, adapts to surfaces where smoothness and color brilliance are desired. Wilson-Art Velvet finish lends a quiet richness where subdued luminosity is important.

Q. I've used Wilson-Art for many horizontal surfaces and I know that it's excellent for vertical applications. Are there any new developments?
A. Yes, with the introduction of Wilson-Art Wall Systems and Wilson-Art covered doors, we feel that design horizons have been greatly expanded. Now you can specify Wilson-Art in a complete system for total environmental control and also enjoy all of the important economic, esthetic, and engineering advantages of high pressure, hard-surfaced plastic laminates.

Q. I have projects right now in three different geographic areas.
A. One of the advantages of specifying Wilson-Art is that a special architectural/design representative can provide service when and where you need it.

WHEN THE CHIPS ARE DOWN . . .  
YOU CAN DEPEND ON WILSON-ART

WILSON-ART ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN REPRESENTATIVES

one gets to know the players through their actions, one is left to guess their motivations, and at the end of it all one still wonders what the real reasons were for Utzon's leaving the job. One suspects, having read the chronicle of his nine years of agony, that he simply got fed up with the whole thing. You can hardly blame him. But obviously Utzon's personality is as complicated as his unfinished design for the opera house, and the full unraveling of the emotions and rationale that led to his departure from Sydney are going to have to await another examiner.

I suspect that a purist would classify The Sydney Opera House Affair as a horror story, despite Michael Baume's insistence that it is a tragedy. Utzon is said to have called the whole affair privately "Malice in Blunderland." The horror is in the political maneuvering that led to foundations being built before working drawings of what they would support were ready. Horrible are the escalating costs as Utzon took false starts towards a finished design. Horror lurks in the realization that here is the ultimate struggle between man and petty events. The men are losers, and although the opera house will be finished eventually, the men who wanted it and the men who are finishing it will be blamed if it turns out badly and will be ignored and forgotten if it turns out well. What will be remembered, briefly, is the affair.

Utzon and the Sydney Opera House purports to be a "Statement in the Public Interest." Its interest is in defending Utzon, as it does so with a spirited array of cartoons and drawings that the affair has engendered. It succeeds only in putting a patina of make-up on a rapidly aging subject.

**BOOK NOTES**

Architectural Essays From the Chicago School: from 1900 to 1909, Wilbert R. Hasbrouck, Editor. The Prairie School Press, 177 Fir Street, Park Forest, Ill. 60466. 20 pages, 2 foldouts, many illustrations.

The publishers of the Prairie School Review have put out an anthology of writings by Frank Lloyd Wright, Jens Jensen, and Thomas Tallmadge, with two reproductions by Sullivan for an amusement park near Philadelphia, and other material.


After a brief introduction, this book presents nearly 100 representative examples of Michigan architecture from 1837 to 1966. Two-thirds are of the 20th Century, with much emphasis on Frank Lloyd Wright, Albert Kahn, and both Saarinens.


A rather plodding but detailed and factual account of the architecture of Finland: the famous medieval churches, the famous modern housing, and what happened in between.


Although the photographs are not glamorous, this survey of architecture in the Pittsburgh region is a handy, factual guide of the sort that every urban area should have. It begins with essays by the authors on the need for preservation efforts, the impressions gathered on the survey, and the historical architecture and best-known architects of the region. It then goes on to specific districts and specific buildings, in the latter instance giving the names, addresses, architect, date, style, and type of construction or major materials, and condition of each.


A good but spare account of the life, works, and influence of one of history's most admired and most despised architects.

**NOTICES**

New Branch Offices

DESMOND-MIREMONT & ASSOCIATES, Architects, Hammond, La., have opened an additional office at 703-705 Laurel St., Baton Rouge, La.

HAMMEL GREEN & ABRAMSON, Architects and Engineers, St. Paul, Minn., have opened an new office at 329 Park Ave., S., New York, N.Y. 10010. RONALD W. HAASE is partner-in-charge of the new office.

JOHNS & MOCENSEN, Architects and Planners, announce the opening of a branch office at 601 Plandome Rd., Manhasset, N.Y.

New Addresses

STANLEY M. BRENT & ASSOCIATES, Architects, 11050 San Vicente Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

DAVID HIAT, Consulting Engineer, 112 W. 42 St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

GALE A. HILL, Architect, 11901 Olive Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 63141.

IRA KESSLER & ASSOCIATES, Architects, 135 E. 44 St., New York, N.Y.

A.M. KINNEY ASSOCIATES, Architects and Engineers, 4747 Dempster St., Skokie, Ill. 60076.

JONES & MOGENSEN, Architects and Planners, announce the opening of a branch office at 601 Plandome Rd., Manhasset, N.Y.

March 1968 P/A
A Bally Walk-In . . . where the convenience evolution begins. Refrigeration is one of the most critical needs of today’s mass feeding kitchens. As forward thinking food management increases its use of prepackaged, frozen convenience foods, the role of cooler and freezer assumes greater importance than ever before.

At the center of this kitchen evolution you’ll find Bally prefabricated Walk-In Coolers and Freezers. They can be assembled in any size or shape from standard modular panels insulated with four inches of high efficiency "foamed-in-place" urethane. Erection of Bally prefabs is fast, easy, accurate. It’s easy to add sections to increase size any time. Equally easy to disassemble for relocation.

Bally makes 76 models of self-contained refrigeration systems. (⅓ HP to 7½ HP.) There’s a size with capacity and electrical characteristics to handle every cooling and freezing need. Assembled with scientifically balanced components, and hermetically sealed, every unit provides ultra-efficient operation . . . day in, day out . . . year after year.

Bally Walk-Ins, the accepted industry standard of high quality, are the choice of discriminating users everywhere.

Send to Bally Case and Cooler, Inc., Bally, Pennsylvania 19503 for free 32-page catalog and urethane wall sample.

There’s an evolution in the kitchen
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ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO DEPT. PA-3
Hadco lighting stays beautiful.
And that's one of the real beauties of it.

Cast metal preserves the superb styling and elegance of these Hadco fixtures, which illuminate and enhance the decor of this outstanding youth center.

Inside the handsome, rustic building, lighting is provided by Hadco band fixtures with Tudor series lanterns. Additional accent lighting is provided by Hadco miniature fixtures on walls and beams.

Outside, post-mounted, pier-base and bracket fixtures from Hadco's Tudor and Architectural series compliment the appearance of the building exterior. Hadco craftsmen traditionally have used cast metal for finer works, because nothing else can match its rich luster and durability. That's why all Hadco lanterns and fixtures are made of cast metal.

See our complete selection of hundreds of post, bracket, ceiling, hanging and pier-base fixture models, and our selection of fixture finishes, glass styles and lantern posts. Write for your free copy of Hadco Catalog No. 22S-17.

Hadco craftsmen also create custom-design fixtures for special lighting requirements.
Now Reineman brings you basic Burke color. Choose charcoal, beige or white butyrate fluidized finishes, or stick with the standard — polished aluminum. A wide range of Burke upholstery materials are available with any color base you select. Color coordinate your next assignment with the furniture designed by Richard Reineman, and bask in the glow of colorful compliments from your client.
CARADCO C200’ Casement Wood Windows

are double weatherstripped and factory primed

From the manufacturers of Creative Building Products

CARADCO, INC.
Dubuque, Iowa

Subsidiary: Caradco Eastern, Inc., Pemberton, New Jersey

Caradco Windows and Patio Door products are further detailed in Sweets Light Construction 66, Architect’s File, 1966, and Canadian file. Write or write direct to factory.
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Dry-film finishes, the microthin miracles

It's not hard to believe that modern chemistry can produce microthin plastic films tougher than any paint. But it is rather hard to believe that a polyester film can be produced that is more than twice as resistant to rubbing wear as high-pressure laminate—and that a polyvinyl fluoride can be unsurpassed in stain resistance. Yet these are facts.

Molecules used as building units.
In both polyester and polyvinyl fluoride films, the process of extruding the film arranges the molecules in a definite structural order. And that is the secret of the microthin miracles.

If you applied the same material in liquid form, the molecules would be randomly placed and you would get no better wear-resistance than with paint. Essentially, this is the difference between a pile of bricks and a brick wall.

This physical structure has another important advantage. Preformed films have fewer surface flaws to collect dirt and stains or increase the action of solvents and acids. So these films are exceptionally easy to clean—soap and water is usually enough. They are also highly resistant to most common staining agents, alcohol and germicidal detergents. As a result, maintenance costs are significantly reduced.

Protection for hardwoods.
Clear films allow wood grain to show perfectly—revealing the natural beauty of fine hardwood. They also protect hardwoods in high-wear locations. For interior applications U. S. Plywood supplies hardwood paneling, doors and partition panels with Permagard®, which is our trademarked name for plywood surfaced with clear films. These products are recommended for use in high traffic areas of dormitories, hospitals, schools, motels and the like.

U. S. Plywood also makes solid-colored paneling and doors surfaced with Permacolor®. The outer layer of Permacolor is a clear ½-mil film of polyvinyl fluoride laminated to an 8-mil film of colored polyvinyl chloride. This overlay gives a lightly embossed colorfast finish which is highly wear-resistant and easy to clean. Permacolor is available in 28 colors.

For exterior applications U. S. Plywood also surfaces doors, panels and siding with a 2-mil opaque, pigmented film of polyvinyl fluoride. This coating on doors and panels is called Vigilar®; on siding, PF-L®. It is available in 11 colors. Vigilar is also recommended for interior use in swimming pool areas, showers, toilets and other areas requiring constant cleaning with harsh cleaning agents.

No aging.
All these films are laminated to wood substrates with adhesives under heat and pressure. This is necessarily a factory process, which cannot be duplicated in the field. The preformed films undergo no further change during application, so there is minimum shrinkage after application.

These films are highly resistant to cracking, checking and crazing, resulting in a new class of materials of a higher order of durability.

Equally important is the fact that sunlight resistance is considerably enhanced.
Three dry-film finishes from U.S.Plywood.

**Vigilar**—A 2-mil opaque, pigmented film of polyvinyl fluoride is available on Weldwood® Exterior-Interior doors, paneling, partitions for use in hospitals, showers, toilets, swimming pool buildings, etc., where frequent cleaning with harsh detergents and germicides is common practice. Vigilar is also available on siding products under U.S. Plywood's trade name—PF-L.

**Permacolor**—A ½-mil film of clear polyvinyl fluoride laminated to an 8-mil film of colored polyvinyl chloride, Permacolor is a cleanable finish which is wear- and stain-resistant—and colorfast. It is lightly embossed. It will not flake, peel or chip. It is available in 28 standard colors on interior doors, paneling, partition panels, casework parts and fire-retardant products.

**Permagard**—A clear 3-mil polyester film which is an ideal cleanable finish for Weldwood custom-designed hardwood paneling and doors. Also available toned to change the natural color of the wood while retaining and enhancing the grain pattern.

**Custom prefitting and machining.** Paneling, doors, case goods, shelving and fire-retardant products can all be supplied precut to blueprint specification. A wide variety of custom machining is available: edge banding, edge rabbeting, tongue and grooving, dado, square edge, bevel, miter, and mitre and shoulder.

For full details, drawings and assistance with specifications, call the Architects’ Service Representative at your nearest U.S. Plywood Branch Office.

### Performance Chart of Weldwood® Dry-Film Finishes and Comparable Service Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accel. Aging by Humid—Dry Cycling ASTM D2571-67T</td>
<td>Outstanding No checking or Crazing</td>
<td>Outstanding No checking or Crazing</td>
<td>Excellent Crazes at 12-15 cycles</td>
<td>Outstanding No checking or Crazing</td>
<td>Satisfactory Checks at 12-15 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape Adhesion ASTM D2571-67T</td>
<td>Excellent No Damage</td>
<td>Excellent No Damage</td>
<td>Excellent No Damage</td>
<td>Excellent No Damage</td>
<td>Excellent No Damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman Scratch Test</td>
<td>Excellent 500 Grams</td>
<td>Excellent 600 Grams</td>
<td>Outstanding Over 1000 Grams</td>
<td>Excellent 600 Grams</td>
<td>Satisfactory 200-300 Grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taber Wear CS-17 Wheel 1000 Gram Load Fed. St’d FS141-A (6192)</td>
<td>Outstanding 3000 Cycles/Mil</td>
<td>Satisfactory 500 Cycles/Mil</td>
<td>Excellent 800 Cycles/Mil</td>
<td>Excellent 450 Cycles/Mil</td>
<td>Satisfactory 150 Cycles/Mil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to Color Fading NEMA LD1-2-06</td>
<td>*Outstanding Exceeds NEMA requirements by over 1000 hours</td>
<td>Outstanding Exceeds NEMA requirements by over 1000 hours</td>
<td>Excellent Exceeds NEMA requirements by over 200 hours</td>
<td>Outstanding Virtually fade-free</td>
<td>Satisfactory Exceeds NEMA requirements by over 100 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to Staining NEMA LD1-2-05</td>
<td>Satisfactory Stains 7 out of 29 agents</td>
<td>Outstanding No staining</td>
<td>Excellent Stains 2-4 out of 29 agents</td>
<td>Outstanding No staining</td>
<td>Satisfactory Stains 9-12 out of 29 agents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Rating refers to clear finish only—substrate will have normal wood color change. Note: Performance ratings should be compared only to the finish(es) shown in the adjacent column(s) in same category.*
Bubble and SIP with StowlDavis

... chairs to you, Stow/Davis seats for executive impressions and comfort. The Bubble is covered in Stow/Davis Stretchwool from the newest collection of contract-oriented fabrics— a Stow/Davis story in itself. The S.I.P. is designed for Stow/Davis by noted Swedish architect and artisan, Sigurd Persson and executed in the impeccable Stow/Davis quality. For a designer’s library of Stow/Davis, write on your professional letterhead to Stow/Davis, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502, or visit one of our galleries. NEW YORK, 49 East 53 Street (212) 688-9410 • CHICAGO, 1181 Merchandise Mart (312) 323-0436 • LOS ANGELES, 8899 Beverly Blvd. (213) 878-3050 • DALLAS, 620 Decorative Center (214) 742-1661 • GRAND RAPIDS, 25 Summer Avenue, N.W. (616) 456-9681.
It’s easy come, easy go, with LCN Closers

Architects point to six ways Closers help buildings function better: 1. Closers provide privacy. 2. Closers reduce noise. 3. Closers inhibit the spread of fire. 4. Closers control traffic flow. 5. Closers prevent accidents. 6. Closers contribute to orderly appearance.

After forty years of making nothing but door closers, LCN has perfected the art. The clean lines of the Smoothee®, shown in the photo, have been imitated but not matched. In power, in smooth performance, LCN “Smoothees” are the standard of the industry. They’re guaranteed for five years. For interior or exterior doors, LCN Closers offer you more—at lowest long-run cost. Write for catalog.

LCN CLOSERS, PRINCETON, ILL. 61356
A Division of Schlage Lock Company
In Canada: LCN Closers of Canada, Ltd.

PHOTO: King County Medical Service Corporation, Seattle, Washington; Grant, Copeland & Cherwenak, AIA and Associates, Architects.
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PISANI & FALCO ASSOCIATES, Architects and Planning Consultants, 33 W. 54 St., New York, N.Y. 10019.

WILLSON & WILLIAMS, Architects and planners, 2855 East Coast Hghwy., Corona del Mar, Calif.

New Firms


DESIGN & COMMUNICATIONS COLLABORATIVE, Design and Communications Consultants, 572 Washington St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

DESIGN-SCIENCE INTERNATIONAL, Architects, Planners, and Landscape Architects, Independence Court, Concord, Mass.


EDMUNDS OZOLINS, Architect, 4899 North Shore Dr., Eau Claire, Wis. 54701.

SCHWAB & TWITTY, Architects, 400 Palm Way, Palm Beach, Fla. 33480.

YULL-THORNTON, WARNER & LEVIKOW, Architects, 442 Post St., San Francisco, Calif.

New Partners, Associates

BURKE, KOBEL, NICOLAIS & ARCHULETA, Architects and Engineers, Los Angeles, Calif., announce the association of J. SMITH BENNETT.

RICHARD HAAG ASSOCIATES, Inc., Urban Designers, Site Planners, Landscape Architects, Seattle, Wash., announce that LEROY K. LEHNER has joined the firm as an associate landscape architect.

KAHN & JACOBS, Architects, New York, N.Y., announce the promotion of DER SCUTI and ELIJAH TOMPKINS to associate members of the firm.

THE OFFICE OF JERRALD L. KARLAN, Architect, Valley Stream, N.Y., has made known the appointment of DON FORST as an associate in the firm.

MOBITZ KUNDE & ASSOCIATES, Architects, Spokane, Wash., have made DONALD H. MCKINLEY a partner.

A.C. ODELL, JR., & ASSOCIATES, Architects, Charlotte, N.C., have named JOHN ALLEN MARFLEET an associate in the firm.

PANCOAST/FERENDINO/GRANT, Architects, Miami, Fla., announce that WILLIAM CANTWELL and PETER SPILLIS have been named senior partners in the firm.

THE PERKINS & WILL PARTNERSHIP, Architects, White Plains, N.Y., announces the appointment of ROBERT H. LEVINE as a senior associate.

REYNOLDS, SMITH & HILL, Architects and Engineers, Jacksonville, Fla., announces the admission of ROBERT F. DARBY and DR. C.L. HARDING to partnership in the firm.

Continued on page 210
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Go ahead. Design a ceiling that cools, heats, lights, communicates, controls sound and beautifies just the way you want it to...
I will install it.
And guarantee its performance, too!

By combining many essential functions into one system, today's electric integrated ceiling gives you new freedom in interior design. Take full advantage of that freedom. Create the ceiling that does what you want it to do, looks the way you want it to look. Then make it part of the electrical specifications and let your qualified electrical contractor take it from there.

Why an electrical contractor? Because most of the functions of an integrated ceiling are powered or controlled by electricity... and electricity is the electrical contractor's business.

Of course, proper installation will require the services of carpenters, sheet metal men, plasterers, plumbers, heating and refrigeration men. But your qualified electrical contractor has plenty of experience in coordinating the efforts of these specialists—and he has available to him established and recognized procedures through which jurisdictional questions can be settled without delaying the job.

And that's not all. Place the responsibility for your integrated ceiling in the hands of your qualified electrical contractor and he'll guarantee the performance, not only of the electrical functions, but of the entire electrically space-conditioned ceiling system.

NECA has prepared a film on integrated electric ceilings. To arrange a showing, contact the Marketing Division of NECA at the address below.

Ceiling designed by Albert C. Martin and Associates for Kansas Power and Light Tower Lobby, Topeka, Kansas

Your Qualified Electrical Contractor

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, 1730 Rhode Island Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
Award-winning Whitesboro High School:

framed in steel to assure flexibility, easy expansion

In Whitesboro, New York, about five miles west of Utica, they now have an impressive new high school for some 1,400 students. The school recently won one of the 1967 Architectural Awards of Excellence, sponsored by the American Institute of Steel Construction.

The architects developed three steel-framed, two-story buildings around a central open-air court to create a pleasant and stimulating study environment. Commented the awards jury: "This school building represents a good compendium of the best standard thinking of today."

The massing of the forms is impressive, and the handling of the materials is pleasingly restrained."

Structural steel was chosen for the framework because it permitted broad flexibility in design, and because of its matchless adaptability to future expansion. As a matter of fact, the designers have already envisioned an addition to accommodate 400 more pupils, when needed.

Steel framing offers so many advantages for school construction: economy, fire-safety, speed of erection, durability, fewer columns required, design flexibility. Before you start designing, ask a Bethlehem Sales Engineer what today's new steels and new design techniques have to offer.

Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa.
Over its sturdy steel framework, the Whitesboro High School is enclosed in dark brown brick, with windows of gray tinted glass.

Corridors, both open and enclosed, feature vertical accents of exposed steel framing members.


Steelwork fabricated and erected by Gouverneur Iron Works, Gouverneur, N. Y.
All at one convenient spot with Bobrick's new design. Model B-3914 Combination Towel Dispenser and Waste Receptacle now has a Mirror, too. Unit installs in 4" walls without the need for expensive skirts or side panels. Only 56" high for more convenient patron use. Holds 25% more paper towels, has 15% more waste capacity than taller combination units. Send for Catalog of 400 matching washroom accessories.

**BOBRICK**

Since 1906 Designers and Manufacturers of Washroom Equipment
Brooklyn, New York 11210
Los Angeles, California 90039
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**Elections, Appointments**

*BROWN & MATHEWS, INC., Architects and Engineers, Union, N.J.*, announce the appointment of KEITH W. DAWSON to the position of chief architect.

*FREEMAN, FOX, WILBUR SMITH & ASSOCIATES, Consulting Engineers, London, England*, have made ROBERT A. HUBBARD associate managing director and a member of the board of directors. He will hold prime responsibility for the London office.

*HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAU, INC., Architects, San Francisco, Calif.*, announce the appointment of JOSEPH LOWY as chief specifications writer. JOHN J. WHITE, formerly chief of the firm's specifications department, will remain as an associated consultant.

*PARSONS, BRINCKERHOFF, QMADE & DOUGLAS, Architects, New York, N.Y.*, announce the appointment of NORTON W. MAURER to the newly created position of structural consultant. The firm has also
Another outstanding example of Schokbeton's design plasticity.

Schokbeton precast concrete multiple window curtain-wall—
Commerce Square Office Building
Commerce, California
Architect: Chancey Miles Lott
Engineer: Paul J. Toien
Contractor: Turner Construction Co.
Precast: Rockwin Schokbeton

For the best in precast concrete, specify Schokbeton.
Plain or fancy interiors... there's a Cordley Cooler that fits!

When it comes to cooling drinking water, better come to Cordley. Here you'll find a host of advanced design and engineering features. Plus a complete selection of types, styles, models and capacities to meet every requirement! Flush mounted and semi-recessed wall-hung water coolers for neat and clean off-the-floor installations. Standard and compact floor style units in your choice of bottle or pressure types. Convenient compartment coolers that incorporate over one cubic foot of refrigerated storage space, dispense either hot and cold or cold water only. Plus packaged water chillers that can be installed in any remote location to service one or more fountains or supply fresh cold water for a range of commercial and industrial processing applications.

The point to remember is this: Whatever your needs may be, there's a Cordley quality cooler that fits—exactly!

Over 75 years of specialized water-cooling experience

Cordley & Hayes
2345 West Maple Road • Troy, Michigan 48084 • Telephone 313/644-5700
On Readers' Service Card, Circle No. 418
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named Thomas J. Downey head of its special structures section.

Wissinger-Holland, Ltd., Structural Engineers, Chicago, Ill., announce that Robert H. Beer, formerly an associate, has become a principal of the firm.

Name Changes


Arne Bystrom, Architect, Seattle, Wash.; formerly, Bystrom & Greco.

Frost Associates, Architects, New York, N.Y., upon the appointment of A. Corwin Frost as partner-in-charge of design, and P. Whitney Webb and Owen L. Delevante as administrative associates; formerly, Frederick G. Frost, Jr., & Associates.


Schutte-Mochon, Incorporated, Architects, Planners, and Engineers, Chicago, Ill., upon the retirement of Ralph J. Phillips, who will continue as an engineering consultant with the firm; formerly, Schutte-Phillips-Mochon.


Zetlin, Desimone, Chaplin & Associates, Consulting Engineers, New York, N.Y., upon the admission to partnership of Vincent J. Desimone and James E. Chaplin; formerly, Levy Zetlin & Associates. Charles H. Thornton has joined the firm as an associate.

When you change your address
Please report both new and old addresses directly to P/A five weeks before you move.

Progressive Architecture
Circulation Department
430 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022

March 1968 P/A
I'd like to know how you can help me with:

1. Product availability on hardwood paneling, flush doors, laminated products and exterior siding.
2. Engineering assistance on wood structures.
3. Erection service on wood interior walls, exterior walls and roof systems to my specifications.
5. Delivery of specified products to the job on time.

To: Weyerhaeuser Company
Architectural Specialty Dealer Service
Box B-2749
Tacoma, Washington 98401

Send me the name of your representative in my city:

Name ______________________________________
Address ____________________________________
Firm ________________________________________
City _________________________________________ State ______ Zip Code ______

Weyerhaeuser introduces a brand new Johnny-on-the-spot architectural dealer service.

We have more than 150 Architectural Specialty Dealers around the country, in cities like Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, Dallas and Pewaukee, Wisconsin. These are local independent businessmen. With first-hand knowledge on hardwood doors, laminated beams and decking, hardwood paneling, prefinished siding, and a host of other Weyerhaeuser products. Many inventory the products in their own warehouses. In your city. They have quick access to most anything you may need.

Their purpose in life: shortcut all red tape and slowness of dealing with somebody out of town.

If you'll mail the coupon, we'll put you in touch with your Johnny-on-the-spot. Not just any Tom, Dick or Harry.

Weyerhaeuser
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JOBS AND MEN

ARCHITECT—Permanent position with established medium-sized architectural engineering firm in small town in West Virginia. All types of work including planning—firm ranges statewide. Architectural department is small, but growing. Congenial working atmosphere and benefits. Want experienced graduate capable of handling all phases of projects. Registration preferred but not necessary. Send resume to Box #558, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—South American project. Interesting & rewarding 42 month project in Ecuador, South American hemisphere, as resident project manager for challenging educational program. Good living conditions plus personnel, U.S. citizenship required. Proficiency in Spanish a necessity. Please contact Mr. Yoder, Dalton-Dalton Associates, Architects-Engineers, The Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio 44114, (216) 861-0300. An equal opportunity employer.

ARCHITECTS—Facilities planning consultants, New York City planning and design consulting firm, "people-oriented" architects with high personal standards of professional responsibility and proven capability in top level client contact, problem solving and report writing. We offer opportunities for individual growth, salaries commensurate with qualifications, increases based upon merit and, a comprehensive benefit program, including deferred profit-sharing. Primary responsibilities will concern the solution of client problems related to programming corporate headquarters, specialized educational facilities and major civic centers. Please submit confidential resume of experience and earnings to Becker & Becker, Inc., Seagram Building, 375 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.

ARCHITECTS—With strong design interest for office with broad opportunity in institutional, commercial and industrial type projects. Excellent opportunity to work with highly experienced architectural and engineering personnel. Daverman Associates, Architects & Engineers, Vandenberg Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

ARCHITECT & ARCHITECT'S DRAFTSMEN—Permanent position in expanding office in central Connecticut. Must be capable of assuming responsible design and development of working drawings to the satisfaction of clients. Send particulars to Box #559, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS—Opportunities for young architects interested in careers in the growing and challenging field of architectural acoustics; positions available in Los Angeles, Chicago, New York and Cambridge. Please send resume to Robert B. Newman, BOLT BERANEK AND NEWMAN, INC., 50 Moulton Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. An equal opportunity employer.


ARCHITECTURAL GRADUATE—No experience required. Opportunity to learn all phases of architecture in a small central Connecticut office. Send complete resume to Box #560, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISOR—Needed. Graduate or civil engineer, state registration desirable, 2-3 years previous experience as field supervisor for an architectural or engineering firm on institutional buildings. Salary open. Send resumes to John Goodwin, University Architect, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan 48202.

MARKETING POSITION—For architectural grad or business/sales oriented individual seeking challenge of new position of Product Manager. Experience in marketing of metal wall panels essential. Ability to communicate with professionals in the field is a prerequisite. Send resume and salary requirements to Mr. Yoder, Bo. #561, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

PARTNER OR ASSOCIATE—Sole proprietor wishes to enlarge size of office and scope of services. Metropolitan Boston office with $7,000,000 in housing, schools, urban renewal. Long term regional area with experience as principal preferred. Investment not essential. Box #562, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

SITUATIONS WANTED

ARCHITECT—To associate with established progressive office, New York or Boston area, in position of top-design-management responsibility. Registered Massachusetts, New York, NCARB. Experience with first-class New York design firm and with architectural development agency. Box #563, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—With exceptionally large range of experience on the continent of Europe, England and North America on system building research, tropical architecture, universities, airport, residential, and commercial design, campus planning. Seeks challenging position. Box #564, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT, INTERIOR—European education, 15 years experience with architects and furniture factories, working in design, advertising, writing drawings, and administration. Seeking new challenging position. I am married, 2 children, willing to move, U.S. citizen. Box #565, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ENGLAND—Pratt Institute architectural graduate (American), 3 years U.S. experience as project manager and 2 years British experience as job office taking NCARB exams. Desires architectural position with American firm in Hertfordshire or London. British registration will be advantageous. Box #566, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

EXECUTIVE ARCHITECT—18 years of successful private practice in midwest, wishing to relocate in the New York City area. Experienced in design, engineering, construction management, development of working drawings to the satisfaction of clients. Send complete resume to Box #566, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.


TWO ENGLISH—Post-intermediate students on BSC honours course at Birmingham School of Architecture, seek employment from September 1968 for at least 6 months. Design work experience in housing, and system built school in the project work. West Coast preferable—please contact R. Denison, Deane House, Carlton, Bedford, England.

MISCELLANEOUS

ARCHITECTURAL & DESIGN AGENCY—Architects, design or production expertise $6M to $25M. Muriel Feder maintains close contact with the entire Architectural and Design field. The "Professional Consultant" for confidential, nationwide and international coverage. Specializing in personnel ranging through all phases of the architectural office for the past 15 years. 667 Madison Ave., at 61st St., New York City. TE 8-3722.


HELEN HUTCHINS PERSONNEL AGENCY—Specialists in Architecture and Interior Design and Home Furnishing. Interviews by appointment. 767 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021, TE 8-3070.

Advertising Rates

Standard charge for each unit is Ten Dollars, with a maximum of 50 words. In counting words your address (any address) counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two units may be purchased for twenty dollars, with a maximum of 100 words. Check or money order should accompany advertisement and be mailed to Jobs & Men c/o Progressive Architecture, 430 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. All insertions will be accepted not later than the last of the month preceding month of publication. For box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.
Eric Friis, A.I.A., opened up sales for Wisconsin Public Service Corp., with Therm-O-Proof insulating glass.

A wide open front for a huge 3,000 square foot merchandise display area was a prime requirement for this new office building in Rhinelander, Wisconsin.

To provide maximum visual impact for this open front, Therm-O-Proof insulating glass was used to minimize the condensation.

Thermoproof fabricated large pentagonal shaped units measuring 109½” wide x 36½” left and right vertical x 54½” in the center to fit the openings created by the pre-cast, pre-stressed “Y” beams which form the front of the building.

At Thermoproof, over 200 configurations and combinations are available to give you more ways to fit more ideas.

The company that designs buildings like this needs another PROJECT MANAGER for bigger things to come!

The S&H Building is only one of the thousand-plus projects completed in the past 10 years that have made A. Epstein and Sons, Inc. — established in 1921 — one of the nation’s largest (and most diversified) architectural concerns. Now we’re out to triple our size within the next six years! That’s a lot of growing — and a lot of opportunity for a Project Manager with the ability to grow with us.

Virtually every one of our executives has come from promotion from within. Therein lies the challenge for a pro who can help shape a variety of exciting projects right now — and step into new areas of responsibilities as they develop. He’ll need a degree in architecture or engineering and at least 4 years solid experience.

The company’s progressive attitude is exemplified by our own modern facility, exceptional employee relationship program, and outstanding benefits. We’re interested in your salary requirements, but more interested in having the right man join us.

Write in confidence to: Mr. Ron Jankowski

A. EPSTEIN and SONS, Inc.
ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS
2011 W. Pershing Road • Chicago, Ill. 60609 • 312/847-6000
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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NEW FURNITURE CATALOG
for
• Offices • Schools • Hospitals
• Nursing Homes • Churches
• Hotels-Motels • Clubs • Vending
• Plants • Government

Over 50 New Products
Over 200 Items
Commercial Furniture in Advanced Design
WRITE TODAY! FOR FREE COPIES

1642-PA Crystal • Kansas City, Missouri 64126

Name___________________________
Title___________________________
Firm/Institution__________________
Address________________________
City_________________ State_____
Phone No_______________________

☐ Please send me my personal copy: (Quantity)
☐ Please send copies for office use (Quantity)
☐ Please send copies for salesmen (Quantity)

On Readers’ Service Card, Circle No. 422
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcan Aluminum Corp., Flexalum Division</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blais/Greeneald, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Gas Association</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketchum, MacLeod &amp; Grove, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Plywood Association</td>
<td>39 thru 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole &amp; Weber, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andersen Corporation</td>
<td>82, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell-Mithun, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angeles Metal Systems</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arodizio Stewart Promotion Assoc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong Cork Co., Ceilings Systems</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batten, Barton, Durstine &amp; Osborn, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Metal, Inc.</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bloew Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azrock Floor Products Div.</td>
<td>2nd Cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenns Advertising, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey, Cane &amp; Cooler, Inc.</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaumont, Heller &amp; Spring, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethlehem Steel Corporation</td>
<td>26, 208, 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Bruin &amp; Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bobrick Corporation</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Len Wood Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunswick Corp., Burke &amp; Acton Div.</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We. John Upjohn Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burns &amp; Russell Company</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mare Smith Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caraco, Inc.</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. P. Ferring Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter, L.E. &amp; Co., Inc.</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Air Conditioning Company</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certain-Tood Products</td>
<td>28, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muller, Jordan &amp; Herrick, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysler Corporation — Airtemp</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunningham &amp; Walsh, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark Door Company</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. W. Keesinger &amp; Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute</td>
<td>60, 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foshott Advertising, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consul &amp; Mutoh, Ltd.</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew &amp; Carr, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Development Association</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodge Advertising Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordley &amp; Hayes</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watkins-Rogers, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darling, L.A. Company</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia Advertising, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dev Badische Company</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman, Craig &amp; Kammel, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downs Carpet Company</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piek &amp; Schwartz, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Products Corporation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.A. Leury Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Heating Association</td>
<td>181, 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles B. Root, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epstein, A. &amp; Sons, Inc.</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenestra, Inc.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altman-Hall Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixtures, Inc.</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sher &amp; Jones, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexicore Company, Inc.</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yock &amp; Yock, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms &amp; Surfaces</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherrill Broudy Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fritz Hansen</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiber E. Kohn Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaylord Industries</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Co., Silicone Prod. Dept.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Roy, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilyn-Johnson Corporation</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden E. Geiger Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borkart, Leoelz &amp; Deau, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadco Products, Inc., Subs. Esquire, Inc.</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritchie Advertising Agency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harter Corporation</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. G. Sullivan Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauserman, E. F., Company</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sayor &amp; Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haws Drinking Faucet Co.</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Advertising Staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holcomb &amp; Hoke Manufacturing</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark &amp; Mercer Advertising Agency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holophone Company, Inc.</td>
<td>86, 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner &amp; Feeney, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homasote Company</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard La Pond Advertising Agency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope’s Windows, Inc.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss-Chase Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Associates</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linette Advertising-Publicity Serv., Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inland Steel Products Company</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman-York, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Steel Co., Revolving Door Div.</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keller-Crescent Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOFCO, Jasper Office Furniture Co.</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keller-Crescent Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentile Floors, Inc.</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Cover Easton &amp; Howes, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly-Clark Corp., Commercial Dept.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Hoolen Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinnear Corp. &amp; Subsidiaries</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, Right &amp; Gainey, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laeideco Steel Company</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bate-Hodgskin-Neuwoehrner, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCN Closers</td>
<td>204, 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. C. Franz, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Co.</td>
<td>91 thru 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuller, Smith &amp; Ross, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightolier, Inc.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel &amp; Charles, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macomber, Inc.</td>
<td>80, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts, Lee &amp; Kenson, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maix, L. Antou, Inc.</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamius Advertising &amp; Publicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble/Imperial Furniture Co.</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi Glass Company</td>
<td>175, 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bate-Hodgskin-Neuwoehrner, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldcast Mfg. Company</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Pearson Associate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monsanto Company, Textiles Division</td>
<td>3rd Cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opaque, Diene &amp; Barnbach, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic Tile Company</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Leggett Advertising, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle Desk Company</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long, Haynes &amp; Co., Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nactor Co.</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buntin, Cool, Harmon, Smith, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Concrete Masonry Association</td>
<td>19, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harghime Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Electrical Contractor Assoc.,</td>
<td>206, 207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry J. Kaufman &amp; Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Castle Products, Inc.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Biddle Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead Door Corporation</td>
<td>32, 33, 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenns Advertising, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peragon Swimming Pool Co., Inc.</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaph-Ventaile, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patchogue Plymouth</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Menken, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pella Rolscreen Company</td>
<td>73, 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. W. Ramsey Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Cement Association</td>
<td>186, 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb &amp; Ken, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Architecture</td>
<td>64, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymor Manufacturing Company</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sperry-Boon, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA Service Company</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Paul Lefton Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Cedar Shingle &amp; Handsplas Above Buren</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederick E. Belker Advertising Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinhold Publishing Corp.</td>
<td>38w-c, 38w-d, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohm and Haas Company, Plastics Div.</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb &amp; Ken, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renon &amp; Kunst, Inc.</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia Advertising, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanospray Siding Corporation</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lufresco Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sargent &amp; Company</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepler &amp; Gimney, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schokkoten Products Corp.</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuck Weber, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silbrico Corporation</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elrving Johnson Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Valve Company</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinbach, Meyer &amp; Finn, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern California Edion Co.</td>
<td>38w-b, 38w-c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey Advertising, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Pine Association</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitzgerald Advertising, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Dry Wall Products, Inc.</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over &amp; Clark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Works — Door Operation Equip.</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chisery &amp; Cairns, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Steelcraft
9017 Blue Ash Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 U.S.A.

Please have your Distributor deliver my free copy of the Steelcraft Fact File on Fire Doors and Frames.

Name
Firm
Address
City
State
Zip

Steelcraft's finest name in metal doors and frames

Your Steelcraft Fact File on steel fire doors and frames is a concise reference on almost everything you need to know about fire doors. Included is a handy fire door selection guide, an explanatory section on the various rating services, do's and don'ts, and other inside information designed to make specifying fire doors and frames simple and easy. Fill out and mail the coupon above and your Steelcraft Distributor will deliver your Fact File immediately.
Why Gas absorption cooling makes sense even in TVA country.

In TVA country electric rates are among the lowest in the nation. But Gas absorption cooling proves less expensive to operate than an electric system.

The same Gas boiler that delivers heat and hot water supplies energy for the refrigeration unit as well.

There are other reasons why Gas cooling makes sense.

Gas cooling is quiet. There are no major moving parts. Low pressure steam from a Gas-fired boiler quietly energizes a liquid chiller.

And without any major moving parts, Gas systems have a long service life. They operate for years without a major repair.

How a Carrier system saves the Windsor Towers more than $2,400 a year.

The total annual operating cost for an all Gas cooling and heating system comes to $9,171 for these Nashville, Tennessee apartments.

In contrast, a combination electric cooling and Gas heating system would have cost $11,587 a year to operate.

A 311-ton Carrier absorption unit cools the 12-story building.

Chilled or hot water from the absorption cooler and boiler is sent to air handling units in each apartment. This allows tenants to regulate the temperature in their own apartments.

For more details on how you can use Gas cooling and heating to reduce your operating costs, contact your local Gas Company Sales Engineer. Or write: Carrier Air Conditioning Co., Syracuse, New York 13201.